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RELATED PUBLICATIONS

The table below lists other publications which may be of interest to the readers of this manual.
Unless otherwise indicated by title or footnote, all are maintenance handbooks. Note that maintenance handbooks directly applicable to a particular system are normally supplied with the system.
Title

Fublieation Number

Handbook of Analog Computation
8850 X-Y Plotter - Volume 1

00800.1133-0

8850 X-Y Plotter - Volume 2

00800.1134-0

8880 Display Unit
8875 Recorder - Volume 1
8875 Recorder - Volume 2

00800.1150-1
00800.1151-0

8875 Recorder - Volume 3

00800.1152-0

8881 Oscilloscope

00800.1153-1

680 Reference Handbook

00 800.2048-0

680 Console Components

00 800.2049-0

680 Computing Components

00 800.2050-0

680 Replaceable Parts Lists

00800.2051-1

680 Drawings - Volume 1
680 Drawings - Volume 2

00 800.2052-1

680 Digital Voltmeter, Model 26.268

00 800.5027-0

00 800.0001-3

00800.1145-1

00 800.2053-1
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NOTICE

In order to enable us to process your requests for spare parts and replacement items quickly
and efficiently, we request your conformance with the following procedure:
1.

Please specify the type number and serial number of
the basic unit as well as the EAI part number and description of the part when inquiring about replacement
items such as potentiometer assemblies or cups, relays, transformers, precision resistors, etc.

2.

When inquiring about items as servo multipliers, resolvers, networks, printed circuit assemblies, etc.,
please specify the serial numbers of the major equipment with which the units are to be used, such as:
Console, Type 8811, Memory Module, Type 4.204,
Serial No. 000, etc. If at aII possible, please include the purchase order or the EAI project number
under which the equipment was originally procured.

Your cooperation in supplying the required information will speed the processing of your requests
and aid in assuring that the correct items are supplied.
It is the policy of Electronic Associates, Inc. to supply equi,pmentpatternedas closely as possible to the requi,rements of the indiuidual castomer. This is accomplished, without incarring the
prohi'bitiue costs of castorn desi,gn, by substi.tuting new components, modifying standard components, etc., whereaer necessclry to expedite conformance withrequi,remenis. As a result,
this instruction manaal, o'ohichhas been uritten to coaer standnrd equipment, may rnt enti.reiy
concar inits content withthe eEtiy'ment supplied. It isfelt, hnweuer, tlnt atechnicatty quatified person will find the mavrual a fully adequate guide in understanding, operating, and maintaining the equipment actually supplied.

Electronic Associates, Inc. reserves
the right to make changes in design,
or to make additions to or improvements in its product without imposing
any obligation upon itself to install
them on products previously manufactured.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1

PURPOSE OF THIS MANUAL

This manual is intended to fill two specific needs: The need for a text for the programmer to
study to familiarize himself with the computer, and the need for a reference book for the experienced programmer to look up an occasional circuit. To accomplish these goals,
the main
body of the book (Chapters 1 through 21) is written in "textbook" format, covering each component in turn. The reader interested in rapidly learning how to use a given component
should
read only the initial paragraphs of each chapter, and skip the paragraphs marked,'Circuit Details",

which contain schematics, block diagrams, and other information on the internal hard-

wate.
Explicit patching diagrams and suggested programmer's symbols for analog components are
given in Appendix 1, which is organized somewhat differently from the rest of the book. The
rest of the book is organized by componeals,'Appendix 1 is organized by apptications.
I.2

BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE ASSUMED

This handbook is intended to provide the experienced analog programmer with a description of
the specific features in the 680. Familiarity with analog computation in generalis assumed.
Hence, no information on programming and scaling is included, with one principal exception.
This exception is Appendix 4, which covers the log/exponential DFG, and includes a considerable amount of sbalng detail, since most textbooks on analog computation do not cover log,/exponential scaling adequately.
1.3

STRUCTURE OF THIS MANUAL

The manual may be divided into three main subdivisions, exclusive of appendices:
1.3.1

C h a p t e r s2 t h r o u g h 5

These chapters contain basic programming and operating information for the computer as a
;
whole.
L.3.2

C h a p t e r s6 t h r o u g h 1 8

These chapters contain descriptions of individual components. Each chapter covers a single
component or a group of closely related components.
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1.3.3

C h a P t e r s1 9 t h r o u g h 2 1

and time scale selection' This information
These chapters contain information on mode control
problems' but can be quite useful for repetitive
is not necessary for simple, straightforward
20.3 contains descriptions of a number of
and iterative operation. In particular, Paragraph
are occasionally useful'
mode control and overl0ad detection features which
1.4

WHAT TO READ FIRST
L. 4.L

Basic Information

to "get on the computer" for a simple proFor the reader who is just starting out, and wants
blem, the following reading is recommended:
t.4,L,LRead'Chapters2throughs.Theseparagraphscontainbasicmaterial
'where
to find things", and how to set up the problem'
on
|,4.|.2ReadAppendix6,whichexplainstheuseofnormally-closedpatchpanel
throughout the manual' and are essential
contacts. These contacts appear in many schematics
Even the reader who is not "schematic-oriented"'
to understanding many of the patching features.
should examine this appendix' and Figure
but simply wants to know how to patch the components,
pot feature can result in considerable patching simpli8.2. Proper use of the normally-connected
Inverter (Figure 9' 3) requires a knowfication. Similarly, a full understanding of the Junction
operates'
Iedge of how the normally-connected feedback resistor
to the applications
Read the paragraphs in Appendix 1 which correspond
sections of the corresponding chapyou require for the particular problem, and read the initial
Appendix 7'
ters. Refer to the photograph of the patch panel in
t.4,t.3

1.4.L.4
t. 4.2

Read Appendix 3 (Startup Procedure)'

Further Information

of the machine and has run one or two
Once the programmer has obtained a basic understanding
especially Paragraphs 20' 1'
problems, a reading of chapters 19 through 21 is recommended,
at least skimmed, with the possible excep20.2, and 20,3. AII appendices should be read, or
tionofAppendix4(iftheprogrammerhasnointerestinlogsorexponentials).
discretion' In particular, the paraThe balance of the book may be read at the programmerrs
to some programmers and of little
graphs marked "circuit Details" may be of great interest
or no interest to others.
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CHAPTER 2
GENERAL MACHINE ORGANIZATION
An overall view of the 680 Console is given in Figure 2.1. The major portions
of the console
are briefly described in this chapter. More detailed information is given in subsequent
chapters.
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2.T

THE PATCH PANEL

The patch panel is divided into five rows.
flops, counters, gates, etc. ).

The upper row is devoted to logic elements ({lip-

The lower four rows contain the analog elements. Almost all

computing components are housed in slideout trays direcily behind the panel.

F.
i:
E,

Further informa-

tion on the patch panel organization is given in Chapter 5.

f',

1..

il

The panel is of aluminum, and has a total of 4080 holes.

i:.
3.

sertion and removal.

::

A motorized drive is provided for in-

See Appendix 3 for the procedure.

t--.

$,'
F
Sl

2.2

THE OVERLOAD INDICATORS

t.

ä'
Sl
*,

Directly above the patch panel are the overload indicators (Figure 2.1).
overloads, the appropriate light on the overload panel glows.
for the amplifiers

are laid out in four rows, similar

When a component

Note that the overload indicators

to the layout of the patch panel itself.

first two digits are common to a block of ten amplifiers,

The

and only the last digit lights up. A

similar arrangement is used for the VDFG's and multipliers.

2.2.1

OverloadCriteria

An.amplifier is regarded as overloaded when its summing junction departs from virtual ground.
This usually means that the output has been driven beyond its normal operating range.

Most

amplifiers are capable of producing outputs up to about 1.2 or 1.3 units (12 or 13 votts) before
overloading.

A VDFG is regarded as overloaded for the purpose of triggering the alarm when

its output exceeds 1.05 units (10.5 volts) in magnitude. A multiplier is regarded as overloaded
when the sum of the absolute values of the inputs exceeds 2.05 units (20. 5 volts).

Note that for

this to happen, it is necessary, but not sufficient, tlat at least one input be greater than 1.0
unit.

Under some conditions, an input greater than reference voltage can be multiplied by a

smallerinputcorrectly. Forexample,if X=L.25 units(12.5volts)andY=0.6unit(6.0
volts), then lXl + lVf <2. OS. The muttiplier will not indicate an overload, and the output product will be correct (t0. ?5 unit, or t7. 5 volts). Thus the overload system is designed to respond only to genuine overloads.

Overload indication is also provided for the TREFERENCE power supplies.

A malfunction or
(such
excessive loading
as accidentally patching reference to ground) causes an overload indication.
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GENERAL MACHINE ORGANIZATION

Audible Overload Alarm

In addition to the visual indication, an audible alarm is provided to which produces a tone whenever any component overloads. A volume control is provided for this alarm behind the Iogic
readout panel. The volume may be varied continuously from an inaudible level up to one so loud
tfiat it may be easily heard in a room fuII of people and machinery.
2.2.3

Logic Level and Control

In addition to the visual and audible alarms there is an output on the logic panel which comes
high whenever any component overloads. A stored overload feature is also provided, under
Iogieal control. For details on these features, see paragraph 19.3. ?.
2.3

THE LOGIC READOUT PANEL (Fisure 2.2)

This panel contains indicators that show the state of each logic element. When the element is
in the ONE state, the corresponding indicator is lit. Most of those indicators are pushbuttons
as well, allowing the logic element to be set or reset manually. A listing of the indicators and
controls is given below. More detailed information is given in the chapters on the individual
components.

:l

1
tJ

coitTFotsJ
FOR MOJ{OSTABLE
TIMERS
(FARA2.3.2l

Figure 2.2.

t_ _t t_
t*ps61141DIGITAL
PUSHBUTTO}IS
{PARA2.3_3}

PUSHBUTTON/
II\IOICATORS
FOR
RfGISTERS
{PARA 2.3.5}

The Logic Req.dout panel
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T h e C o u n t e r s ( S e eC h a p t e r 1 6 )

2.3.1

Controls are provided for three BCD counters, each with two decades. The eight flip-flops in
each counter are individually displayed so that the contents of the counter may be determined
at any time by adding the numbers on all indicators that are lit.
buttons which may be used to manually set any given flip-flop.
each column allow mariual clearing.

The indicators are also pushPushbuttons at the bottom of

At the top of the panel, a pair of thumbwheels is provided,

to allow an initial value to be loaded into the counter.
The Monostable Timers (Seealso Chapter 17)

2.3.2

A thumbwheel and vernier pot, used for setting ttre time interval, are provided for each of the
six monostable timers.
Digital Pushbuttons (Seealso Chapter 18)

2.3.3

Six general purpose pushbuttons are provided.
output terminal on the patch panel.

Each button provides a ZERO or a ONE at an

Each output corresponds to a pair of buttons. Depressing

the button on tfie left sets the output to ONE; depressing the button on the right sets the output
io ZERO.

The button on the left acts as an indicator; it is lit when the output is set to ONE.

This output is not synchronized with the system clock.

When the output is set to ZEPrO, a

synchronized blip (a pulse one clock period in length) is generated at the output terminal each
time the button on the right is depressed. The complementary output is also terminated.
2.3.4

The AND Gates (Seeaiso Chapter 14)

Each AND gate in the computer is provided with an indicator which lights when the gate output
is logic ONE.

Each indicator is also apushbutton.

Depressingthe button has vn effectonthe

gate output. Since the gate is not a "memory" device, it is not possible to "SET" or "RESET"
it. However, depressing the button will tight the light as long as the button is held down. This
feature provides a quick check for a burned-out bulb.
2.3.5

The Registers (Seealso Chapter 15)

Each GPR (General-Purpose-Register) contains four flip-flops.

For each flip-flop,

there is a

pair of pushbuttons. The button on the left serves as an indicator; it lights when the flip-flop
is set. It may also be used for manual control; depressing it sets the flip-flop. Depressing
the button on the right resets the flip-flop.
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2.4

GENERAL MACHINE ORGANIZATION

THE HANDSET pOT STRIP (Figure 2.3)

This strip contains the twelve handset pots. They are ten-turn,
bK pots, with locking knobs.
See Paragraph 8.2 for further details.
2.5

THE ANALOG READOUT PANEL (Figure 2.3)

This panel contains the DVM display, display for comparators
and function relays, and other
controls.

HANDSäT
POT S.TRIP.
{PARAE.4}

DVM
DISPLAY

(PARA
e.S,r)

COMmRATOft,
DTSPLAY
AND
coillTRoLs
(PARAa.5.2'

L{
REP-OP

T

n[r€R (
cosrTRo{-s
l
(PARA

1
J

e5.5)'"

MAHUAL POT.
SETTIN6

cor{Tfiol-s
(PARAa.5.61

MAIN POtl|Eft

sw!TcHEs
tiena a.6.sl

PATCH PANEL

DRIVgSWrTct"r€,s
(PARA2.5.4)

Figure 2.3.

H,-

The Awlog Readout panel
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2.5.t

The DVM Displav

This displays the address (e. g. , A25) and value (e. g. , +. 5942) of whatever component is
addressed on the signal selector. (See Chapter 3 for a description of the signal selector. )
Values are displayed on a unit-scaled basis; that is, reference voltage is taken as the unit of
measurement. Hence, plus Reference is displayed as +1.0000 unit.

A x20qooverrange is pro-

vided; i. e., the DVM will measure values up to +1.1999 units (r11.999 volts).

2.5.2

The Comparators and Function Relays (See also Chapter 13)

A pair of buttons is provided for each of the 24 comparators in the computer.

The button on the
left is an indicator; it lights when the comparator output is ONE. Depressing this button will
set the output flip-flop, forcing the comparator output on the patch panel to ONE regardless of

the state of the analog inputs.

Similarly,

depressing the other button forces the output to ZERO.
When the finger is removed from the button, the comparator reverts to normal operation, following its analog inputs. Of course, if the LATCH input is high, or the clock is in the STOp
mode, the analog inputs have no effect (see Paragraph 13.2) and the comparator output remains
in the state to which it was manually set. This feature is useful for checkout. since it allows
the establishment of test signals at the comparator outputs.

A similar arrangement is provided for each of the 24 function relays. When a relay is in the
'r+" state, the button on the Ieft is lit. This button,
when depressed, forces the relay into the
"+" state independently of the patched Iogic inputs.

The button on the right, when depressed,
forces the relay into the "-" state. These relays are driven by flip-flops, so that if no logic
signal is patched in, they remain in the state into which.tley are manually set. Hence, if no'
logic inputs are patched, the relays may be used as manual function switches.

2.5.3

Main Power Switches

These switches apply power to the computer.
the OFF button turns it off.

2.5.4

Depressing the ON button turns the.computer on;

For startup procedures, säe Appendix 4.

Patch Panel Drive Switches

These switches, marked ENG and DIS are for insertion and removal of the motor-driven patch
panel.

2-6
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Rep-OpTimer Controls

These controls determine the duration of the computing intervals in theÄep-op mod,e. See
Chapter 20, Paragraph 20. 2 and 20.3 for details.
2.5.6

The Manual Pot SettinE Controls

In the lower left-hand corner of the panel are a pair of pushbuttons marked POT ADDRESS and a
setof thumbwheels marked MANUAL SELECTOR. Belowthe DVM is a lever marked POT CONTROL.
4.

2.6

J
T
l
i

l
l
l
l
l
l
l

-l

1

These controls allow manual setting of the servo-set pots.

Details are given in Chapter

For normal servo-setting operation, the POT ADDRESS should be in the KEYBOARD mode.

THE CONTROL KEYBOARD (Figure 2.4)

The Control Keyboard located on the shelf below the analog readout panel. Its main functions
are mode control, signal selection, and pot-setting.

From left to right, the buttons are as

follows:

2.6.1

Logic Mode Control and Clock Rate Selection

The four buttons markedST, 10, 105, and 106 select the clock rate for the synchronized Iogic
elements, They form a mutually-exclusive group. (OnIy one of the four is lit at a time. Depressing one button lights it and extinguishes the others. ) The button that is lit determines the
clock rate. The "normal" rate is 106 pulses per second (one clock pulse every micro-second).
Clock rates of 10s and 10 pulses per second are also provided.

NC,TE
The 10s and 10 lulse,/second clocks are only
auailable uhen the re|-op timer is running.

The ST (STEP) button inhibits all clock pulses when initially depressed, and subsequengy provides one clock pulse every time it is depressed. This feature is useful for problem checkout.
Below the clock rate controls is the Digital Mode Controt group, another group of four mutuallyexclusive buttons. The buttons marked C, S, and R put the logic into the CLEAR, STOp, and
RUN modes respectively. In the CLEAR mode, ali flip-flops are cleared (reset to ZERO) and
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stopped. In the RUN mode, the
the system clock is stopped. In the sToP mode, the clock is
Rate group of buttons mentioned
system clock is running at a frequency determined by the clock
above.
NclTE
The Ctock Rate buttons hnue no effect unless
the togic system i's i'n the RUN mode. In parti'cular, the STEP tushbutton works only i'n the
RUN mode.

LO6IC MODE.

cgrrnol lllo

CI,OCI(RATE
SELECTION
(PARA2.6.t1

l

ANALO6
iloD€,
coilT80L
TPARAA64}

ra:::i

SIGNAL SELECTOR
AND POT-SETTIIG
CONTROLS (PARA 2.6.2}

Figure 2.4.

TIME SCALE
CONTROLS
(FIARA A6.3)

The Control KeYboard

logic mode by the patch
The PP button in the logic mode control group allows cöntrol of the
panel. See Chapter 21 for further information'
2.6.2

Signai Selector and Pot-Setting Controls

pot for readout by the
These controls allow signal selection (i. e., addressing an amplifier or
the eight marked
DVM) and setting of servo-set pots. The entire group consists of 22 buttons:
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A, P, D, D/10,T, PP, FandQithetennumericalkeys(marked0-9);andthefourcontrol
keys (marked CL, DAC, INC, and GO). The signal selector is described in detail in Chapter
3, and the pot-setting system in Chapter 4.
2.6. 3 The Time Scale Controls (N, F, SEC, lvLS)(See also Chapter 19)
These buttons control the feedback capacitor values on the integrators and the rate at which the
rep-op timer runs.

The N and F (Normal and Fast) buttons form a mutually exclusive pair;

the SEC and MS (Secondsand Milliseconds) form another mutually exclusive pair.
N and SEC provides the standard feedback capacitor value (10 microfarads).

Selecting

This gives a

one-second time constant when used with the standard "gain one" resistor (100K). Selecting
MS instead of SEC decreases the capacitor value by a factor of 1000 (to 0.01 microfarad), providing a 1000-to-1 speedup. Hence, the time constant for a "gain-one. input becomes one
millisecond when Mfi is selected.
The "F" (Fast) button provides a 10-to-1 speedup. Thus, when "F" is selected, the time constant becomes 0. 1 second or 0. 1 millisecond.
Note that the speedup factors of 10 and 1000 are cumulativel in combination ttrey give a speedu p o f 1 0 , 0 0 0t o 1 .
Each integrator has local controls for the "F" and "MS" selections on the logic panel.
into these terminals overrides the master pushbutton control.
2.6.4

Mode Control Buttons (Seealso Chapter 20)

These seven buttons form a mutually-exclusive'set
at a time).

(the computer is in only one of these modes

The modes are as follows:

PC (Pot Coefficient).

-ll

Patching

This is the standard quiescent mode. Every amplifier is provided with

feedback by means of a relay, to prevent overloads. Hence, the computer should be in this
mode whenever it is t'at rest, " or unattended. If a pot is addressed in this mode, the pot coefficient (setting) will be displayed (the patched input is switched off and + Reference is applied
to the input of any pot which is addressed on the signal selector).

af
i:
-

I

SP (Set Pots).
f

This mode provides feedback for every amplifier to prevent overloads, and

also puts reference on the input of an addressed pot. It differs from the PC mode in that it is

a-'

possible to set pots in this mode; that is, the servo setting system is energized (see Chapter

I

a2-9
ai
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4 for setting procedure). Hence, the PCand SPmodes together correspond tothe pot selmode
on most other computers, except that the use of two slch modes allows pot coefficient readout (in PC mode) without the danger of inadvertently mis-setting a previously set pot. Hence,
the SP mode should be used only duting actual pot setting.
ST (Static Test).

This mode forces all integrators into the IC mode (regardless of local patch-

ing). It also energizes the * Test Reference voltage terminals (see Paragraph 12. 5). In addition, it allows derivative readout for integrators and track,/store units.

(See Paragraphs 6. 3.4

a n d7 . 1 . 3 . 4 .)
IC, H, OP (Iwitial Cond:ition, Hold., andOperate),
integrators

When one of these modes is selected, all

are put into that mode except tlnse that haae different mode control logic ind:iuidtr.ally

(See Paragraph 6.3.2. ) In addition, certain other functions are normally "slaved"
to the mode control (for example, the pen on an X-Y plotter will normally go down only in the

patched.

operate mode, although it is possible to override this feature by local patching).
PP (Patch Panel). When this button is depressed, the mode of the computer is controlled from
logic signals on the patch panel.
tained under logic control.

Any of the three computational modes (IC, H, OP) may be ob-

Manual (pushbutton) control may be resumed at any time by select-

ing any mode manually.
2.7

THE TEST POSITION (See Figure 2.5)

A stot tabeled "TEST POSITION" appears at the bottom of the analog readout panel. Ifan analog tray is inserted in this position, porffer is applied to it, and it may be tested and adjusted
under operating conditions.
2.8

THE VDFG AND LIMITER DRAWERS

To the right of the operator, as he sits at the console, are six slide-out drawers.
most drawer contains the controls for setting the feedback limiters.

The upper-

(The limiters themselves

are located in trays behind the patch panel. ) Limiters

may be easily set without patching mod-

ifications; t}re limit value is read directly on the DVM.

Independent controls are provided for
.ihe setup procedure is described
in

the positive and negative limit values on each limiter.
Paragraph L2.1.3.
The remaining five drawers contain the variable DFG's.

There are a total of 18 ten-segment

DFGrs, grouped in pairs, so that the two DFG's in any pair may be used as a single twentyThe uppermost DFG drawer (the one just below the limiter drawer) contains the
panel,
DFG setup
which allows simplified DFG setup. See Paragraph 10. 3 for setup procedure.
segment unit.
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CHAPTER 3
THE SIGNAL SELECTOR SYSTEM

The signal selector is a collection of regi.sters and relays under the control of a keyboard. When
a component is addressed, the relays in the signal selector select the output of that component,
and its value is displayed on the DVM.
3.1

THE COMPONENT SELECTION KEYS

There are eight keys for selecting thetype of component addressed. Once a component selection has been made, it remains in force until changed. For example, if A32 has been addressed,
and it is desired to read 445, the "4" button need not be depressed a second time.
The eight keys form a mutually-exclusive group; only one type of component may be selected
at a given time.

The buttons do not light up to indicate which type has been selectedl this is

unnecessary since the entire address (e. g., A32) is displayed in the DVM windows.
The eight component characters are as follows:
A (Amplifier).

This reads the amplifier output. In a fully-er<panded machine, all addresses

from A0 to A119 represent amplifier outputs (120 addresses).
P (Pot).

This address reads the servo-set pots. In the SP or PC mode, the pot co-effi.cient

is displayed (reference voltage is applied to the pot). In all other modes, the pot output is
displayed (the regular input is connected to the pot). The 120 seruo-set pots (P0 through P119)
are addressed with the letter P; the letter Q is used for handset pots.

The servo pot setting sys-

tem is covered in Chapter 4.
D (Derivative).

This address applies to aII integrators and tracVstore

units.

When a deriva-

tive is addressed, the appropriate summing junction is switched from the amplifier to the DVM.
The DVM displays the sum of the inputs (multiplied by the appropriate gains) withaut si,grcinaersion.

Thus, if +Reference is patched to a gain-of-one on integrator 25, D25 will read +1.0000.

An interlock is provided to prevent accidental addressing of a derivative in the IC or OP modes
(see Paragraph 6.3.4 for explanation).
D/10 (Derivative/10).

This address performs the same function as the "D' address, but with

a change in gain within the DVM.

The displayed output is ten times smaller.

This address is
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used whenever the value of the derivative is too large to be read directly without attenuation. For
example, suppose an integrator receives two inputs on gains of one; one input is 0.8000 unit
(8 volts) and the other is 0.9000 unit (9 volts).

The sum of the inputs is +1.7000, which would overload the DVM, since the maximum allowable
DVM display is 1.1999. By using the "D/10" key, a display of +.1?00 is produced, which may
be interpreted as a derivative readout of +1. ?00.
T (Trunk).

This key allows readout of any of the 120 trunks (T0 through T119), provided for

console-to-console connections, or for tie-in of external equipment. See Paragraph L2.4.

PP (Patch Panel). This key connects the DVM to the DVM input terminal on the patch panel.
The letters rrPP* are displayed on the DVM, and the numerical address does not matter.
F (Function Generator).

This key allows readout of any of the 18 variable DFGrs. Only ad-

dresses from 32 to 117, and ending in 2 or ? correspond to DFGrs. The output amplifiers for
the variable DFGrs are built into the DFGrs; these amplifiers are the only amplifiers not addressed with the letter "^A". The "Ft' button lights up whenever DFGts are being set up.

a.

This address is used for the handset pots.

In the SP and PC modes, reference is applied

to the pot so that the displayed value is the pot coefficient; in all other modes, the output is displayed with the actual input connected.

3.2

THE TEN NUMERICAL KEYS (0 through 9)

These keys are used for entering the numerical portion of an address, and also (in the SP mode)
for entering the desired value for pot-setting.

In the SP mode, the keyboard alternates between

addresses and values. A green light in the DVM display area reminds the operator whether the
keyboard is set to interpret the keyboard entry as an address or as a value. When the green
Iight is in the address display area, the keyboard entry is interpreted as an address; when it
moves down to the numerical display portion of the DVM, a value is bei.ng entered. In all
modes except SP, the light remains in the Address ared, and only addresses may be entered.
(An exception to this rule is mentioned in 3. 3. 2, betow. )

Numerical keyboard entries are shifted in from the right; this eliminates the need for entering
leading zeros in addresses.
dress the same amplifier.

3-2

For example, A34 and A034 are equivalent addresses, and will ad-
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THE CONTROL KEYS (CL, DAC, INC, C,O)

These keys are used in conjunction with the numerical entry keys for readout andfor pot setting:
3.3.1

CL (Clear)

This key is used primarily to correct mistakes, and almost exclusively in the SP mode. It returns the keyboard to its initial state, ready to accept the first digit of an address.

It may be

used to terminate the pot setting procedure without actually setting a pot (for example, when
an incorrect entry has been made). It is also useful in case a pot fails to set correctiy (e. g.,
due to a servo failure, open winding inside the pot, etc. ). In such a case, the servo will continue to attempt to set the pot, and the CLEAR key may be used to disengage the servo and aIIow further addressine.
3. 3. 2 DAC (Digital-to-Analog Converter)

I

!

This key allows numerical data to be entered into the DAC in modes other than SP. (See
Paragraph 3.7 for a description of the DAC. ) To enter a numerical value, depress the DAC
key, enter the value, and depress CLEAR.
3.3.3

INC (Increment)

This key advances the address register to the next sequential address.

Thus, if a large number

of amplifiers are to be read out in sequence (or a large number of pots set in sequence), it is not
necessary to re-enter the complete address each time. This feature is useful for components
such as amplifiers,

pots, and trunks, whose addresses go from 0 to 119 inclusive.

It is not
particularly useful for derivatives or function generators, whose addresses are not sequential.
For example, DFG addresses end in 2 or 7; the next DFG aJter F32 is F3?, which would require
the INC button to be depressed five times.

For such components, it is simpler to enter the next

address from scratch.
3.3.4 cO
This key serves two functions: acknowledgement of an address and setting a pot. After each
address has been entered, the address is displayed in the DVM address display area, but the
DVM value is blanked. This means that the address register contains the address of the desired component, but that the readout relay for that component has not actually been energized.
Acknowledging the address with the GO key closes the appropriate relay, connecting the addressed component to the DVM. This feature prevents the accidental addressing of components
and the consequent display of erroneous values.

For example, in addressing A28, the operator
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first enters the digit 2, and then the digit 8. After the digit 2 is entered the address register
momentarily holds the address A2, but since the GO key has not been depressed, the DVM is
blanked, preventing display of the undesired output of ampLifier 2.
In the SP mode, the GO key also controls the function of the numerical keyboard entry.

After

a pot address is entered, the GO key is used to acknowledge the addrebs in the usual way, and,
in addition, it prepares the keyboard to interpret the next entry as an analog value (desired
pot setting).

The value is then entered, and the GO key is depressed a second time.

This

action actually sets the pot, displays its setting on the DVM, and prepares the keyboard to accept a new address.
3.4

Further details on the pot-setting procedure are given in Chapter 4.

READOUT PROCEDURES

To read out an amplifier,

pot output, DFG, etc", enter the address, and depress GO. The

value will be displayed on the DVM.

The computer may be in any mode, with the following

exceptions:

1.

The SP mode should be avoided unless it is actually desired to set pots. As mentioned in Paragraph 3.3, the
GO key in this mode wiII prepare the keyboard to interpret the next entry as a pot setting, rather than an address.

To read out pot coefficients without disturbing

them use the PC mode.

2.

As pointed out in Paragraph 3.1, the D and D/10 keys
do not function in the.IC and OP modes.

3.

In the PC mode, it is possible to read amplifier outputs,
but not very informative,

since all amplifiers have a

small feedback resistance connected around them in this
mode, thus preventing overloads and keeping the output
near zero.

3.5

:

SEQUENTIAL READOVT

Reading out a large number of components is simplified by the fact that the component letter
need not be entered as long as it does not change. In addition, the INC key is useful in reading
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out componentsin sequence. For exampre,to read out A0, AL, Az, A1B, A14, A!8, Azo, Fgz,
F37, and A50, the following sequencewould be used:

3.6

A0

GO

Address and Output of A0 are Displayed

INC

GO

Address and Output of ,{1 are Displayed

INC

C'O

AddresS and Output of A2 are Displayed

13

GO

Address and Output of A13 are Displayed

INC

GO

Address and Output of A14 are Displayed
Address and Output of A1b are Displayed
Address and Output of A20 are Displayed
Address and Output of F32 are Displayed

INC

GO

20

GO

F32

C'O

37

C'O

450

C'O

Address and Output of F3? are Displayed
Address and Output of AbO are Displayed

PATCH PANEL TERMINALS

l
1

For example, addressing A32, Pg2, or any address
whose rutmerical part is 32 will switch the output of A32, F32, and T32 to the appropriate
terminals.

, t

Note that not all numerical addresses are valid addresses for variable DFGrs. For
example,
if the numerical part of the address is 34, then A34 and T34 will be connected to the ASEL
and TSEL terminals respecti.vely, but nothing will be connected to the FSEL terminal since

1

I

1
I
II

1
-]

-I

Three signal selector outputs are provided on the patch panel, marked ASEL, FSEL,
and TSEL.
They are located in the strip area below trays 30 and 31. Whenever a component of
any kind is
addressed, the outputs of the corresponding amplifier, DFG, and trunk terminate at the ASEL,
FSEL, and TSEL terminals respectively.

there is no F34.
Note also that there is no PSEL terminal.

This is because pots are not low-impedance outputs.
If a PSEL terminal were provided and were patched to a load, there would be danger
of inadvertaatly loading pots, either during setup, during operation, or both.
The Signal Selector outputs are occasionally useful for seiecting different signals for
recording
on an X-Y plotter, or for general-purpose switching.
3.7

SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM

The operation of the signal selector can be better understood by reference to the
simplified
block diagram in Figure 3" 1. The numerical portion of an address is entered
on the ten nu-
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merical keys. It is stored in a 3-Digit BCD (Binary-Coded-Decimal) register. The numerical
information passes through the circuitry marked "steering logic", which determines whether
the information is to be regarded as an address (in which case it is loaded into the address
ASEL
A BUS
FSEL

Fi

TSEL

,,u,

CI-ruj

II

DERIVATIVEB U S

FROM ?i
\
ffiidrwoax

I-

P

BUS

Q BUS

?'

DVM

D v M" P P "
LINE

t----3-BIT
REGISTER
FOR SELECTING
TYPE OF
COMPONENT

DAC

SERVO

trtrtr8
trtrtr@
trtrtr@
Figure 3.1.
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register) or a numerical value for pot-setting (in which case it is loaded into the DAC). In
all modes except SP, the information is regarded as an address and loaded into the address
register (except that the rrDACrt button can override this feature and allow loading of the DAC
in any mode).
Once an address has been entered, the address register contains the numerical portion of the
address, but the actual readout relays are not energized. Depressing the GO key allows these
relays to close.

Note that several components with the same rutrnerical address (e. g. , A32,

F32, T32) are addressed simulianeously.

The eight selected lines, one for each group of com-

ponents, pass through a relay matrix, which selects which of the eight lines is actually connected to the DVM.

This relay matrix is controlled by another register with eight states (three

bits), which stores the inJormation necessary to determine the type of component being addressed.
In the SP mode,

the GO key not only acknowledges the address, but also triggers the steering
logic to allow the next keyboard entry to enter the DAC (Digital-Analog Converter) rather than
the address register. The DAC consists of a number of precisi.on resistors connected through
relays to an amplifier.

The output of this amplifier is a voltage proportional to the numerical entry. The entry 3095 will produce +0.3095 unit (or +3.095 volts) at the DAC output. The voltage is
used as one input to a servo amplifierl the other input is the arm of the pot to be set. When the
GO key is depressed, the servo is energized, and the pot is set. When the pot output and the
DAC output are equal (to within 1 miltivolt, or 0.0001 unit), the servo reaches a null and the
pot setting is completed. The servo is de-energized, and the steering logic is triggered to
allow the next keyboard entry to be interpreted as al address.
Should the servo fail to nuII, depress the CL button, which wilt de-energize the servo and termi.nate the pot setting procedure.
Note that the DAC is amplifier-buffered,

and is terminated on the patch panel.

This feature

allows the use of the DAC as a signal source, or as a low-speed converter for hybrid computation.
Drring the pot setting procedure, while the numerical value is being loaded into the DAC, the
output voltage of the DAC is connected to the DVM, so that it may be monitored, i.f desired.
This feature provides a positive check on the accuracy of the DAC, since its actual analog
output is monitored.
A patch panel input marked "SERVO" appears on the patch panel above the i'TSELtr terminal
beneath tray 31. This terminal permits the setting of a pot against an analog source other than
the DAC (for example, a patched trunk input from another computer or an external source).
It is connected to the DAC terminal by normally closed patching contacts, so that no patching
is needed for normal pot setting operation.
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CHAPTER 4
THE SERVO POT-SETTING SYSTEM

The 120 servo-set pots (P0-F119) are set by the servo pot-setting system, part of
which has
been described in chapter 3. This chapter gives a more detailed description of the pot-setting
system, an explicit set of pot-setting instructions, and a description of the manual
adiustment
of servo-set pots,

4.L

SETTING A POT FROM THE KEYBOARD

To set a pot from the keyboard, the following steps should be taken:

1. Make sure cornputer is in Sp mode.
2. Make sure the POT ADDRESS controls (lower left-hand corner of the
analog readout
panel) are in the keyboard mode. The function of these controls is
described in paragraph 4. 4; for the present purposes it is sufficient to know that the
keuboa.rd,mod,e
should be selected for normal operation.

-|

,l

-t

_l
-|

-J

-t

3. Make sure the green light is in the ADDRESS DISPLAY portion of the DVM, (the
upper
windows). If it is not, depress the CLEAR button. The presence of a green light in the
uppef window indicates that the lieyboard entry will be interpreted as an address.
4. Enter the desired address (e.g., P29).

Leading zeros may be omitted, but will do no
harm i-f entered (e.g., P029 would address the same pot). Terminate address
with Go
Key.

5. The green light should now ha.re moved to the lower row of windows (the DvM yALUE
display). This indicates that the next keyboard ently will be interpreted as a
value.
Enter the desired value (4 digits) and depress Go again. This should set the pot
and
return the green light to the upper row of windows, indicating the keyboard is
ready
to accept the next address.

I

-l
-l

6. As the pot sets, a red light may come on momentarily in the lower left-hand window
on
the DVM. This is a normal indication of the necessary servo error during tne setting

4-L
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process.

When the pot is set correctly (to within 0. 0001), the light wiII go out, the

servo will be automatically disengaged, the actual pot-setting will be displayed on the
DVM, and the keyboard will be ready to accept the address of the next pot to be set.

If the light remains on for any considerable length of time, it is an indication that the
pot has not been set correctly (the maximum setting time for maximum pot travel, from
0. 0000 to 0. 9999, is one second). Depressing the "CL" key wiII terminate the pot-setting
procedure and allow other pots to be set.

4.2

EXAMPLE OF SEQUENTIAL POT-SETTING

Aithough the explanation in Paragraph 4.1 is somewhat lengthy, the actual process goes quite
rapidly. As an example, consider the steps required to set the following pots to the desired
values:

PO

3842

P1

9980

P2

0047

P14

5069

P20

4831

P2I

t1t7

The sequence of operations would be as follows:
Select SP mode, check to make sure POT ADDRESS control is in keyboard mode, and that the
green light is in the upper right-hand DVM window (in the ADDRESS DISPLAY area).

Then make

the following entries:

PO

GO

3842

GO

(This sets P0)

INC

GO

9980

GO

(This sets P1)

INC

GO

0041

GO

(This sets P2)

t4

GO

5069

GO

(This sets Pi4)

GO

4831

GO

(This sets P20)

GO

LTTT

GO

(This sets P21)

20
INC

Note that some of the pots are in sequence(e. g., P0, P1, P2) and others are not. Note also
that even the out-of-sequence pots do not require re-selection of the "P" portion of the address.
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If several pots have the same setting, the prdcess can be speeded up by not re-entering the
yalue. For example, the following sequence will set PL4, P20' and P21 to . 2500:

-r
-t

_I

20

GO

GO

INC

GO

GO

The value .2500, once entered, remains in the DAC until changed. Note, however, that both
GO commands are still necessary, even though there is no numerical entry between them.

MANUALADJUSTMENT

f
I

ceed as follows:

Ll
L";

H

c.o

GO

-J

!
I

2500

PI4

4.3
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Manual adjustment of servo-set pots may be accomplished in any mode by means of the POT
CONTROL lever, located below the DVM on the analog readout panel. To use this control, Pro-

1. Address the pot, either with the regular signal selector or with the MANUAL POT
ADDRESS system.

(See Paragraph 4. 4. )

2. Move the POT CONTROL lever to the Ieft (to decrease the setting) or to the right (to
The pot will. move at a rate dependent upon theamount of deflection; the
rate can be varied from a very smallvalue (slow enough to adjust the last decimal place)

increase it).

up to I maximum of about 4lo per second (i. e. , full-scale travel takes about 25 seconds).

It is suggested that ttre operator address a pot (any pot) in the PC mode, and adjust it manually
at several different rates, to familiarize himself with the process and get the "feel" of the system.

This feature is very handy for adjusting parameters in rep-op, while observing ttte effect

on a scope.
Note that, since the manual adjustment can take place in any mode, including operate andrepetitiue operati.on, it may be adjusted manually while the problem is running, and without removing the patched input to the pot.
If the pot reaches the extreme end of its travel (0. 0000 or 0. 9999) during manual adjustment,
it will simply stop there.
driving it.

It is impossible to cause electrical or mechanical damage by over-

The POT CONTROL lever is spring-Ioaded, so that, when released, it returns to

its center position.

(OFF).
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4.4

MANUAL ADDRESSING

a
In addition to the manual setting feature, provision is also included for manual addressing of
(e.9. , ätr ampli{ier or DFG)
servo-set pot while observing the output of some other component
on the DVM.

This requires some method of by-passing the signal selector.

The manual pot addressing system consists of a pair of thumbwheels marked "MANUAL SELECunder
TOR" in the lower left-hand corner of the analog readout panel. These thumbwheels are
pushbuttons
the control of the two pushbuttons directly above, marked "PoT ADDRESS." These
form a mutually-exclusive pair: the pot address is either MANUAL or KEYBOARD, but not both'
pot-setting.
In the keyboard mode, the pot address comes from the keyboard, allowing normal
In the marntal mode, the pot address comes from the manually-set thumbwheels. The first
pot from
thumbwheel has twelve positions (0-11), and the second has ten (0-9). Hence, any
p0 to p119 can be manually addressed, freeing the signal selector for addressing some other
pot for setcomponent in the conventional manner. Note that the manual selector selects the
ting purposes only, not for display.
After manual pot-setting is completed, the operator should return the POT ADDRESS to keyboard. to allow conventional servo-setting once more. If this is not done, and a pot is addressed on the keyboard while the POT ADDRESS control is in the maru'tal mode, a red light
wilt appear in the "P" window in the DVM address display, warning the operator that the pot he
has just entered is not really being addressed.
4.5

CIRCUIT DETAILS
4.5,1

Overall Logic Diagram

The diagram given in Figure 4.1 is not intended to be an accurate reproduction of the actual
circuitry, but it gives a visual summary of the main paths of information flow and the logic
functions performed by the various controls.
There are two sources of pot addresses: the numerical address register which is loaded from
the keyboard and the manual selector (the thumbwheels). The "POT ADDRESS" group of pushbuttons determines which of the two addresses - the MANUAL or the KEYBOARD address will
actually be used to set the pot.
A logic signal called "SET POT" in Figure 4.1, is generated by the GO key and additional logic
When this flip-ftop is set, the numerical
associated with the ADDRESS/VALUE FLIP-FLOP.
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keyboard entries are interpreted as values, and entered into the DAC (see Figure 3.1).

When

this flip-ftop is reset, numerical entries are interpreted as addresses'and loaded into the
address register.

G R E E NL I G H T
]N ADDRESS
DISPLAY

ADDRESS/
VALUE\
FLIP/ FISP

G R E E NL I G H T
IN DVM
VALUE DISPLAY

TO STEERING
LOGIC
( F I G U R E3 . I )

POT-SETTING
SYSTEM

rj

Figure 4.1.

Logic Diagram of Seruo Pot-Setting System

Note that a mode change pulse (generated on leaving the SP mode) will clear the flip-flop.

In

all modes except SP, the flip-flop remains reset, so that entries are normally interpreted as a

{

L
L:
L
L
!

l-

addresses. However, in the SP mode, the GO signal causes the flip-flop to alternate between
the address and vilue states. When it is in the value state, and the value has been entered, depressing the GO key generates a "SET POT" logic signalr.which causes the pot to be set. After
the setting is completed, the servo system sends out a nuII pulse (indicating a null at the output
of the servo amplifier),

which resets the ftip-flop,

preparing the system for the next pot address.

The DAC and CLEAR buttons allow certain modifications of this basic sequenee. The "DAC"
button allows the flip-flop to be set, and hence the DAC to be loaded, in any mode. The "CLEAR"
button allows resetting (clearing) of the flip-flop in any mode, at any point in the sequence.
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4,5.2

Individual Pot Addressing Circuitry

The pot addressing circuitry is given in Figure 4.2. Each pot has a relay which is energized
whenever the pot is addressed. The relay is shown de-energized in Figure 4.2 (i.e., with the
pot rnt addressed). Note that the pot is connected to its patch panel input terminal through contacts on the pot address relay. When this relay is energized, the pot input is connected to an
external relay which either re-connects it to the patch panel input terminal or connects it to
+ Reference, depending on the computer mode.
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| ,

l-
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I

u
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CONTROL I

P

l

o

*

ö
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I
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l
I
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-RI
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Figure 4.2.
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Another set of contacts on the relay puts the output of the pot on the readout line for connection
to the DVM, and another set of contacts connects the output of the servo ampli-fier to the pot
motor, allowing the pot to be set.
When a "SET POT" logical signal is received from the keyboard (see Figure 4. 1) the pot output
and the SERVO input are connected to the servo amplifier, generating an error signal which
drives tle pot until the amplifier nulls - i. e. , until the pot output equals the SERVO input. The
SERVO input, as described id Chapter 3, is terminated on the patch panel, and normally connected to the DAC output. Hence, if nothing is patched in, the pot is set to the value on the DAC,
which has been previously entered on the keyboard.
In modes other than SP, the pot may be set by addressing it (either manually or by keyboard)
and moving the POT CONTROL lever manually.
amplifier,

This lever puts a small signal into the servo

which drives the pot up or down at a rate dependent on the deflection of the lever.
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CHAPTER 5
PATCH PANEL LAYOUT

For ease in programming, assigning components, and locating components for patching, the 680

It
!

patch panel is arranged in a symmetric manner.
into 24 nearly-identical areas calledfi.elds.

The analog portion of the patch panel is divided

Thus, the programmer need only learn the basic

pattern for a single field.
5.1

THE TRAY

Each fietd on the 680 patch panel is divided into five trays.

The tray is the basic 680 patching

area, and contains a number of closely related components. As its name implies, a tray area
corresponds to an actual tray in whi.ch most of the components are located. A typical tray and
its corresponding patching area (2 holes wide, 12 holes high) are shown in Figure 5.1.

f

:t

!
f
f

, J
,-JJ
tJ
*J

Figure 5.1. A Ty|ical Tray and its Patching Area
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The trays are easily removable from the frcint of the computer.
back for the necessary power suppty voltages and other inputs.
make up the patch bay, into whish the patch panel is inserted.

They have connectors on the
The connections on the front

In the interest of corfipactness, simplicity of construction, and dynamic responser almost all
computing components are located in these trays directly behind the patch panel. The only
remotely located components are the potentiometers, the variable DFGrs and their associated
amplifiers,

and the largest feedback capacitors for the integrators.

Components located in the trays directly behind the patch panel include all amplifiers except
those associated with variable DFG's; all computing resistors and mode control networks associated with these amplifiers; aII fixed DFG's (tog/e:<ponential or sine'/cosine generators); all
Locating the components directly
multipliers, comparators, electronic switches, and timiters.
behind the patch panel allows termination of their summing junctions on the patch panel for flexibil.ity in patching, without the usual deterioration in performance resulting from trunking the
summing junction of a remotely located amplifier up to the panel through many feet of cable.
The only amplifiers whose summing junctions dotnt appear on the patch panel are the amplifiers
associated with the variable DFGfs.

The variable DFGrs are located in slideout drawers to the

right of the operator as he sits at the console; their associated amplifiers are Iocated in the
same drawers, again eliminating the need for long summing junction leads. When a variable
DFG is not in use, its output amplifier
5.2

is available for use as an inverter.

ROWS, STRIPS, AND FIELDS

The patch panel is divided into five horizontal rows of 30 trays each. Between rows of trays,
there are horizontal stri.ps or bars, two holes high. In the strip area are located the trunks,
reference terminations, ground, plotter and scope connections, the noise generator outputs,
DVM patch panel input, and similar miscellaneous terminations (Figure 5.2).
The upper row and the strip immedi.ately below it are devoted to logic elements (ttip-ftops,
registers, gates, etc. ). The remaining four rows and three strips are devoted to analog signals.
A plastic insert in each logic terminal prevents the use of analog patchcords in the logic area or
logic patchcords in the analog area, virtually eliminating the possibility of accidentally patching
In addition, the use of a ten-volt reference means that
even the accidental shorting together or an anafog cord and a logic cord will not normally cause
any permanent damage. (tire togic ONE level is nominally +5 volts. )
an analog signal to a logic component.

A glance at Figure 5.2 will show that there are rour times as many analog trays as togic trays.
The logic row contains 6 fields of 5 trays each for a total of 30 trays; the analog area has four
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-l
-l
-l
-l
-l
-T
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such rows, giving a total of 24 analog fields of 5 trays each (120 analog trays in all).
trays are numbered sequentially from 0 to 119,
INTERFACE
TERMINALS
FOR FOUR
TRAYS
BELOW

The analog

REMAININGCOLUMNS HAVE SAI\IE PATTERN

LOGIC
ROW
CONTROLS
FOR FIVE
INTEGRATORS
BELOW

l

S TRIPS

ANALOG
ROWS

-r

:

-l

_T
-l

-T
-I
-T

1

I
I

Figure 5.2. Patch Panel Layout, Showing Roas, Stri,s, and Fields
b.3

THE TYPICAL ANALOG FIELD (Figure 5.3)

As mentioned in Paragraph 5.1, the analog field contains five trays. Each tray is named aJter
the principal type of component (or components) it contains. The five types of trays are as
follows:
Tray 0 or b is a COMBO tray.

Its principal component is a combination amplifier (which can be

used as an integrator or a summer).
Tray 1 or 6 is a SUMMER tray.

Its principal component is a summing amplifier.

Tray 2 or 7 is a DFG tray, except as noted below. It contains the terminations for a ten-segment variable DFG (which is remotely located), and one or two fixeC DFGfs (located in the
Ei.ther a single sine/cosine generator or two independent log/e><ponentialDFG's can be
put into a single DFG tray. In addition, each DFG tray contains an amplifier, which may be
used either as an inverter or as the output amplifier for one of the fixed DFG's (the variable

tray).

DFG's have their own built-in output amplifiers).
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t

Tray 3 or I is a MULTIPLIER

tray.

The output amplifier

output amplifier.

Tray 4 or 9 is an INTERFACE tray.

It contains a quarter-square

multiptier

together with its

may be disconnected from the multiplier

if desired.

It contains the components that interface with the logic

area (an electronic comparator, an electronic switch, and a relay which may be positioned by
logic signals).

The logic terminations for this tray are in the logic tray immediately above.

In addition, an interface tray contains an amplifier,

which is not an interface element.

Note that the basic pattern (COMBO, SUM, DFG, MULT, INTERFACE) is spelled out on the
patch panel immediately below each field.
panel organization.
next.

This pattern is the key to understanding the patch

The pattern is repeated, with onty minor variations,

Since a field contains five trays, the addresses of similar

from one field to the

components will be congruent

modulo five, that is, integrators end in 0 to 5 (e. g., A0, A5, A25, A30 are all integrators).
Summers end in 1 or 6 (e. g., All, A26, A91, etc. ). The only major excepti.onto this rule is
in the I'DFG" trays in the upper analog row; that is, trays 2, 7, L2, L7, 22, and 2?. In order
to provide for a balanced complement of equipment, these trays contain additionat combination
amplifiers (summer/integrators)

instead of DFG's.

To summarize, the pattern of analog trays is as follows:
Trays ending in -0 or -5 are COMBO trays"
Trays ending in -1 or -6 are SUMMER trays.
Trays ending in -2 or -7 are either COMBO trays (2-27) or DFG trays (32-11?).
Trays ending in -3 or 'B are MULTIPLIER trays.
Trays ending in -4 or -9 are INTERFACE trays.

5.4

THE LOGIC ROW

The logic components, like the.analog components, are arranged in as symmetric a manner as
possible.

There are 6 fields of 5 trays each, for- a total of 30 trays (Figlre

five trays are identical from one field to the next.

5. 3). Four out of

The general pattern is as follows:

The first tray in each field tray is an INTEGRATOR CONTROL tray; it contains the individual
mode controls and time scale controls for the integrators beneath it on the patch panel.
The next tray is a REGISTER tray; it contains a four-bit

F

shift register,

register which may be used as a

a counter, or as four independent ftip-flops.

The next tray is a GATE tray; it contains five general-purpose AND gates.

o-D

{
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The next tray is the one that varies from one field to the next'
The last tray is an INTERFACE tray; it contains the togic terminals for the comparators,
electronic switches, and relays in the four analog trays directly below it.
between the patterns of the typical analog field and the typical logic field.
Both contain five trays, beginning with an integrator tray and ending with an interface tray.
directly
The logic trays for integrator control and for interface correspond with the analog trays

Note the similarity

beneath.
control
There are two exeeptions to this dtrect vertical correspondence, both in the integrator
rowl they
tray. The first exception refers to the six "extra" integrators in the upper analog
(e. g. , A2 is controlled
share their mode and time scale control with the integrators on their left
The
by the same mode control logic as A0; A? is controlled by the same logic as A5, etc.
second exception refers to the controls for the track/store units (12 of the 24 summers have
These tracly'store networks are located in the integrator control tray, even though the tracly'store summer is not directly beneath this tray. Tracly'store
units in the first two analog rows are controlled by terminals in the integrator tray above the
buitt-in tracly'store networks).

rows
summer and slightly to the teft; the controls for tracly'store units in the lower two analog
are above the amplifier and slightly to theright.
generalIn addition to the above-mentioned controls, the integrator control tray contains a
purpose two-input AND gate, which is not directly connected to any components in the analog
area.
5.5

SUMMARY OF EQUIPMENT COMPLEMENT

The equipment complement of a fully-e><panded680 is as follows:

Amplifiers

156

Servo-Set Pots .

L20

Hand-setPots.

Lz

.""'i"'

Muttipiiers

.

24

Variable DFG's

18

Fixed DFG TraYs*

18

Comparators, Df A Switches, Relay.

24

*Each DFG tray may contai.n one sin/cos generator or two log/exponential generators.
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The complement of amplifiers

may be further broken down as follows:

Combination Integrator/Summers

30

Summers

24

Output Amplifiers for Multipliers.

24

..

Junctionlnverters
Total Amplifiers

..

42
L20

in Trays

Variable DFG Amplifiers (2 per DFG, located
in Drawers with the DFGrs
TotalAmplifiers..

PATCH PANEL LAYOUT

36
.

Gi
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THE COMBINATION AMPLIFIER

6.1

LOCATION AND ADDRESSING

A fully-expanded 680 has 30 combination amplifiers,
summers.

which may be used as integrators or as

(Certain other applications, such as track,/store unit, high-gain amplifier,

etc.,

are discusspd in Appendix 1. )

AII amplifiers whose address ends in -0 or -5 are combination amplifiers.

This is a total of

24 combination amplifiers, from A0 to A'115. Each of these amplifiers has a set of terminals
on the logic panel to allow for selection of the mode (1C, hold, or operate) from logic signals
independent of the main computer mode control.

Another pair of terminals allows selection

of any of the four feedback capacitor values for the integrator by means of logic signals.

In addition to the 24 listed above, the 6 amplifiers in the upper analog row whose address ends
in -2 or -7 are also combination amplifiers (A2, 47, Al2, AL?, 422, and 427). These amplifiers do not have independent mode and time scale control; each of these amplifiers is controlled
by the same logic signals as the combination amplifier to its left.

Thus the controls for A0 con-

trol A'2 also; the controls for A5 control A7 also, etc.

In assigning components for a problem in which some integrators have mode control different
from that of the main computer, the integrators in the upper row should be used for large
blocks of amplifiers with common mode control.

This assignment reduces the amount of patch-

ing required, since each patched logic signal controls two integrators.

If a particuLar integrator

requires logic control different from that of any other integrator, that integrator should be
chosen from the lower three rows.

6.2

PATCH PANEL LAYOUT

The patch panel layout for a combrnation amplifier is shown in Figure 6.1.
logic tray contains controls for five combination amplifiers.

Note that a single

The upper set of terminals con-

trols two combination amplifiers in the first analog row, the remaining sets of terminals control one combination amplifier each.
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Fi.gure 6.1. Patch Panel Layout for Combi,nationAm\tifier

Patching diagrams are given in Appendix 1. A detailed explanation of the terminals and schematic diagrams are given in Paragraph 6.5.

For the simplest and most common applications,

it is sufficient to know that the upper white area (eight holes) contains the necessary summing
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junction and feedback connections to determine whether the amplifier is to be a summer or an
integrator. In Iine with the philosophy of minimizing setup patching, (see Chapter 5) the patch
panel is laid out so that one patching action (with a double vertical ptug) is all that is required
to determine the mode of operation.

If this plug is at the top of the white control area, the

amplifier is a summer; moving it to the bottom makes the amplifier an integrator. As a mnemonic aid, note that a synonym for top is "summit". Hence, a double-vertical plug at the top
The same pattern is used with the track/store

of the tray makes the amplifier a sulnmer.

summer and the limit summer; see Chapter 7 for details.
6.3

APPLICATIONS

In addition to being used as a summer or an integrator, the combination amplifier may be used
as an electronic swjtch, a track/store unit, and in several other ways. Appropriate patching
diagrams and dymöols'aie given in Appendix 1.
6.4

MODE CONTROL AND CAPACITOR SELECTION
6.4.L

Mode Control

The two terminals marked "IC" and "OP" allow logic selection of any of the three computational
modes: IC, hold, andopetrate. When either of the inputs is high (logic ONE) and the other is
low, the integrator will be in the appropriate mode (i. e. , a ONE in the IC terminal and a ZERO
in the OP terminal will produce the IC mode, and vice versa). If both inputs are low (Iogic
ZERO), then the integrator is in the hold mode. (This may be remembered by noting that if the
integrator is not in IC and not in OP, then it must be in hold.)

Finally, if both inputs are high,

the /C mode results (the IC mode command overrides the OP command). This information
may be summarized in the following table:
Resulting Mode

IC Input

OP Input

1

Any

IC

0

1

OP

0

0

Hold
-l

If nothing is patched into the IC and OP terminals,

then they are automatically connected to the

master mode cont?ol buses; thus the integrator normally has the same mode as the computer
unless logic signals are patched in to override the computer mode.
Additional information on the mode control switching is given in Paragraph 6. 5. A detailed description of the master mode control is given in Chapter 20.
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6.4.2

CaPacitor Selection

is determined by the terminals marked "F"
capacitor selection, also called time scale control,
speeds up the rate of integration by chang'
and,,MS". A togic oNE into either of these terminals
provides a l0-l speedup;the "MS" terminal proing the feedback capacitor.. The "F" terminal
provide a 10' 000-1 speedup'
vides a 1000-1 speedup, and together they
values for every integrator is useful for
The availability of four different feedback capacitor
constants, for high-speed repetitive and iterative
solving problems with a wide range of time
The fact that these capacitors may be individually
operation, and for many other applications.
selectedbylogiclevelsallowsautomaticre-scalingduringproblemsolution.
(100K)
together with the standard "gain-one"
The normal feedback capacitor is 10 microfarads;
The terminals "F" (FAST) and "1![S" (MILLIresistor, it produces a one-second time constant'
standard time-constant; the "MS" input makes
sEcoNDs) should be interpreted relative to this
second, and the "F" input makes it ten-times
the time-constant onemillisecond' instead of one
information is summed up in theTollowing table:
faster (0. 1 second or 0. 1 millisecond). This

InteErator Rate
Normal Seconds

Fast MiIIiseconds

0 . 0 0 1P F

are normally connected to master time scale
If nothing is patched into these terminals, they
by logical command or by pushbutton' see
buses, permitting speedup of the entire computer
Chapter 2\ for details.

6.5

CIRCUIT DETAILS

AsimplifiedschematicofacombinationamplifierisgiveninFigure6.2.Itsmajorpartsare
electronic gates and relays for mode cona high-gain amplifier, a set of feedback capacitors,
and an IC resistor network'
trol and readout, an input resistor network,
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IC
GATE
NOTE TWO
SUMMINEJUNCTIONS FOR
RESISTORS
SEE TEXT.

"lr,

OP
GATE

FOUR
CAPACITORVALUES
( s E EF r G . 6 . 3 )
r-l

u'- )
TO DVM FOR DERIVATIVE
READOUT

toK

Figtue 6.2.

Si.m|lified Schematic of a Combi.nntion Am|lifier

6.5. 1 The Junction and Feedback Terminals
The IJ (IC summing junction) and the OJ (OPERATE summing junction) both terminate on the
patch panel. These junctions are electronically connected to the amplifier junction in the corresponding mode. Tn the operate mode, the OJ is connected to the amplifier junction and the
IJ is grounded (by the IC gate), which assures proper loading on the IC input(s). In the IC
mode, the IJ is connected to the amplifier and the OJ is grounded by the OPERATE gate, thus
allowing the feedback capacitor to charge to the appropriate IC value.
The AJ (Amplifier Junction) is connected directly to the amplifier.

Patching into this terminal

disconnects the IC and OP gates and allows the use of the amplifier as a summer.
The input resistor network contains seven resistors,

including the feedback resistor (note that

tire feedback resistor is connected to the same junction as the input resistors; it may be used as
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Two suman additional "gain one" input resistor when the amplifier is used as an integrator).
The
ming junctions are provided for the input resistors: one with capacitors and one withoutJJ shouid be used for an integrator, and the xJ for a summer'
the adThe reason for two junctions is that the dynamic behavior of a summer is improved by
dition of small capacitors in parallel with the input and feedback resistors, but these capaciFigure
tors should be removed for an integrator. The reader should be able to verify from
grounded (so
O.ZJtnat inserting a patchcord or a plug into the ,iJ terminal leaves the capacitors
them in
that they are effectively out of the circuit), and inserting it into the EJ terminal leaves
parallel with t]1e input resistors. If it is desired to "borrow" this network for use with another
junction used' When the
amplifier, this distinction should be kept in mind, and the appropriate
network is used with its own associated amplifier, the connection is taken care of by the bottle
plug.
The EF (Summing Feedback) and JF (Integrator Feedback) terminals are for connection to the
amplifier output. The integrator feedback consists of a capacitor (whose value may be selected
The summer feedback is, of course, a resistor.
Note that the IC feedback and input resistors are 100K. This is the standard "gain 1" resistor

by patched Iogic signals) and an IC network.
for IC's as well as for regular inputs.

provision is made for removing all capacitors by inserting a pin in the "C" terminal. Disconnecting the capacitor allows use of the mode control gates for general-purpose electronic switching.
6.5.2

C a P a c i t o rS e l e c t i o n

Figure 6. 3 is a simplified schematic of the capacitor selection logic. A table giving the capacitor value as a function of the logic inputs is given in Paragraph 6.4. Note that the capacitor
parallel comvalues are additiue,. every capacitor value (except the smallest) is achieved by a
bination of two or more capacitors. AII capacitors not in use are connected through resistors
to ground, so that they track the amplifier output at all times, even when not in the feedback
loop; this feature is important for automatic re-scaling without loss of signal.
6.5. 3 Derivative Readout
Each 680 integrator has provision for derivative readout. The derivative of an integrator is
simply the sum of its rate inputs. For example, if an integrator has as inputs +0.0500 unit
o n a g a i n o f 1 0 , + 0 . ? 0 0 0 u n i t o n a g a i n o f1 , a n d - 0 . 3 0 0 0 u n i t o n a g a i n o f 1 , t h e d e r i v a t i v e
r e a d o u t w o u l d b e ( 0 . 0 5 0 0x 1 0 ) + ( 0 . 7 0 0 0x 1 ) - ( 0 . 3 0 0 0 x 1 ) = + 0 . 9 0 0 0u n i t . N o t e t h e r e i s n o -
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sign inversicin'

The derivative readout is achieved by means
of the derivative readout relay
contacts (see Figure 6' 2) which connect
the oJ to the derivative readout bus when
the amplifier is selected' The derivative readout
bus is connected direcily to the summing junction
of
the DvM rvhen the "D" Key is depressed.
since derivative readout breaks the computing
loop
(ttre integrator is not receiving
its appropriate inputs), it should not be
attempted in the operate mode' In addition, switching transients
may cause errors if the computer is switched
from rc to opuate while a derivative is
being addressed. Hence, the circuitry
is arranged
to prevent derivative readout in these modes.
Derivatives may be read out only in the
static
test andlnld modes.
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CHAPTER 7
THE SUMMER

A fully-e;<panded 680 has 24 summers, one per field.

The address of a summer ends in -1 or

Each summer has six inputs (three gain-one inputs and three gain-ten inputs). The summers are of two types: the tracly'store summer and the limit summer. In addition to regular
-6.

summation, the tracly'store summer has the abitity to track and store one or more input variables under logicat controll the limit summer has a built-in limiting network that may be used
to generate accurate absolute values and other nonlinear functions.
When used as ordinary summers, the two types are patched identically; a double-vertical plug
in the top of the patching area makes either amplifier perform as a summer. Note that the
same is true of the combination amplifier as well (see Paragraph 6.2). All summers whose
addresses end in -1 are tracVstore summers; those whose addresses end in -6 are limit
summers.
7.T

THE TRACIVSTORE SUMMER
7,1.t

Location and Addressing

AII amptifiers whose addresses end in -1 are tracly'store summers; a total of 12 track/store
summers in a fully-expanded computer. Each track/store summer has two logic controls in
the logic patching area, marked rrTrr and "TIC". These controls are located in the integrator
control tray above the track/store

summer and stightly to the left (f.or a ttacld store summer

in the upper two analog rows) or slightly to the right (for a tuacld store summer in the lower
two analog rows).
7.L.2

Applications

If the amplifier is to be used as an ordinary summer, ignoring the track/store feature, a
double vertical plug is inserted in the four terminals at the top of the patching area (Figure
?. 1). The logic terminals may be left alone; they have no effect when the amplifier is used
as a summer.
Moving the bottle plug one row down (to ttre bottom of the six-hole control area) converts the
amplifier to a tracVstore unit. The tracly'store unit has three modes, track, store, and IC,
all under togical control.

In ttre tracb mode, the unit acts as an ordinary summer (the output
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The unit uses the same input and feedback resistors as does
a summer; thus a "1?' input produces a gain-of-one, and a rr10'r input produces a gain-of-ten.
With a slightly different patching, other feedback can be used, including pot feedback and
is minus the sum of the inputs).

even non-linear feedbackl see Appendix 1 for detai.ls.
In the store mode, the output of the amplifier
when it changed from track to store,

remains constant; thus it stores the value it had

In the /C mode, the output is minus the voltage patched

into the IC input (just as with an integrator).
starting off an iterative problem with arbitrary

This mode is useful in the checkout, and in
initial parameter values.

"öo
"o
"o
rrQ oQ
-'O*O

-ol?lo

INTEGRATOR
CONTROLS

:OIä'O

'ol"o

'"OPO

CONTROL FOR
TWO TRACK/
S T O R EU N I T S

ro(-)lll
AND GATE

ANALOG
PATCHING
AREA
Figtre

7,1. Pqtching Areafor

LOGIC
PATCHING
AREA
Tr:ack/Store Summer

The mode is determined by the 'Trr and rrTIC' inputs on the logic panel. The "TIC'' input is the
"stronger"l when it is high (togic ONE) the unit is in the lC mode regardless of the state of the
'T" input. When the'TJCtt input is low (logic ZERO), then the "T" input assumes control; a
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logic ONE at this input produces the track mod,e, and a logic ZERO produces the store
mode.
This information is summarized in the followinE table:

TIC
Input

T
Input

Mode

1

ANY

IC

0

1

Track

0

U

Store

?. 1. 3 Circuit Details

A simplified schematic of the track/store summer is given in Figure ?. Z.
Basically, the
tracly'store network consists of a storage capacitor, two electronic switches (called
the'TRACK
GATE" and the "STORE GATE" in Figure ?.2), and an IC network. The rest of
the circuit is a
conventional summer circuit:

an amplifier and a summing resistor network.

The state of the TRACK GATE, STORE GATE, and IC RELAY are determined
by the ,,T', and
rrTICr?inputs on the logic panel.
Inthe track mode, the TRACK GATE is conducting, connecting
the TJ (TRACK JIJNCTION) to the amplifier, and the sToRE GATE grounds the capacitor.
In
the store mode, the sToRE GATE connects the capacitor to the amplifier and the TRACK
GATE
grounds the TJ, which assures that any inputs patched to the resistor network
have proper
Ioading at all times. The Ic RELAY is de-energized (i. e., in the position shown) in both modes.
The/C mode is like the storemode, except that the IC relay is energized, thus chargingthe
storage capacitor to the appropriate IC value.

The EF (Summer Feedback) and the TF (Tracky'Store Feedback) terminals are patched to
the
amplifier output to make the unit a summer or a track/store unit. This connection is made
by the bottle ptug.

Note that the bottle plug also connects R"I to TJ (Resistor Junction to Track
Junction) for track/store operation, and R.I to AJ (Amplifier Junction) for use as a summer.
Thus, when the unit is used as a summer, the track/store circuitry is completely removed
from
the circuit (note the normally-closed contact on the AJ terminal).

The resistor network may be borrowed for use with another amplifier if not needed
for the
tracly'store unit. Seven resistors are available, including the feedback resistor.
Note that
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it is bottle-plugged to AJ or TJ
the R.I is terminate d,twic e on the patch panel, so that even if
it is still available for additional inputs.
NClTE
If the resistor network is borrowed for use with
anather amplifi.er, the operator must ei'ther use
the EF termi.tut'l as a 100K i.nfut resi'stor or insert
a pin in i.t; otherwise the network is normally connected to the IC netwo'rk on the track'/store summer'
(See Fi.gure 7.2. )

TO DVM FOR
"DERIvATlvE"READour

too K

rc

RELAY

I
RJ

TJ

toK

roK

POTSET
RELAY
TRACK
GATE

rooK
Figure 7.2. Sim\li'fi'ed Schematic of Track/Store
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?. 1.3. L

Wide Range Feature.

THE SUMMER

The storage capacitor has a value of 0.003

microfarad when the unit is tracking giving an effective tracking lag of 300 nanoseconds. When
the unit switches fromtrack

to store, a large capacitor (1.0 microfarad) is switched into the

feedback path of the amplifier for long-term,

Iow-drift storage.

A l0-millisecond

delay is in-

cluded a.fter the mode switches from track to store to allow the large capacitor to charge to the
value stored by the small one. Thus there is no compromise between the small capacitor value
needed for fast tracking and the large value needed for long-term low-drift storage.

?. 1.3. 2

t'Deriuati'uet' Readout.

When a tracVstore

unit is in the IC mode (for

example, during a static check) the output is determined by the IC input; the other inputs are
disconnected. To assure that these inputs are being summed correctly, it is necessary to disconnect the TRACK JUNCTION from ground and connect it temporarily to the summing junction of the DVM.

This is done through the readout system by addressing the "Derivative"

(either D or D/10).

The readout is electrically similar to the derivative readout on an inte-

grator, but it is not a true derivative -- it is the sum of all the inputs to the TJ, plus the
outfut uoltage (since the feedback resistor is connected to the TJ).

7.2

THE LIMIT SUMMER

The limit summer (Figure 7. 3), in addition to functioning as a regular summer, contains
''+LIM"
a zero-limit network which may be used to prevent the output from changing sign. A
connection (double-vertical plug) limits the output to positive values; when the output "tries to
become negative" it is held at zeto. A tt-LJM' patching connection (double-horizontal plug)
li.mits the output to negative values.

If nothing is patched into the terminals in the control

area, the unit functions as an ordinary summer.

1.2.L

Location and Addressing

All amplifiers whose address ends in -6 are limit summersl thus there are a total of 12 summers with this feature.

In addition certain JIrs (Junction Inverters) have the same sort of

limit network; see Paragraph 9. 1.3.

7.2.2

Applications

7.2.2.t

Regular Summer Applications.

omit aII patching in the four terminal control areas.

To use the unit as a regular summer,
The limiting network has no effect, and

the unit may be used as a summer, pot feedback amplifier,

etc. , in the usual way.
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Fi.gure 7.3. Patching Areafor
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Li'mit &'tmmer

circuit in
Absotute Value. For an accurate absolute value, use the

Figure?.4a.Whenx)0,theoutputoftheamplifierwiththelimitconnectionisnegative;
-2x + x =
to the second amplifier is
hence the limit connection has no effect. The net input
exceptfor
thelimitedamplifierwouldbepositive'
Whenx(0,
-x, anditsoutputis+x.
the net input to the second amplifier is
the limit connection which holds it at zero. Hence,
- *
o"e a +LIM connection on
x, and the output is - xr which is positive' To generate | l'
connection; it is a convenNote that the output amplifier does not have a LIM
the inverter.
tional summer.
7.2.2.3Dead'Zone.Adead-zonecircuitisacircuitwhoseoutputiszerountil
output increases linearly' The circuit
the input exceeds a given value; beyond this point, the
slopes. The t boundaries of the
in Figure ?.4b provides very sharp corners and accurate
dead zone may be set to different values if desired'
7.z.2,4Incomlt,essi,bleSpri'ng.Inmechanicalproblemsitisoccasionally
not compressed (for example' a
necessary to simulate a spring that can be stretched, but
if its end points are closer together
cable exerts a force when under tension, but goes slack
given by:
than its unstretched length). The cable thus exerts a force
f = k(xr - xr) if xr )x,

f =0if x, (x,
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PATCHING
ON INVERTER

II

5

5

to
\

t
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t
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I N C O M P R E S S I B LS
EP R T N G
( C A B L E)

d)

PEAK DETECTOR
y(f )=MAx x (t')
trst

TO SAMPLE MINIMUM VALUES, USE
+ L I M P A T C H I N GO N P O T . F E E D B A C K
AMP.

Figure 7.4. Typical Applications of the Limit Sumnzer

The force may be easily generated by a zero-Iimit
the use of pot-feedback for the factor I(
7.2.2.5

summer, as shown in Figure ?.4c.

Note

Peak Detector.

To sample the maximum value of an input signat, the
circuit of Figure 7. 4d may be used. When y - x ) 0, the output of the limited
amplifier would
be proportional to y-x, which is positive; the -LIM connection keeps this output
at zero, and
hence keeps y constant. When y s x, the output of this amplifier is negative,
and hence the
Iimit has no effect. Thus the value of y is altowed to change. The three
amplifier loop has
a short time-constant because of the high gain on the pot-feedback amplifier;
hence it tracks
x with only a small lag.

4
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TERMINATIONS

s t M P L I F I E sDc H E M A T l c s, H o w l N G
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Fi.gure 7.5. Simpti'fied' Schematic for
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7 . 2. 3 Cir cuit Details
Figure 7' 5 shows the schematic for the limit summer.
Note the normally-closed contact which
connects the output of the amplifier to the readout
system and to the patch panel. when
nothing is patched into the four-terminal control
area, the amplifier output is connected to the
patch panel, and the two diodes have no effect.
The conventional summer terminals (Ampli,
fier Junction, Resistor Junction, output terminars,
etc. ) operate in the usual wav.
when a plug is inserted in the control area, the circuit
of Figure 7.6 results. For concreteness, only the +LIM case (Figure ?.6b) will be analyzed.
Note that one of the diodes is actually in the feedback path.
The output appearing on the patch panel is not the amplifier
output,
but comes from the other side of the diode. This diode performs
the actual limiting operation,
since it will not conduct when the amplifier output is negative.
The other diode simply prevents overload by assuring that the amplifier has feedback,
even when the output is negative.
For positive outputs, the amplifier behaves normarly.
since the feedback connection is patched
on the patch panel the diode characteri.stics do not affect
the accuracy of the output at the patch
panel' when the amplifier output becomes negative,
the output at the patch panel becomes
zero, since the output diode stops conducting. The other
diode conducts, preventing the
amplifier from overloading.

NClTE
Any type of resistiue feedback may be used, incruding pot
feedback.
Similmly, the outfut may feed a rwmber of pots qnd,/or
infut re_
sistors.. Hotoeuer, the outfut should not
feed non_lineqr loads
(DFG's, multi.pliers, etc. ), with the exception
of the log/exponen_
tial DFG. If non-linear loads must be driuen
with this output, an
additionnl inuerter shourd be used as a buffer.
The reasonforthis
restricti'on is that the totar carrent through the
output diode must
be zero when the outfut uoltage is zero. This
wi.Il be the case for
any combi.nation of resistiae loads and res,istiue
feedback, but witl
wtt be true for nan-linear loads, si.nceDFG
inputs and multiplier
inPuts can draw carrent from their infut terminars
euen when the
input uoltage is zero. The tog/ex\onential
DFG has beerudesi,gned
to draw no current from its infut termirnr oohen
the infut is zero;
hence this DFG ry2 be used i.n the
feedback path of a limit summer.
This feature is used in preaenting zero crossouer
in the wide-range
exponentials (see Appendix S).

T
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THE POTENTIOMETER
A fully-expanded 680 has provision for 120 servo-set pots and 12 hand-set pots.
8.1

SERVO-SET POTS
8" 1.1

Location and Addressing

The servo-set pots are numbered sequentially from P0 to P119. Twenty-four of these pots
(those whose,address ends in -4 or -9) are three-terminal pots; the remainder are two-terminal pots, with the lower end grounded. However, aII three-terminal pots have their lower
end normally grounded (through normally-closed patch panel switches). Hence, if nothing is
patched into the lower terminaL, a three-terminal pot behaves like a two-terminal pot, and may
be patched, read out, and set like any other pot.
Five servo-set pots are terminated in each field, but not all pots are terminated in the tray
with the same number. Figure 8. 1 shows the pattern of pot locations; this pattern is the same
for all fields.

Note that each summer or integrator has two pots in the same tray. One of
these pots has the same address as the amptifiersl the other has an address greater by two.
Thus tray 90 contains P90 and Pg2; tray g1 contains Pg1 and P93. This arrangement associates the majority of the pots with the summers and integrators.

Of course, they may be used

with any amplifiers.

rgl

t()9tl

to92l

lo95l

to94t

I t

t?
L
I P

li

IT
l ,

t;

t;

l?

COMBO

Figzue 8.7.

I

l3
SUM

MU:I.T INTERFACE

Seruo-Set Pot Locqtions Wi.thin a Field
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Normally-Closed Connections (Figure 8' 2)

8.1.2

pot has its lower end grounded through
As mentioned in Paragraph 8.1.1, every three-terminal
the pot may be used as a regular twoa normally-closed set of patch panel contacts. Hence,
lower end to ground' In addition, euery pot
terminal pot without the necessity of patching its
the amplifier terminated
(two-terminal or three-terminal) has its HI end normally connected to
connected to P90 and P92' However'
in the same tray. Thus the output of A90 is normally
patchinginanyotherinputtothepotautomaticallydisconnectstheamplifier.

O) GROUNDEDPOTS

POTS
b) UNGR,OUNDED

on Pots
Fi,gure 8.2, Normally Clo s ed' Connecti'ons
8.1.3

S e t t i n gP r o c e d u r e

4'
The setting procedure for servo pots is covered in Chapter
8.2

HANDSET POTS

The680has12handsetpots,addressedwiththeletterQ.Thepotsareterminatedinthe''extra''
COMBOtraysinthetoprow(i.e.rtrays2,7r!2'17,22'and2?)'Therearetwohandsetpots
patch panel area for these integrators identical with the
in each of these trays, which makes the
''
corresponding area for the other integrators'
potsl each integrator tray with address
The handset pot address follows the rule for servo-set
and Q4, tray ? contains Q7 and Q9' etc'
N contains pots N and N+2. Hence, J"ly 2 contains Q2
no Q3, no Q6, etc' AII handset pots have
Note that this Ieaves "gaps" in the sequence; there is
addressesNorN+2,whereNistheaddressofoneofthe''extra''integratorsinthetoprow.
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Handset pots may be set in any mode. If it is desired to set them to a specific co-efficient, then
the PC mode is recommended.

The SP mode should rnt be used for these pots, because the GO

key alternates the keyboard function between the address andualue mode. Since no values are
entered digitally for handset pots, the PC mode is used to allow the entry of addresses only.
The 12 handset pots are Iocated in a strip between the analog and logic readout panels.
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CHAPTER 9
FIXED DFG'S AND JUNCTION INVERTERS

In addition to the variable DFG terminations,

(see Chapter tO) eacfr DFG tray contains two other

major components: a fixed DFG and a juncti.on inverter (JI for short).

Untike the variable DFG,

the fixed DFG and the JI are located in the trav itself.
Two types of fixed DFG units are currently available; the sine,/cosine unit and the dual log/er<ponential unit.

The sine,/cosine unit generates the sine or the cosine of an input 0; the dual log/

exponential unit allows /ruo independent natural Iog or exponential functions to be generated.
There are also fixed squaring DFG| s in the multiplierl

see Chapter ll for details.

Although the JI and the DFG may be used completely independently, they are closely associated,
and hence are described in the same chapter.
9.1

THE JIINCTION INVERTER

The junction inverter (Figure 9. 1) is an inverter whose summing junction appears on the patch
panel.

It is intended for two principal uses; as an inverter,

fixed DFG.

and as an output amplifier for a

The DFG and JI in the same tray bear the same address, and are arranged for easy

bottle-plug patching.

Hence, when the JI is used as the output amplifier for the DFG, they may be

thought of as the same component, and represented i.n circuit diagrams by a single symbol.

I

fr
;f

toK
Figure 9.I.

9.1.1

Location and Addressins

Since each DFG tray contains a JI, aII amplifiers ending in -2 and -7, from 32 to tL7 are JI's,
a total of 18 JI's in DFG trays.
ends in -4 or -9.

I

Sim\ti.fi.ed Schematic, Juncti.on InueTteT

In addition, each interface tray contains a JI, whose address

Since there are 24 interface trays, there are 24 such JIrs, which gives a

9-1
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total of 42 Junction Inverters in the entire computer.

All JI's, regardless of location, are

identical, with the exception of the zero limit feature discussed in Paragraph 9.1.3.
9.L.2

Äpplications (Figure 9.2)

As mentioned above, the principal uses of the JI are as an output amplifier
as an inverter.

Patching instructions

for fixed DFG's, and

are given belowl explicit patching diagrams and symbols

are given in Appendix 1.
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Figure 9.2.
9.1.2.1

(

öo
C o
C o
C o
o o
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o o
C (J
C o
nuc O
,o o
""oo

OUTPUT
TERMINAL

b) IN INTERFACE
TRAY
Junction Inuerter Patchi.ng Areas

Use as Inuuter.

To use the JI as an inverter, simply patch x into
The output -x appears at the output terminals.
The input and

the "gain 1" input terminal.
feedback resistors are 10K each.
9. 1. 2. 2

Use as DFG AüPut (Figz,re 9.3).

use as the output amplifier

TheiJI is arranged for convenient

for a fixed DFG; it may be bottle-plugged to the associated FDFG

or connected to any other FDFG by patchcord.

Since the JI has its own feedback resistor, only
one patching connection (the junction connection) is required to connect it to any FDFG designed
for use with a 10K feedback; this includes the log/exponential DFG, the multiplier, and the x2
DFG (which is one-half of a multiplier - see Chapter 11). Connection to a sine/cosine DFG
requires removal of this 10K resistor,
network instead.

9-2

since the sine/cosine DFG uses a non-linear feedback

For further information,

see Paragraphs 9.2 and 9.3, and Appendix 1,
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S Y M B O L( W H E N U S E D W I T H
ANY DFG)

'
(xl

S Y M B O L ( W H E NU S E DW I T H
A S S O C I A T E DD F G , }

f(r )

PATCHING
Figure 9.3.

9.L.2.3

amplifier,

tt' l

l-/

f(x l

,U O

lä

SYMBOLS

Use of the Junction Inuerter as a DFG Output Ampli.fi.er
(lse as a High-Gain Amplifier.

To make the JI function as a high-gain
all that is required is a pin in the terminal marked ttHcrt. This pin disconnects the

normally-connected feedback resistor and allows arbitrary feedback connections to be externally
patched.

5.L.2.4

Use as a Surumqr. The JI may be used as a summer by patching additional resistors to the AJ (amplifier junction); however, such use is rare, since it is easier
to use the regular summers (see Chapter 7). Note that the feedback resistor is 10K; this fact
must be taken into account when using external resistors.
9. 1. 3

Zero LimitinE

Some of the JIts have a built-in zero limit network that permits accurate generation of absolute
values, dead zone functions, and similar applications. This network is included only in JIrs
located in log/e>iponential DFG trays.
not have this feature.

The JIrs in interface trays and in sine/cosine trays do

A schematic is given in Ftgure 9.4.

Applications are essentialty those

of the regular limit summer (see Paragraph 7. 2). In addition, the zero limit is especially useful in preventing zero crossover in exponential circuits and several other circuits involving
the log/e><ponentialDFG; this is the reason for including the feature only in log/e:<ponential trays.
Details of this applicati.on are given in Appendix b.
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T YSTEM
TO READOUS

.[roor*nrL
ourPur
TERMTNAT|oNS
I

Figure 9. . Si,mplified Schematic, Juncti.on Inaerter with Zero Li.miting
9.1. 4 Circuit Details
Schematics for the JI are given in Figures 9.1 and 9.4. Note the normally-connected feedback
which permits use as an inverter by merely patching the input to the "1" terminal. To
use the JI as an output amplifier for a non-linear element that requires a 10K feedback, one mereresistor,

ly patches the current output ("Function Junction") of the DFG to the AJ ("Amplifier Junction").
In inverse operations (e. g., exponentials, squErreroots, division) the 10K resistor is used
as the input element, and the DFG itself is in the feedback path; for such applications,

the "HGft
terminal may be used for the i.nput, in which case, the "feedback" resistor becomes an i.nput
resistor.

Standard modes of operation with FDFG'S are described in Appendix 1"

For high-gain applications, a pin in the "HG" terminal disconnects the feedback resistor. If
no pin is available, a vertical bottle ptug connecting this terminal to the "gain 1" input above
it witl perform the same function.
The zero-limit

JI combi.nes the features of a regular JI with those of a limit summer.

more detailed e><planationof the limiting principle is given in Paragraph7.2.3.

A

The notation

"+Lim" underneath such an amplifier indicates that the output is limited to positive values,
:,
and vice-versa for il-Lim".

9,2

THE LOG/EXPONENTTAL DFG
9.2.L

Location and Addressing

Every one of the 18 DFG trays (the trays ending in -2 or -? from 32 to tL7) can contain a
dual log/exponential DFG capable of generating two independent natural logs or e><ponential

9-4
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These same trays can also conta'in other types of fixed DFG's, such as the sine/

cosine DFG described in Paragraph 9.3.

The standard 680 configuration has log/exponential

DFGrs only in the second analog row (trays 32, 37, 42, 41, 52, and 57). The 12 DFG trays in
the lower two rows contain sine,/cos DFGrs. However, a log/exponential tray may be used in
any DFG position.

If it is used in one of the lower rows, an overlay should be used on the patch

panel to make the patching terminations consistent.
9.2.2

Patch Panel Terminations

The patch panel terminations for a dual log/exponential DFG are given in Figure g.5.

Note that

each DFG has an input terrninal (marked "IlrI' and an output terminal marked "FJ" Function
Junction). This is the terminal that should be connected to the Amplifier Junction of the appropriate output ampl.ifier.

Any of the 120 amplifiers whose AJ appears on the patch panel may be

used. The unit is intended normally to be used with the JI immediately beneath it; however,
this is not always possible, since each log/exponential tray contains two DFG's and only one
JI.

When another output amplifier must be used, it is preferable to pick one with a regular

10K feedback resi.stor, such as a JI in another tray, or the output amplifier of a quarter-square
multiplier,

if the multiplier is not in use.

UNCOMM
ITTED
RESISTORS

" G A | Nl o o "
(rK) RESISTOR
INPUTAND
FJ FOR,,+,,
DFG

LIMIT
CONTROL
AREAFOR
J U N C T I O NI N V E R T E R

I N P U TA N D F J
FoR "-" DFG

JUNCTION
INVERTER

VARIABLE
] DFG

Fi.gure 9.5,

The Log/Exponential

DFG Patchi.ng Termi,nations

In addition to the JI and the log/e><ponential DFG, the tray contains + LIM connections for the JI,
(Paragraph 9.1) and an uncommitted lK resistor (Gain "100" - see Paragraph 12.3). The vari-
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able DFG at the bottom of the tray (see Chapter 10) and the uncommitted "Gain 10" resistors
(10K) at the top of the tray are common to att DFG trays, including the sine/cos tray.
9.2. 3 Basic Input/Output Relation
When the + type log/exponential DFG is used as the input element to an amplifier
resistor,

with a 10K

the input/output relation becomes:
logx

Y=-|

The word "log" means "natural 1og." A circuit for obtaining base 10 logs is given in
Appendix 5.
If the DFG"ts used as the feedback element, with a 10K resistor as the input element, the exponential (inverse) relation is obtained. Solving the above relation for x in terms of y, the
inverse relation becomes:
* -

"-tot

In these equations, x and y are given in machine units (one unit = ten volts); hence, both x
and y may range from 0 to 1.0.
Table 9.1 illustrates the input/output relation.

Table 9.1
Y 0 . 0 0 0 00 . 1 0 0 00 . 2 0 0 00 . 3 0 0 00 . 4 0 0 00. 5000 0. 6000 0 . 7 0 0 00 . 8 0 0 00 . 9 0 0 01 . 0 0 0 0

x

1 . 0 0 0 00 . 3 6 7 9 0 . 1 3 5 30 . 0 4 9 80 . 0 1 8 30 . 0 0 6 ?0 . 0 0 2 50.0009 0 . 0 0 0 30 . 0 0 0 10.000045

Note that as the input varies from 0 to 1.0, the output varies from unity down to a very low value
(in fact, rounded off to four decimal places, the value 0.000045 becomes 0.0000). Thus the exponential function is generated over a range of

"lo,
resolution of the rest of the analog components.

o" 20rr000to 1, which is consistent with the

gain, exponential functions with a wider range (e. g., 7 or 8
decades) may be easily generated. However, whenever the theoreti'cal o:utptrtis less than about
t/ZOr0O0 of its maximum value the calculatedoutput is zero. Examples of "wide range" variBy simply increasing the amplifier

ables are discussed in detail in Appendix 4.
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becomes:
If input and output are measured in volts instead of units, then the equation
v = - log(Vl0)
x - 10e-Y
9.1 should be
The appropriate range becomes from 0 to 10, and the numerical entries in Table
multiplied by 10.
input and
The input/output relation of the -DFG is the same as for the +DFG, except that the
output polarities are reversed; the output is given by:

y =.#

log( - x)

and both x and Y are negative.
I . Z. 4 Cir cuit Details
point of view. The IN
The basic log generator is a two-terminal device from the prograrhmerrs
pot, because it
terminal accepts an input voltage (which must come from an amplifier, not a
presents a non-Iinear load). The FJ (Function Junction) is the output terminal which should be
junction a current
connected to virtual ground (an amplifier junction). It delivers into this
proportional to the log of the input and hence may be regarded as a non-linear resistor.
When the unit is used i.n the feedback path of a high-gain amplifier, the result is an exponential
exponenfunction. The input is through a 10K resistor (or other resistor value i"f "wide-range"
When
the
tials are desired). This input may be attenuated with a pot, since its load is linear.
DFG is used with an arbitrary amplifier, the DFG and the amplifier should be considered as
the
separate components and drawn accordingly. When used with the associated amplifier,
considered
two symbols may be "blended" into one, indicating that the DFG and amplifier are
as a single component. (See Figure 9.3, and Appendix 4' )
9.3

THE SIN/COS DFG

Each sin/cos DFG is capable of generating either the si{re or tine cosine of an input variable.
The input vari.able may range over one complete revolution (+180").
9.3.1

Location and Addressing

AII 18 DFGtrays (trays ending in -2 or -? from 32 to 11? inclusive) may contain sin/cos DFG's.
However, in the standard configuration, only the lower two rows (trays 62 to LL? inclusive)
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contain sin/cos DFGts (a total of 12), and the others contain log/exponential DFG's.

If sin/

cos DFG's are put in the other trays (32 through 57) an overlay should be used on t}le patch
panel to make the patching terminations
9.3.2

consistent.

Patching Terminations

The patching terminations for the sine/cosine generator are shown in Figure 9.6.

Although

the detailed patching diagrams are given in Appendix 1, the following brief description of the
functions of the terminals is given here:
The e In?ut.

9.3.2. t

This is the input terminal.

It accepts the input 0, which

must be scaled as (g/200) (on a unit scaled basis) or O1Z0 in volts.

The maximum allowable

value of 0 is 1180" = 0.9000 units or 9.000 volts.
9. 3.2. 2

The ttC" In?ut.

9.3.2. 3

The t,J,'&nd ttltt' Termiynls.

This is the control input - it allows the operator to
determine the output function generated. When C is left unpatched, the output is -sin 0.
Patching "C" to +Reference produces -cos 0, and patching rrc' to -Reference produces +cos 0.
These terminals (Junction and Feedback)

are to be connected to the amplifier junction and the output of an externally patched high-gain
amplifier.

The output of this amplifier,

called the "shaping amplifier",

is not normally of

interest to the programmer; it is rarely useful for anything except to serve as part of the sine
or cosine circuit.

Hence, it Ls not generally recommended that the amplifier in the same tray be

used; this amplifier should be saved for the output amplifier.
any high-gain amplifier,

The shaping amplifier may be

such as a JI with a pin in the "HG" terminal.

IN P U T

"' O
c l' "Oo
irC''o

J U N G T I OrANN D
FEEDBACK
T E R M I N AFLO R
OUTPUT
AMPLIFIER

,(J O

, c ilC
'uc c

CONTROL
INPUT
J U N C T I O NA N D F E E D B A C K
T E R M I N A L SF O R S H A P I N G
A MP L IF I E R

J U N C T I O NI N V E R T E R

r8ffi
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Figu. e 9.6.
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These terminals (Function Junction and Feedback)are

to be connected to the AJ and output, respectively, of a high-gain amplifier. This amplifier
serves as the output amplifier for the DFG; the output -sin 0 or +cos 0 appears at its output
terminals.

It is recommended that the associated JI be used; it is in the same tray immedi-

ately below, has the same address, and may be easily connected by bottte-plug.
pin in the rrHG, terminal is necessary.

Note that a

9.3. 3 Circuit Details
The sin/cos DFG differs from other DFGrs in that, for normal use, it uses non-linear networks
both in the input and in the feedback of a high-gain amplifier. The main non-linear network is
in the feedback path; this network contains the segments necessary to generate the sine function over the interval -90o s 0 s +90o. The input network, or shaping network, operates in
coniunction with the externally-patched shaping amplifier to extend the range to 1180'.

This

is accomplished by biasing and switching the input so that the same feedback network is used
twice. A detailed schematic is not included here; see the maintenance manual for more specific information.
The I'Crr terminal operates by biasing the input, thus "phase shifting" the output. In other
words, it makes use of the identity:
sin (0 +90") = t cos 0.
Connecting the control input to tReference produces a bias into the unit through an appropriate
resistor which is equivalent to shifting 0 by 90'.
Under some conditions, the shaping amplilier may be omitted. For example, -sin 0 may be
generated over the restricted range -90o = 0 s +90o without patching the shaping amplifier;
this circuit and others mentioned in this chapter are detailed in Appendix 1.
Finally, interchanging the input and feedback connections allows the generation of the inverse
functions arc sin x and arc cos x; patching and symbols are given in Appendix 1.
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The variable DFG allows the generation of arbitrary continuous nonlinear functions by means
of straight-line-segment

approximation.

Both ten-segment and twenty-segment operation are

possible.
10.1 LOCATION AND ADDRESSING
A fully-expanded 680 contains 18 ten-segment DFG's. Their addresses end in -2 or -7. and run
from 32 to 11? inclusive. The DFG's are arranged in pairs, and each pair may be used as a
twenty-segment DFG or as two ten-segment DFG's.

The DFG's themselves are located in

slideout drawers to the right of the operator.
The two DFG's in a pair have identical addresses except for the last digit; thus F32 and F3?
form one pafu, F42 and F47 form another, and so on. In a 2O-segmentoperation, thefirst
DFG (the one ending in -2) uses aII 20 segments; the output amplifier of the second DFG is
available as an inverter.

In a standard computer configuration, the first DFG in a pair is a
+DFG, capable of accepting positive inputs, and the second one (the one ending in -?) is a
-DFG, which accepts negative inputs. Either type of DFG can produce either positive or negative orüputs. Figure 10. 1 shows the patching area for the VDFG terminated at tray 92.
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10.2 APPLICATIONS
function generation; however' the inclusion of
The main application for a DFG, of course, iS
some alternative applications such as
an additional input resistor for each DFG allows
and combined summation and functi'on
the use of the unused output amplifier as an inverter,
of operation are given in Appendix 1; circuit
generation. symbols and patching for these modes
10' 4' 2'
details are given in this chapter, in Paragraph
10.3 SETUP PROCEDURE
a given curve by a series of straight-line segSince the diode function generator approximates
to determine the location of the breakpoints
ments, the first step in the setup of any DFG is
possible' UsuaIIy the desired curve is
(',corners") in order to fit the curve as smoothly as
giveningraphicalform,andtheprogrammermustdetermine,byinspectionofthegraph'a
- a
the function is given in tabular form
table of values of x and f (x) for setup. Sometimes
is usually the result of experimental
table of values of x and f(x), Such a table of values
measurements,althoughitmayrepresenttheresultofaseriesofcalculations.
to simply set up the DFG to the values of
If the function is given in tabular form it is tempting
of data points in the table happens to coinx and f(x) from the table, especially if the number
the DFG' The difficulty with this approach is
cide with the number of segments available in
the function will probably not be the best disthat the distribution of the data points that define
For example, the original data may
tribution of breakpoints for straight-line approximation.
the input variable x' whereas it is generally
have been obtained for equally-spaced values of
notagoodideatouseequally-spacedbreakpointsforsegmentapproximation.Itisbetterto
and determine a good breakpoint loplot the data points, pass a smooth curve through them,
is desirable to know "what the function looks
cation from this smooth graph. In any case, it
like,,beforetryingtosetitup,whichmeansitshouldbeplottedbeforesetup'
from the start that the function is defined
Hence, set up procedure in this chapter assumes
good breakpoint locations' tabulating
graphically. The procedure wiII consist of determining
up thg function from this table of values'
the values of x and f(x) at these points, and setting
direct setup of values of x and f(x); both the
The 680 DFG,s have a setup panel that permits the
DVM during setup'
input x and output f (x) may be read directly on the
skips the table and consists of setAn alternative procedure, illustrated in Paragraph 10.3.4,
procedure is exactly the same, as far as "buttonting up the function on an X-Y plotter. The
pushingandknob-twisting,,areconcerned,buttheoperatorlooks.attheplotter,insteadofthe
DVM.
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In any case, even if the function is set up from a table of discrete values read out on the DVM,
it is a good idea to obtain a continuous plot of f(x) versus x to make sure that the function has
Such a plot should be a part of the problem documentation, along with
the circuit diagram, listings of pot-settings, assignment sheets, and so on. The 680 setup

been set up correctly.

panel includes an integrator capable of generating a ramp input to the DFG for convenient plotting without patching changes. In fact, the DFG can be completely set up and the resulting
curve plotted with the patch panel off.
10.3.1

BreakpointLocation

Given a smooth curve, where should the breakpoints be located to approximate it with minimum
error?

Although there exist analytical methods for deating with this problem, they generally

require too much computation to be of practical use. With a bit of experience, a good programmer can come very close to the optimum breakpoint Iocation simply by inspection of the curve.
The following general rules may serve as a rough guide to the techniques:
10.3.1.1

Keep in mind the total number of brealpoints available on the DFG.

Most functions of practical interest may be adequately represented with 10 segments; a few require 20 segments. Most computers (including the 680) have ten-segment DFG's capable of
being "paired" to handle the occasional twenty-segment function.
10.3.1.2

Start out by locating the areas where the function is nearly straight;

the individual segments in such areas may be relatively long. In between these areas wilt be
the areas of rapid slope-change; the breakpoints should be concentrated here.
10.3.1.3

As a general rule, it does not pay to Iocate two breakpoints closer
together than about 47oof. fuLLscale (i. €. , 0. 04 unit, or 0. 4 volt on a ten-volt computer). If
two breakpoints are spaced more closely than this, they tend to "blend" into one because of the
characteristics of diodes, which are not perfect switches. This effect, which "rounds off the
corners" of the function, gives a smoother output, and hence is beneficial, provided you know
about it and take advantage of it in determining breakpoint locations. In case of very sharply
curved functions, it may be necessary to space breakpoints slightty closer - say, as close as
2Voof fuLI scale (0. 02 unit).
As an example, consider Figure 10.2. This curve represents an arbitrary function, scaled on
a unit basis, so that both input x and output f(x) vary from zero to unity. The procedure starts
by noting the two areas where the function is almost straight, namely0 5x s 0.2 and 0.6 5x15
0.8. There would be little point in putting any breakpoints here, so the process starts by
drawing two fairly long segments to approximate the function over these intervals.
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Y = f (X)

o.8
o.7

-

oFF

o.4
0.3

o.l

o . 2 o.3 o.4

Fi.gure 10.2,

o.5

o.6

o.7 o.8

o.9

Typi.cal Ten-Segment Function

The intervals from 0.2 to 0.6 andfrom 0.8 to 1.0 are the intervals where the function curves
Since this is a relatively "mild" function, it may be easily approximated by ten
segments. Hence, there are nine breakpoints to be determined. (Note that the number of

noticeably.

breakpoints is one less than the number of segments. For example, a two-segment function
would have one breakpoint - where the two segments joined; a three-segment function would
have two breakpoints, and so on.

The endpoinfs of the intehval are fixed, and are not counted

as breakpoints. )
We have nine breakpoints to divide between the two intervals of. rapid slope-change.

Since the

first interval is longer, and the slope changes somewhat more in this interval, more breakpoints
should be put in this interval.

A 6-3 split was decided upon, somewhat arbitrarily.

could also have been made for a 5-4 split; the decision is not critical.
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Based on the 6-3 split, the breakpoint location in Figure 10.2 was determined.

THE VARIABLE DFG

No claim is

made that it is the absolute optimum, but it is a fairly good fit, and easily arrived at. In
using the visual technique, there is no substitute for experience; the above rules and example
are intended only as a rough guide.
10.3.2

D F G S e t u pT h e o r y

In order to understand the DFG setup procedure, one particular aspect of the electrical theory
of DFG's should be explained. Note that this knowledge is not, strictly speaking, necessary to
follon the procedure, but only to understand lt. However, mistakes are less likely to occur if
the operator knows something about why various steps are taken; hence, this summary.
Each breakpoint, or "corner" in a DFG curve represents a diode that is changing state; as the
input voltage moves away from the origin, in either the positive or the negative direction, more
and more diodes start to conduct. Each diode, when it starts to conduct, increases or decreases
the slope of the curve.

The change in slope for a given segment is determined by adjusting a

potentiometer (the slope pot). The change in slope introduced at a given point has no a.ffect on
the value of the function at that point, but does affect the value at subsequent points.

For ex-

ample, see Figure 10. 3, which shows the a"ffectof changing the slope pot for segment 5 on a
partially setup function.

The incremental slope introduced at x, does not aJfect the function

value at that point, but does affect the value at the next breakpoint x..

The tangent line rep-

resents the output with the SLOPE switch OFF.

Figure 10.3.

Effect of Changi.ngSlope Pot 5 on DFG Outtut

The DFG setup procedure is- arranged so that the operator does not observe slopes, but rather
values of x and f(x).

Hence, the function value at the sixth breakpoint is adjusted by means of

the slope pot at the fifth and similarly for the other breakpoints.
standing the setup procedure.

This fact is the kev to under-
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In practice, the slope pot for a given segment daes have an effect on the value of the function at
that point, due to the fact that the diode is not a perfect switch.

The "corner" at x, in Figure
10.3 is somewhat rounded, and a slight shift in f(xr) will occur when setting f (xo). In many

cases, this shift is negligible, but in a few cases, it necessitates a later "trimming"
10. 3. 3

adjustment.

Setting a Ten-Segment Function

Once the values of x and f(x) are tabulated, the function setup is quite straightforward.

The 680

variable DFG has potentiometers for adjusting slope and breakpoint for each segment. The DFG
setup panel allows direct setting from a table of values; first adjust the breakpoint x (which may
be read directly on the DVM), and then press a switch and set f(x).
As an example, consider the function in Table 10. 1. This is the same functionthat was given
graphically in Figure 10.2. Note tfiat sincel0 segments are to be used, the function is tabulated at li points, including the 2 endpoints and 9 breakpoints. A "+" DFG is assumed, and
the endpoints are fixed at 0 and 1.
Table 10.1
x

Y=f(x)

0.00

0.90

0.20

0.50

0.30

0.36

0.38

0.30

0.44

0.28

0.50

0.28

0.58

0.34

0.80

0.66

0.88

0.72

0 .9 4

0.72

1.00

0.68

In setting such a function, most people will find i.t easiest to set all breakpoints (x values)
first,

and then, set the function values f(x).

However, it is also possible to set the first

breakpoint x, then set the corresponding f(x), and continue alternating in this manner.

In

either case, the procedure for setting a slope or a breakpoint is the same. The procedure
makes use of the DVM and signal selector, and the setup panel (Figure 10. 4), which is in the
right half of the second drawer from the top (the first DFG drawer).
''TIME BASE AND MDFG INPUT. ''
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Fi.gure 10.4. DFG Setup Panel (In U!|er DFG Drawer)

10.3.3. L

Computer Mode. Select the PC'mode. Although the unit may be set

up in any mode, the PC mode prevents overLoads of other components during setup. No patch
panel need be inserted; however, if there is one on the computer, it does no harm.
10.3.3.2

Setup Pqnel Suritches. Open the drawer containing the setup panel,

and make sure that all switches are in the OFF position; this includes the switches marked
"AMPL BAL", oN/oFF",

"IC/oFF",

be in the RESET position.

Close the drawer.

and RATE.

The switch marked RESET/oPERATE should
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Selectingthe DFG. Address the DFG to be set on the signal selector.
Its output should be near zero, since the computer is in the PC mode. Now open the drawer
containing the DFG (Figure 10.5), and turn on the SETUP switch near the front of the drawer'
10.3.3.3

There is one switch for each pair of ten-segment DFG's. When the SETUP switch for any
DFG is turned on, the "F" button on the signal selector keyboard will light up. This button is
DFG's
also lit whenever the AMPL BAL switch is in the ON position. Hence, after setting up
or balancing DFG amplifiers,

the operator has a visual warning reminding him to turn off the

setup panel before proceeding with computation.

SLOF€
SULTTPL*ATPlT

swtTc!{€,8

-ru*rtto*
ffiÄ@lT
gvrcfi€$

Fi.gure 70.5.
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Checking other DFGts. The operator should now check aII other

DFG's to make sure that their setup switches and theft SEGMENT SELECTOR switches are all
in the OFF position.

Only one DFG can be set up at a time, and if several are turned on at

once, they will be interconnected through the setup panel, making accurate setup impossible.
10.3,3.5

Prelimirnry Steps.

Once the DFG SETUP switch is turned on,

select the proper settings on the rotary switches at the rear of the drawer.

The "10 SEG/

20 SEG,/INV" switch should be in the "10 SEG" position, which separates the unit into two independentl0-segment DFG's. The switch marked rrMULT" determines the maximum slope
changeper segment; rules for determining the best setting are covered in Paragraph 10.3.4.
For a relatively "mild" function such as the one in Figure 10,2, a setting of "1" is adequate.
10. 3. 3. 6

Slope Switches, Turn all slope switches off for the DFG being set up.

10.3.3.1
Setting x andf(x). Now set up the values of x and f(x), starting from
=
proceeding
x 0 and
out from the origin toward the maximum x. The breakpoint value is read
directly on the DVM; to read the corresponding function value, depress the appropriate switch,
Each switch is momentary; it must be held down while setting f (x). When the switch is released,
the breakpoint value x is displayed again.
Table 10. 2 gives detailed information on which switch to depress at any given time.

The table

applies to any ten-segment function with positive inputs; the values of x and f(x) have been left
blank, except for the initial and final values of x, which must be zero and one.
Table 10.2
SEGMENT
SELECTOR

X Value

Set X on
This Pot

OFF

0. 0000

None

Then Hold Down
This Button
While Setting Y
PX

Set Y on This
Pot and Switch
PARALLAX
S L 1*

2

BP2

SLOPE RO

3

BP3

SLOPE RO

SL2

4

BP4

SLOPE RO

SL3

BP5

SLOPE RO

SL4

o

BP6

SLOPE RO

SL5

oI

BP7

SLOPE RO

SL6

8

BP8

SLOPE RO

SL7

BP9

I

10
OFF

1.0000

Y Value

SLOPE RO

SL8

BPlO

SLOPE RO

SL9

None

+ FINAL SLOPE

SLlO

*Use +CS positi,on, rct +SL positi.on.
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10.3.3.8

The Puttern of Settings.

Notice that except for the first and last

settings, the value of y at any point is determined by the setting on the preuious slope pot.
The reason for this is explained in Paragraph 10.3.2.
is not used in ten-segment operation.

Note also that BP pot 1 is not set; it

This means that position 1 on the SEGMENT SELECTOR

is ski.pped(see left-hand column in Table 10.2).
10.3.3. 9

Slope Switch Position. The table says to "set y on a pot and switch."

Each slope pot has a slope switch immediately to its left; when setting the function value, the
operator first turns on the switch to the +SL or -SL position, andthen adjusts the pot to obtain
the correct f(x) value. If the switch is in the OFF (center) position, the pot has no a-ffect.
How does the operator know whether to use the + or - position?

The easiest thing to do is to

Ieave the switch off while depressing the readout button. This displays the function value with
the segment turned o//. This value will not be equal to the desired value at this point.

Turning

the segment on wiII increase or decrease this value. If the desired function value is more
positive than the value with the segment off, then the switch should be turned to the +SL position.
Conversely, if it is desired to decrease the function value (make it more negative), then the
-SL position should be used. Some people prefer not to memorize this rule, but simply turn
the switch on in either direction; if the output moves in the wrong direction, the switch should
be reversed.

In any case, it is the direction of change that is important; the function value

should change in the right direction when the switch is turned on. If the switch has no effect on
the function value, the slope pot is probably set to zero; give it a few turns and repeat the ON/
OFF process.
10. 3. 3. 10 Tri.rnmi.ngAdjustrnents.

Having set up the entire function, from the

origin outward, the operator should now go through the table again, checking the function values
f(x).

The breakpoints, once set, should remain essentially constant, but the function values may

have changed slightly.

This is because the value at a given breakpoint is set by changing the

slope at the previously set breakpoint, and this causes a small shift in the previously set function
value.
The amount of this shift depends upon the nature of the function and the spacing of breakpoints,
but it is generally about 0.0010 to 0.0020 unit (10 to 20 millivolts), and rarely greater than
0. 0050. In many cases, this shift if negligible.

However, if desired, most of this effect may

be removed by a series of trimming adjustments. These adjustments should be made in the
same order as the original setup - starting at the origin and working outward. The trimming
process goes much faster than the original setup, since the breakpoints do not have to be set
again, and only small changes in function values are required.

After trimming,

most function

values will be correct to within 0. 0002 to 0. 0005 unit; rarely is a second set of trimming adjustments needed.
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Plotti.ng. Once the function is set, a continuousplot of output versus

input should be made, which serves as part of the problem documentation. Such a plot may be
made on the 680 without re-patching. The 680 DFG setup panel contains a built-in ramp integrator to provide a smooth sweep for the input. Slide out the upper DFG drawer, and make
the appropriate plotter connections at the terminals on the right. Turn on the OFF/ON switch
on the left, and set the IC and RATE switches appropriately.

To sweep from -Reference up-

wards, turn the RATE switch to "+". To sweep from +Reference downwards, put the RATE
switch to "-"; this reverses both the rate and the IC. To start the sweep at x = 0, turn the IC
switch OFF.
To make a plot, put the switch marked RESET/OPERATE to the OPERATE position. The rate
of the sweep is determined by the I'IiATE'' pot; a little experimenting will produce a setting
that does not overdrive the plotter.

When the plot is completed, put the RESET/OPERATE

switch to the RESET position and turn the OFF/ON switch OFF.
10. 3.4

Insufficient Slope

During the above procedure, it may happen that a particular function value cannot be obtained.
If the slope pot is rotated to the end of its travel (ten times) and the function value still hasn't
been reached, the first thing to do is to check Table 10.2 and make sure you are setting the
right pot. Also, make sure the slope polarity switch is in the right position. Assuming that
no such error has been made, the problem is probably one of insufficient slope.
For each segment there is an upper bound to the amount of slope chnnge that it can introduce;
this is the amount produced with the slope pot fully clockwise. On the 680, a maximum slope
change of 1.0 may be obtained with one segment, assuming the slope multiplication switch is
in the "1" position (see Paragraph 10.3.3.5). Other positions of this switch allow for slope
changes as great as 32.
The slope multiplication switch works by changing the effective feedback resistance on the outthus providing greater gain. For very steep or sharply curving functions, a po-

put amplifier,

sition other than "1" may be necessary. There is also a limitation on the initial slope f' (0).
This limitation is 3.0 if the MULT switch is in the "1" position, and it goes up in proportion
to the setting on this switch, so that the maximum value is 96 (3 x 32).
The effective resolution of the slope pots decreases with higher gain; at high settings a small
motion of the pot produces a large change in the output, making accurate setup difficult. Also,
electrical characteristics such as bandwidth are degraded at high gain settings.

For this reason, it is not desirable to use any more gain than necessary in generating a particular function.

680 REFERENCE HANDBOOK

A conservative procedure is to set the switah initially at "1", and proceed to set up the function
until insufficient slope is encountered, then try a setting of 2 and try again. However, this procedure may lead to a number of false starts, and some method of estimating the maximum
slope requirement prior to setup is desirable.
Such an estimate may be easily obtained from a graph of the function once the breakpoint locations have been determined.
1.

The procedure is as follows:

Locate visually the points where the slope is steepest (in either the positive or negative direction).

2.

Estimate the slope of the curve at these points by drawing triangles or
counting squares on the graph.

3.

Form the difference between the maximum positive slope and the maximum
negative slope.

This is the total slope change required between the two

points where maximum slope occurs.

Note that in subtracting two slopes

of.opposite sign, the magnitudes are added. If there are several points of
maximum positive and negative slope, choose a pair of such points near
each other where the difference in slopes is large.
4.

Divide the total slope change between these two points by the number of
breakpoints in this interval.

This gives, with a small amount of effort,

the auerage slope change per breakpoint in the "worst case" region.

The

slope actually required may be somewhat greater, since not all segments
wiII have the same slope change. However, this estimate is a good one
to use in practice, as a starting point.
10. 3. 5

Example of Slope Amplification

As an example of a function requiring slope amplification, see Figure 10. 6. This curve was
initially drawn free-hand on a sheet of graph paper and inserted in the x-y plotter.
and function values were set directly by observing the plotter, not the DVM.
no need to tabulate the function.

Breakpoints

Hence there was

Thus the curve offers a good example of graphical setup pro-

cedure as well as of slope amplification.

:.

Breakpoint location was determined by following the rules in Paragraph 10.3.1.

These are 4.

relatively straight portions and 3 relatively "curvy" portions. Since the function appears to
curve about the same amount in each curved region, the nine available breakpoints were equally
distributed - three per region.

Note that the breakpoints have been marked according to the -

SEGMENT SELECTOR position that will be used in setting them.
4.

L0-t2

. . 9, 10, OFF.

The pattern goes: OFF, 2, 3,

As mentioned previously, position 1 is skipped.
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Ty\i'cal Function Requi.ri'ng Slobe Amfli'fication

The greatest positive slope occurs at the left side; the greatest negative slope occurs just past
the first peak; these facts are obvious by inspection of the graph.
Graphical determination of the slopes indicates that the positive slope is about 5.5, and the negative slope about -6. The difference in slopes is 11.5. Since there are three breakpoints between these two points, the auerage slope changeper segment is 11.5/3 or 3.9.

It is some-

what questionable whether a slope multiplier of 4 will be adequate, since some of these breakpoints will require greater slope change than others. Ho'wever, itmay be possible to get by
with 4, especially since the slope rating is somewhat conservatively specified on most DFG's.
Hence a setting of 4 was tried.
As might be expected, there was difficulty in setting the value at point 5. The smallest value
(About 0.025 unit. ) Hence, the slope
multiplier switch was set to the next higher value (8) and the setup was repeated. Note that

obtainable was about a quarter-inch above the curve.
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re-set
when the stope amplification is changed, it is'necessary to go back to the beginning and
the
euery previously set function value, starting with the PARALLAX setting, since doubling
gain will double the entire function up to that point. However, the breakpoint settings do not
have to be re-set; they are una"ffectedby the slope amplification switch.
With a slope setting of 8, the setup proceeded smoothly. No difficulty was observed in setting
plotted
function values. A continuous plot made a.fter the setup was completed indicated that the
function was virtually indistinguishable from the original hand-drawn curve over most of its
Iength, and that the maximum deviation was about 0.37o. No trimming adjustments were found
to be necessary.
10. 3. 6

Eleven-SegmentFunctions

At this point, the reader may be wondering what "Breakpoint 1" is for. The setup procedure
calls for ignoring this breakpoint pot and its corresponding position on the segment selector.
This breakpoint is usable for twenty-segment functions (see Paragraph 10.3.8) and, under
certain conditions, for eleven-segment functions.
'
=
Whenever the function to be generated is initially horizontal (that is, f (0) 0), then the function
may be generated with eleven segments instead of ten. The additional segment is horizontal.
An exampTeof such a curve is given in Figure 10.7, and acotresponding table of vaLueSiS
given in Table 10. 3.
Table 10.3

SEGMENT
SELECTOR

X

OFF

0. 00

f (x)

SEGMENT
SELECTOR

x

r(x)

0 .3 3

o

0.46

0. 84

0.52

0 .8 4
0 .8 2

1

0. 06

0 .3 3

nt

2

0.12

0 .3 6

8

0. 60

3

0.18

0.42

I

0.70

0.76

4

0.34

0"72

10

0. 84

0 ,6 0

5

0. 40

0 .8 0

OFF

1 .0 0

0.32

Note that since the first segment is horizontal, the value at the first breakpoint is the value at
the origin.

In fact, since the value at a given breakpoint is set by adjusting the slope at the

preuians breakpoint, there is no control for adjusting the function value at breakpoint number
one.
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Figure 10. 7. Ini.ti.ally Horizontal Eleuen-Segment Function
The setup procedure is exactly the same as for any other function, except for the two following
exceptions:
1.

Position 1 on the SEGMENT SELECTOR is zof skipped. It is used for setting breakpoint 1. Once the breakpoint has been set, the function value can
be read out by depressing the SLOPE RO button, but there is no way to adjust this value without disturbing the rest of the function. The value should
be equal to the value of x = 0 (previously set by the PARALLAX control),
plus or minus a small increment due to interaction with the next setting.

2.

The slope switch for BP1 is put in the +SL position, rather than the +CS
position.

The reason for this feature is that the slope pot for segment 1 is actually
a CENTER SLOPE pot; it is this pot that sets the slope at x = 0. When
the pot is used in this manner, there is no diode and hence no breakpoint
associated with it.

Electrically,

this pot simply provides linear gain from
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the input to the output. If f' (0) = 0, then there is no need for a pot to set
the initial slope. Hence, by adding one more pot, (breakpoint pot 1) an
additional segment becomes available. The CENTER SLOPE pot becomes,
instead, a slope pot for the extra segment. (Of course, the setting of this
pot determines the value of the function at the next breakpoint. )
10.3.7

Negative Inputs

The above procedure applies to the +DFG; this type of DFG accepts positive inputs only.

The

output values, however, may be of either polarity. For generating functions with negatiue inputs, the -DFG is used. Most computers are equipped with an equal number of either type;
however, they may be installed in any proportions.
The setup procedure for the -DFG is essentially the same as for the + type. One starts from
zero, and works aooayfrom the origin toward the final value of -1.0000. The value at this last
endpoint is read by depressing the -FINAL SLOPE button, rather than +FINAL SLOPE.

The

rule given in Paragraph 10.3. 3. 9 for determining the polarity of the slope switch should be reversed.
10. 3. I

Twenty*SegmentFunctions

Provision is made for operating a pair of ten-segment DFG's as a single twenty-segment unit,
The unused output amplifier of the second DFG is then available for independent use as an inverter.

Twenty-segment operation can serve either of two purposes: increased aceuracy

through the use of more segments, or the generation of functions from an input that ranges over
both polarities. For the former purpose, two DFG's of the same type (both "+" or both "-")
are used together; for the latter, one "+" and one "-" are used together. In the most common
arrangement, the first DFG in a pair is the "+" type and the second is the "-" type. However,
either type may be put in any position, so that it is possible to get, for example, twenty breakpoints in the interval 0 5 x 5 1.
The PARALLAX controls on two connected DFG's perform the same function; each of them is
simply a bias pot adding a constant (positive or negative) voltage to the output. In twenty-segment operation, only one of these controls is needed,the other one should be turned off.
Similarly, the controls marked CENTER SLOPE (i. e., the tCS position on slope switch 1)
determine the slope at x = 0. This slope is determined by a pot and input resistor; like the
PARALLAX controls, one of these is redundant in twenty-segment operation.

However, unlike

the PARALLAX control, the CENTER SLOPE control may be used as an ordinary segment
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when not needed for central slope. This capability has already been described above, in Paragraph 10.3.6, under "Eleven-Segment Functions. "
In the case of a DFG with positive and negative inputs, a little thought should be giventothe problem of setting the values in the interval around zero.

What is desired is a straightforward

method of setting the values of x and f(x) at all breakpoints.

If there is no breakpoint at x = 0,

then the function values of the two breakpoints nearest zero (one positive, one negative) cannot be set directly and independently. Over the interval containing zero, no diodes are conducting, and the output is simply a linear function of the input.

The PARALLAX pot allows

setting the y-intercept of this function; i. e. , the value when x = 0. The CENTRAL SLOPE pot,
which is Slope pot 1 on either the + or the -DFG, allows setting the slope of this line. Since
these two parameters completely characterize the line, they can be set to pass the line through
any two points; i. e., they can be set to give the correct values at the two breakpoints (one positive, one negative).
However, the relation between these two pot-settings shows a good deal of interaction; each potsetting affects both vab.rcs. This interaction does not exist anywhere except in this one interval.
Setting any other function value does not disturb previous settings, except for the small secondary
effect of the "diode curvature" which is easily taken care of by "trimming"

if necessary.

To set the values at the two breakpoints containing zero, first calculate and tabulate f(U), even
though this is rnt abreakpoLnt. The value of f(0) should be calculated by linear interpolation
between the values at the breakpoints on either side of zero, since the curve is straight over
This interval. Of course, the interpolation can be done graphically simply by drawing a line
connecting these points. Once the values have been set at x = 0 and at one of the two breakpoints, they should automatically be correct for the other breakpoint.
Since there is no need for two CENTRAL SLOPE pots in twenty-segment operation, one of the
two pots can be used for a regular breakpoint. This allows 9 breakpoints to be used on one side
of zero, and 10 on the other.

The operator may put this tenth breatcpoint on either side, de-

pending upon where it is needed most.
As an example, consider the function in Figurr 10.8.

This function has three regions where it

curves rather sharply, separated by regions where it is relatively straight.

One of the curved

regions lies in the negative half of the graph and another in the positive half.

Since the third-

curved region lies mostly on the positive side, it appears advisable to put the "extra" breakpoint on the +DFG. Hence, BPl on the -DFG is used for the CENTRAL slope, and BP1 on the
+DFG is used as a regular breakpoint. The resulting breakpoi.nt tabulation is given in Table
10.4.

Note that the SEGMENT SELECTOR positions for each segment are given on the figure,

as weII as in the table.
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Figure 10.B. A Typical Twenty-Segment Function

T a b l e 1 0 .4

f(x)

- r .00

Position

OFF

-0.14

+0.28

-0. 54

0. 00

I

0. 48

0 .0 6

I

-0.42

0.10
-0.10

I

-0.38
-0.32

-0.06

5

-0.26

+0.02

4

-0.08

+0.38

3

- 0 ,0 4

+0. 44

10

6

2

0.00

+0.4?

OFF

+0.08

+0,53

1

+0.18
+0.24

+0.56

+0.28
+0.36

+0.52

4

+0,46

5

+0.58

+0.16
+0.12

1

+0,62

+0.12

8

+0.66
+0.80

+0. 14

+0.36

10

+1.00

&,14

OFF

+0.54
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In setting the function, first turn all slope switches off for both DFG's, and put the rotary switch
in the back of the drawer to the "20 SEG" position. Address the appropriate output amplifier on
the SIGNAL SELECTOR. Since both DFG's are connectedto the first amplifier, it is this amplifier (the one whose address ends in -2) that should be addressed. The other output amplifier
(the one ending in -7) is disconnectedfrom the DFG, and is avaiLablefor use as an inverter.
Its slope multiplier switch (the one on the right) should be set to 1. A quick calculation based
on the technique of Paragraph 10.3.4 indicates that a slope multiplier of unity is probably adequate for this function; hence, the slope multiplier switch on the left should also be set to 1.
Set all breakpoints (positive and negative), but do not set function values at this time.
NClTE
Only one SEGMENT SELECTOR shcntld be on at
a tirne.

When setting either breakpoints or function aalues on one of the DFGts, be sure that the
SEGMENI: SELECTOR on the other one is in the
ttOFFtt position.

Set both SEGMENT SELECTOR switches to the "OFF" position and set f(0). Then put the +DFG
SEGMENT SELECTOR in position 1, and set the value at the first positive breakpoint. Turn
this SEGMENT SELECTOR off and put the other SEGMENT SELECTOR in position 2 to read the
value at the first negative breakpoint. (Note the switch positions, as tabulated in Table 10.4. )
When the SLOPE RO button is depressed, the function value at this breakpoint should be correct.
If it is not, then the three tabulated values are not collinear; if this happens, determine the correct f(0) and try again. Once proper values have been obtained at these breakpoints, set the
function values on the -DFG, working outward from the origin, and then do the same for the
+DFG. Remember to turn off the SEGMENT SELECTOR for one DFG when settins either
breakpoints or function values on the other.
Trimming adjustments may or may not be necessary, depending upon the nature of the function
and the accuracy required.

As with a ten-segment unit, trimming should be done from the

origin outward.

Remember there is one function value that'rcannotbe trimmed: the PX and CS
pots allow the function to be set properly at x = 0 and at one of the two breakpoints nearest the
origin; the value at the other breakpoint will be close to the desired value, but it cannot be
changed without disturbing previous settings.
If it is necessary to trim the function values at the two breakpoints near the origin accurately,
an iterative procedure may be used. Trim the function value nearest to zero by means of the
PARALLAX pot, trim the other value by means of the CENTRAL SLOPE pot, and alternate
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until both function values are correct.

The value of f(0) is, of course, no longer equal to the

tabulated value, but the values at the two breakpoints are correct.

The interaction between

settings means that a"fter setup, the value of f (0) may no longer be exactly collinear with the
adjacent values. Now proceed to trim the other function values, working from the origin outward, as before.
After the last function value is set, be sure both SEGMENT SELECTOR switches are off, and
plot the function using the time-base integrator in the VDFG setup drawer. A sweep from
-Reference to +Reference should be used to cover the entire range of the function.
If one of the breakpoints occurs at x = 0, then the procedure is somewhat simplified. The zero
breakpoint can be set on BPl for either the + or the -DFG; the BP1 pot on the other DFG is not
used, since this segment is used for CENTER SLOPE. The value f(0) is set by a PARALLAX
pot as usual; the value at "breakpoint 1" on the DFG being used to give the zero breakpoint
should agree with the PARALLAX setting.
10.4

CIRCUIT DETAILS

This section contains circuit information and simplified schematics which will be of interest to
some users. However, this information is not required for proper programming, patching,
and setup.

BREAKPONTPOT

/"u*

TO OTHER
SEOMENTS
TO OTHER
SEGfTIENTS

l

Figure 10.9.
10. 4. 1

Typical Circui.try for One Segment

Circuitry for One Segment

The circuitry for a typical DFG segment is given in Figure 10. 9. The circuit is shown for a
+DFG; for a -DFG, the diode is reversed and the polarity of the reference bias on the slope pot
is also reversed.
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When the input x is near zero, the negative bias on the breakpoint pot prevents the diode from
conducting; the segment therefore contributes nothing to the DFG output. As x becomes more
positive, it eventually overrides this bias, and the diode starts to conduct.
Thus the bias pot
controls the breakpoint.
When the diode is conducting, the output starts to increase or decrease at a rate dependent
upon the slope pot setting. The magnitude of. the slope is determined by this pot; the sign
of. the
slope is determined by the SLOPE switch. The overall path from input to output may flow
either through one amplifier or two. In the former case, the slope is negative; in the latter.
positive. Note that "slope" as used here means "incremental slope.
" The segments are in
parallel, and the actual slope at any given time is the sum of all slope contributions (positive
and negative).
10.4.2

Circuitry f.or t0/20fiNV Selection

At the rear of the DFG drawer is a switch for each DFG pair marked ,,lO/2OfiNv.
" This switch
selects one of the three modes of operation: either 2 ten-segment DFG's, 1 twenty-segment
DFG
and 1 inverter' or 2 inverters. Figure 10.10 shows the appropriate internal circuitry. Each
DFG contains ten segments and one output amplifier.
(The "shaping amplifier', shown in Figure
10.9 is not shown in Figure 10. 10. Each box marked "10 SEGMENTS" in Figure 10. 10
contains
a shaping amplifier. )

35K

Figure 10. 10. 10/20/INV Swi.tching
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In the I0 seg mode, each DFG is connected t9 its own amplifier and to its own inputs. The
units function completely independently. Each DFG has an additional input resistor terminated
on the patch panel, which allows the addition of another variable to the DFG output without the
use of an additional summer.
patch panel input and the
In the 20 seg mode, the segments for DFG 9? are connected to the
F97 has
output amplifier for DFG 92. Hence, F92 becomes a 20-segment DFG, and amplifier
panel
patch
an
ampliallows
no segments connected to it. The input resistor terminated on the
fier F97 to be used as a gain-one inverter.
amlnthei,nu mode, atl DFG segments are disconnected from their output amplifiers; both
plifiers (F92 and F9?) may be used as inverters.
10. 4. 3

Slope Multiplication Circuitry

In previous schematics (Figures 10.9 and 10.10) the feedback resistor for the DFG output ampli10fier is shown as a fixed resistor. However, there is a slope multiplication switch for each
segment DFG which changes the effective feedback resistance, increasing the slope change
powers of
obtainable for a given segment. This switch has six positions, labeled in ascending
Z: l, 2, 4, B, !6, and 32. In the "1" position, the standard feedback resistance is connected
(3bK). Each segment can produce a slope change of up to +1.0. In the other positions, the feedback network is modified to permit greater slope changes, up to a maximum of 32'
10.3.4 contains inJormation and an illustration on the use of this switch.

Paragraph

recThe use of the extra input resistor for combined summation and function generation is not
ommended as a general practice if the function to be generated requires a slope amplification
factor greater than one. Although lt canbe done, the effective gain for this input is multiplied
proby the setting on the slope multiplication pot; in the "8" position, for example, the input
ttTttpositi'on provides a feedback
vides a gain of approximately 8. Furthermore, only the
resistor matched against the input resistor to 0.01Zoi in all other positions, the tolerance on
the feedback resistance is 1Vo. This is of no consequence in function generation, since the
DFG is set up by obsLrving the actual amplifier output, and hence, feedback resistor tolerance
is not crucial.
t0,4,4

SetuPPanel CircuitrY

The setup panel, whose operation is described in Paragraph 10.3, allows direct DFG setup in
terms of breakpoint values and function values. Readout of f (x) is accomplished by direct monitoring of the DFG output amplifier on the signal selector; however, some additional external
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,$,

r

circuitry is required to set up breakpoints. Figure 10. 11 shows a simplified schematic of the
circuitry.
The key to the circuit Iies in the fact that the breakpoint of any given segment is
the value of the input at which the diode just begins to conduct; this means that the junction point
of the input and bias resistors for that segment is at zero potential. (This analysis assumes
an
"ideal" diode. Actually, each segment contains circuitry to provide compensation for the nonideal diode characteristic. For simplicity, this circuitry is omitted from Figure 10. 11.
)

t

TO OTHER SEGMENTS
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Fig.we 10.11. Setup Panel Circaitry
When a DFG breakpoint is being set, the SEGMENT SELECTOR switch connects this junction
point to the summing junction of a high-gain amplifier in the DFG setup panel. The amplifier
output is also connected to the DFG input, so that the DFG segment is in the feedback loop of the
amplifier. The input resistor is now acting as a feedback resistor for the amplifier, and the
BREAKPOINT pot and bias resistor provide an input. As the BREAKPOINT pot is adjusted, the
amplifier output changes in response. Hence, the output of the setup amplifier is always equal
to the value which makes the summing point zero; i. e., it is always equal to the breakpoint value.
The relay marked Kb is controlled by the SLOPE READOUT button. When it is depressed, the
breakpoint value is stored on a 10pf capacitor, so that the setup amplifier is in the hold mode
:e
while the relay is energized.

I

Note also that when the K5 relay is energized, the connection between the junction point
and the
setup amplifier is broken, and the DFG reverts to normal operation. Its input is the breakpoint
value, and its output is the corresponding function value at that point. Note from the lower
set

r

of contacts on K5 that when it is energized, the DVM reads the selected DFG, rather than
the
setup amplifier. Hence, the effect of K5 is to allow direct readout of either the breakpoint
x or
the output f (x).

B

Ih
I
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C H A P TE R 11
THE MULTIPLIER

The 680 has provision for 24 multipliers.

All are the quarter-square type, and have output

amplifiers associated with them.

The output amplifier and the multiplier may be disconnected
and used independently, if desired. Each multiplier may be separated into two independent
squaring or square-root circuits.
11. 1

LOCATION AND ADDRESSING

All trays whose address ends in -3 or -8 are multiplier trays.

This gives atotal of 24 such

trays in a fully e>rpandedcomputer.
LL.2

APPLICATIONS

The 680 multiplier may be used for multiplication, division, and generating squares and square
roots. Certain other applications, such as generating x. I xl , are also possible; see A1. 10
and 41.12 for symbols and patching.
11. 3

CIRCIIIT DETAILS

A quarter-square multiplier works by means of the identity:
/ x + v\ 2 xv=t\-z-=)

/x-v\2

\T/

Thus a quarter-square multiplier contains two squaring networks: one to genera,.
fry)'
\ 4

andthe other to generat"f#)"
\ . , r

1

.
/

-

Normal use of the unit (for multiplication) requires that uo"t, DFG receive inputs from both
x and y, since the first must generate.an output proportional to l/+y)'
and the second must
\ z I
'
generate an output proportional to (-f# ) .
\ z l
Using the multiplier for generating squares or square roots requires a reconnection of the
inputs; one DFG receives only +x inputs, and the other receives only ty inputs.
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UNCOMTITTED
RESISTORS(NOT
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On the 680, this switching is performed by normally-

rrQ'rQ

closed patch panel connectors terminating in eight
terminals at the bottom of the multiplier tray (see

O'H

,o
"o
-,o o
*'oilo
-'o o
rq,o
g'o

PO.,O
gro

Figure 11.1). If nothing is patched into these terminals, the inputs +x and *y are connected'to both DFG's
If
giving the equivalent schematic in Figure It.2a'
two double-vertical plugs are inserted in these terminals, the internal connections are re-arranged to give
the equivalent schematic of Figure 11.2b. Note that
in Figure LL.2b, DFG 1 receives only tx inputs and
DFG 2 receives onlY +Y inPuts.

PATCHING A R E A
Fi.gure 17.1. Quarter -Square
MultiPlier Patching Ar ea
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THE MULTIPLIBR

In multiplication (or division), with no patching in the eight control terminals, DFG 1 produces
DFG 2 produces an output current proportional to
an output current proportionrf to(?)'"na
'.
(:+)
The output junctions, Xf and YJ, are patched to the output amptifier junction, and the
\ z I
output amplifier produces an output voltage proportional to the sum of these currents, i. e.,
When used with an amplifier with 10K feedback (such as the
associated output amplifier) ttre unit produces the output -xy, where x and y are measured in

proportional to the product xy.

units (reference voltage = 1.0000 unit). If inputs and outputs are measured,inttolts, then the
output is -xy/10. In any case, the scaling is such that if x and y are simultaneously at their
maximum values (*reference voltage), then the product is also at its maximum value, (treference voltage).
Note that the output amplifier is arranged for bottle-plug connection to the multiplier;
vertical plug connects both XI and YJ to the output amplifier.

a double-

Since the most common uses of

the multiplier are for multiplication and division, it is recommended that this plug be left in
place when the problem is unpatched. It need only be removed for square or square root genI

q

eration, or for other special applications.

Hence in most cases, no "setup" patching will be

required -- only the patching of the inputs *x and ty.

I

q
q

u

For some applications, it is desirable to use the multiplier with some amplifier other than the
associated output amplifier.

For example, in trigonometric resolution, two or more multi-

pliers are connected to the AJ of one amplifier.

In such cases, both XI and YJ should be

patched to the AJ of the other amplifier; the associated amplifier is completely free and may
be used for other applications.
which is connected to the amplifier output
through normally-closed patch panel contacts. Inserting a pin into the terminal marked rrHG"
removes this feedback, making the amplifier a high-gain amplifier. If an input voltage (inThe output amplifier has a 10K feedback resistor,

stead of a pin) is patched in, the feedback resistor becomes an input resistor; this fact is
useful for division and square roots.

The output amplifier schematic is very similar to the

schematic for the junction inverter covered in Paragraph 9. 1; in fact the only difference is the

ü

L,

absence of an input resistor.
r
When the output amplifier is not being used with the multiplier,
amplifier by inserting a pin into the "HG" terminal,

it may be used as a high-gain

or it may be used as the output amplifier

for a tog/exponential DFG, since it has the necessary 10K feedback.

By patching additional

ü

resistors to the AJ, it can be used as an inverter or summer, although this should rarely be

l tt

necessary, since regular summers and combination amplifiers are available.

11-3
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When eight terminals at the bottom of the tray are covered with two double-vertical bottle
plugs, DFG 1 receives +x inputs, and DFG 2 receives *y inputs. DFG 1 produces an output
current proportional to x2, and DFG 2 produces an output current proportional to y2. If each
of these DFGts is patched to an output amplifier with 10K feedback, the amplifier outputs will
o

r

.

be -x' and +y-, both on a unit scaled basis.

The two DFGts are completely independent. Under

some conditions, it is not necessary to provide both signs of the input, DFG 1 responds to
positive inputs; if x is always : 0, it is not necessary to furnish -x; simply ground the -x input
and patch only the +x input. Similarly, DFG 2 responds to negative inputs; if y is always -.0,
ground -y and patch only the +y input.

rL-4

Patching diagrams and symbols are given in Appendix 1.
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L2.T

THE FEEDBACK LIMITER
t 2 .L .1

L o c a ti o n a n d A d d re s si ng

The 680 has provision for 12 feedback limiters.
tain a feedback limiter.

Every tray whose address ends in -1 may con-

A limiter bears the address of thdtray in which it is located. Hence

the limiter addresses are 1, LL, 2t, 3t, 4L, 5L, 6L, 7L, 81, 91, 101, and 111. Every feedback
limiter is arranged for easy bottle-plug patching to the summer in the same tray (Figure 12. 1);
however, the limiter

may be used to limit the output of any amplifier whose amplifier junction

appears on the patch panel.
L2. L.2

Patching

The feedback limiter is a two-terminal device; its
terminals are labeled LJ (Limiter Junction) and FB
(Feedback). The FB terminal is patched to the output
of the amplifier to be limited,

and the LJ is patched

to the appropriate junction.

For a summer, the appropriate junction is the AJ (Amplifier Junction), or
the R.I (Resistor Junction).

FEEDBACK
TERMINAL

LIMIT
JUNCTION

"uc

Since the standard con-

nection for a summer is to patch the amplifier junction to the junction of the associated resistor network,
the two terminals are equivalent in normal summer
operation.

Note that each summer has its RiI termin-

ated twice; once in the control area at the top of the
tray, where it is normally covered by a bottle-plug,
and once immediately below the control area.

Hence

an additional connection (such as a feedback limiter)
may be made without disturbing the bottle-plug connection.

l

Figure 12. 1. Patching Termi.nations
for a Feedback Limiter

For a track/store unit, the appropriate junction is the TJ (Track Junction). Since this is
usually bottle-plugged to the R.I, the R^I may be used for the Limit.Junction connection, just
as with a summer.

L2-L
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should be used. This is usually
To limit the output of an integrator, the o.r (operate Junction)
nor the oJ is duplicated on the
connected to the JJ (see paragraph 6. b). since neither the JJ
additional inputs or the
patch panel, a multiple connector will usually be required to connect
LJ of a feedback limiter.
(a rare occurrence) the u should, of course, be
If it is desired to limit the IC of an integrator
used.

12.1 .3

S e tu PP ro c e d u re

independenily. The limits are conThe two limit points (positive and negative) may be set
potentiometers are in the uppermost
trolled by two potentiometers for each limiter. These
above the DFG's'
slide-out drawer to the right of the operator, immediately
put the computer in the PC mode and open the drawer (nigure L2.2). To set
knob, and adiust the knob until
the -limit, depress the button marked - adjacent to the limiter
the button and adiust the "{'
the appropriate limit value appears on the DvM. Then release
output of
For example, if the limits are set to -0.3000 and +0. 5000' then the
limit similarly.
-0.3 unit (-3 volts) and
whatever amplifier the limiter is patched to will be limited between
actually patched to the amplifier
io. s unit (+b volts). It is not necessary to have the limiter
patch panel off'
during setup; in fact, the limiters may be set'up with the
To set a limiter,

t2. L. 4

Circuit Details

The 680 feedback limiter

contains an ac-

tive network in addition to resistors and
diodes. The use of an active network to
provide gain in the feedback path makes
the timit much "flatter"

than it would be

with purely passive circuitry.

This net-

work is loäated in the limiter tray immediately behind the patch panel, thus avoiding
the necessity of trunking the IJ to the
patch panel through many feet of cable,

Fi.gare 12.2. Feedback Limiter Setup
Controls in Sli.deout Drawer

t2-2

with consequent deterioration of dynamic
performance and stability. The only re-

t
t
t
t
t

t
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motely located components are the pots in the slide-out drawer. These pots provide positive
and negative bias inputs to the limiter in the tray to determine the limit points.

I2.2

THE NOISE GENERATOR

The 680 patch panel provides terminations for a dual-channel Gaussian noise generator for
statistical studies' The low-frequency output is useful for low-speed runs; the high-frequency output is for high-speed repetitive and iterative operation. The noise generator outputs are terminated in two terminals marked "L" and "H" (for Low and High frequency) in
the strip area immediately above tray ?0. Further information on the specifications of the
noise generator is not available at this time.

L2.3

I}NCOMMITTED RESISTORSAND DIODES

Uncommitted resistors are available for general-purpose use (for use as additional inputs to
summers and integrators, for the construction of special networks, or for any other apptication). They appear in pairsl the two resistors in a pair are connected to a common junction.
A pair of "Gain 1" resistors (100K) appears at the top of each multiptier tray; thus there are
24 such pairs, or 48 "Gain L" resistors in a fully expanded computer. A pair of "Gain 10"
resistors (10K) appears at the top of each DFG tray; thus there are 18 such pairs, or 36 ',Gain
10" resistors in a fully expanded computer.

In addition a "Gain 100" resistor (1K) appears in each log/exponential DFG tray. This resistor
isnot one of a pair. These resistors are useful for such applications as generating wide-range
exponentials (see Appendix 5); this explains their location in the log/e><ponential DFG tray.
The resistors may also be used as input resistors for summers and integrators, if very
high gains are required. However, such use is rare; usually the requirement for a gain of
100 is an indication of poor scaling. (trlote that high gains on summers may also be obtained
with pot feedback, and high gains on integrators may be obtained by selecting a smaller1
than-normal integrating capacitor. )

Since a 1K resistor draws 10 ma of current from a ten-volt source,
some care should be taken
that the amplifier driving the "Gain 100" input is not otherwise heavily
loaded. (Amplifiers on
the 680 have an output capability of about 30-35 ma, sufficient to drive
almost any load encountered in a practical problem. ) Excessive amplifier loading will
cause deterioration in
performance, but will not permanenily damage the amplifier.

L2-3
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l
A pair of uncommitted diodes is terminated ip each sin/cos DFG tray.
used for limiting,

switching, etc., as desired by the programmer.

These diodes may be

and switching functions can be performed better by the f eedback limiters,
limiters

the hard- zero

built into the summers and JIts or by the logic elements and electronic switches in the

interface tray.

l
-1

-l
)

There is comparatively little need for a large number of uncommitted diodes,

but a few are included for use in special circuits.
L2.4

'1

Note that most limiting

1I

TRI]NKS

The 680 Console is provided with 120 trunk lines, numbered T0 ttrrough T119. The trunk lines
terminate in connectors in the rear of the machine; they may be used to trunk signals between
computers, or to connect any desired external devices to the computer.
plotters,

Note that recorders,

the noise generator and conversion equipment for hybrid computation all have their

own assigned terminals on the patch panel; it is not necessary to use general purpose trunks
for these components.
The trunks are bi-directional,

that is, they may be used to provide inputs from an external

source or outputs to an external load.

The signal on any trunk may be read on the DVM by

addressing the trunk on the signal selector;

e. g., T37 or TLL4.

The trunk terminals are located in the strip area between the rows of trays.

l
l
l

r

They are ar-

ranged in blocks of ten-ten trunk lines terminating either below of above a given field.
Trunks 0r 10, and 20 arebelow the correspondingly numbered trays; trunks 30, 40, and 50
are above. Trunks 60, ?0, and 80 are below, and 90, 100 and 110 are above the correspondingly numbered trays.

Since each of the trunks ending in -0 begins a block of ten, trunks such

as 37 or 104 may be easily located by first locating trunks 30 and 100 and then counting to
the right.
L2.5

Every trunk terminal is labeled with its appropriate address.

REFERENCE, TEST REFERENCE, AND GROUND

The principal output terminations for reference are in the tray areas adjacent to the pots.
Every combination amplifier tray has a +Reference terminal aqd every summer tray has a
-Reference terminal.
These terminals are arranged to allow easy bottle-plug connections to
the nearby pots; this feafure makes IC patching for integrators and tracly'store units especially
easy.

Every interface tray contains both + and -peference terminations,

arranged for easy

connection by a bottle plug or short patchcord to the comparator or the nearby pot. Of course,
the reference terminals need not be patched to the nearby pots; they may be used anywhere in
the problem where tReference voltage is required. In addition to the terminations in the trays
there are reference terminals in the strip areas below trays 8, 18, 28, 68, ?8, and 88.

12-4
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Test reference output terminations appear in the. strip area below
trays 34 and 35, 45 and,46,
and 55 and 56. The test reference terminals provide rReference
voltage only inthe static
test mode; this feature is useful in static tests, for providing test
outputs for integrators whose
regular problem IC's are zero.
Ground terminals appear in the center strip beneath trays 86, 47,
and 5?; there are four
ground terminations under each of these trays. Note that
many applications that would require ground terminations on other computers do not require
them on the 6g0. probably the
most common use of ground terminations in most computers is to ground
a three-terminal pot
to allow its use as a conventional attenuator; this need is eliminated
on the 680 by use of normally-closed contacts, as described in paragraph g. 1.2.
L2.6

R,EADOUT DEVICES

L2.6.1

plotters

Terrninations are provided for four x-y plotters on the 680 patch panel.
Analog inputs for these
plotters are found in the strip area under tray 3? (two plotters)
and under trays 4g and b? (one
plotter each). Logic control terminals for these plotters
are found in the digital strip area
underneath the interface control tray in logic field 5. Each terminal
controls the pen-Iift of
one of the x-y plotters - a logic ONE puts the pen down; a logic ZERO
raises it. when not
patched, these terminals are normally high.

,.

T

b
b

h
h

L2.6.2

Recorders

Terminals are provided on the' patch panel for two eight-channel
strip-chart recorders (oscilographs)' Each of these recorders can plot eight analog
signals and two logic signals versus
time' The anatog inputs for the first recorder are in the strip
area below trays Bg and 39.
The analog inputs for the second are in the strip area below trays
bg and bg.
,
Logic inputs for the recorders are located in the digital strip
below the AND GATE tray
and the COUNTER tray in logic field 5. Terminals marked
"EVTL,, and,,EVTR,, are the
logic inputs which are recorded on the "EVENT MARKERS"
at the left and the right of the
recorder paper. A terminal is also provided for turning the recorder
oN under logical control, and four terminals for changing the speed of the paper.
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12.6.3

t

t

Scopes

Terminals are provided for two oscilloscopes.

t-

The analog scope (called DISPLAY SCOPE)

accepts up to 18 analog signals and displays any 4 of them simultaneously.

t
tL

The 18 inputs are

numbered 0-1? and appear in the strip area beneath trays 9, L9, 29, 69, 79, and 99. Two
horizontal inputs (for cross plotting) are also provided; they appear in the strip area along
with the other analog inputs"

They are labeled H0 (X3) and H3 (X4). A trigger (sync) input

t
t
t

for the display scope appears in the logic strip beneath the GPR tray in logic field 5.
The digital (or monitor) scope displays up to four logic signals at a time; it can also be used to
display analog signals.

Its inputs are terminated in the logic strip area beneath the interface

control tray in logic field 2 and the integrator control tray in field 3. Additional inputs are located beneath the GPR and GATE trays in field 5. Two horizontal inputs to the monitor scope
are provided, designated H4 and H5. These terminals appear beneath interface trays ?9 and
99.

I
l

l
i

i

L

I

:
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THE INTERFACE TRAY

The interface tray contains the basic components that allow intercommunications between
analog and logic signals, namely, comparators, relays, and electronic switches.

In addition,

each interface tray contains a Junction Inverter (described in Paragraph 9. 1) and terminations for a pot (described in Paragraph 8.1).

OnIy the actual interface components will be

described here.

13" 1

LOCATION AND ADDRESSING

Each tray ending in -4 or -9 is an interface tray (Figure 13. 1)" Thus there are .24 interface
trays in the entire computer.
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T3"2

THE ANALOG-TO-DIG TAL COMPARATOR
L3.2.1

Function

Each interface tray contains an electronic comparator, which accepts analog inputs and produces a logic output.

The logic output is high (Iogic ONE) whenever the sum of the analog

inputs is positive, and low (logic ZERO) when the sum of the analog inputs is negative.
analog inputs are provided for each comparator.
inputs.

Three

lt is not necessary to ground unused analog

For example, if it is required to compare a single voltage to zero (to determine

whether the voltage is positive or negative), it is not necessary to ground the unused terminals.

Note, however, the exception to this rule gi.ven in Paragraph 13.2.3.

The output appears in the logic patching ar.ea. It is synchroni.zed with the system clock.
inverted output is also provided.
the outputs.

The

A latch input appears in the logic area immediately beneath

If this terminal is high (Iogic ONE) the comparator output is lntched; that is; it

will not change regardless of the analog inputs. When this terminal is low (Iogic ZERO) the
output follows the analog inputs in the usual manner.

ff the LATCH input is not patched, it

is normally low.
Since the comparator outputs are synchronized with the system clock, they remain constant
when the computer is in the sfop mode.
L3.2.2

Readout and Manual Control

The analog readout panel contains pushbutton/indicators which allow visual readout of the state
of any comparator, and also allow manual forcing of the comparator output into either state.
These controls are described in Paragraph 2.5.2.

Note that the manual controls override the

analog inputs, the LATCH input, and the digital mode; the comparator may be manually forced
into either state in anv mode.
13.2. 3

Circuit Details
I

Figure L3,2 is a block diagram of the internal circuitry

in the electronic comparator; it is not

intended to be an accurate schematic, but it explains the major components. The three analog
This amplifier is
inputs pass through input resistors to the junction of a high-gain amplifier.
not a regular operational amillifier,

and is not included in the total amplifier count of 156; if it

were, the 680 would be considered a l8O-amplifier machine. The amplifier output is always at
one of its extreme values, depending on the net analog input.

13-2

Since the net analog input can
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change at any time, the output of this amplifier can switch from one extreme to the other at any
time, even between clock pulses. The amplifier output is followed by a clocked flip-flop,
the logic output on the patch panel is properly synchronized.

so that

The LATCH input inhibits this flip-

flop from changing state.
BUILT.IN
AMPLIFIER

r'
ANALOG
INPUT

CLOCKED
FLI P- FLOP

t,/

roK

Locrc
I ourPurs

I /r
I /+
/
POT SET
RELAY

r

\r-arcH

IN P U T

Figure 73.2. Block Diagram, Electronic Comparator

13.2.3. 1 Urut.sed
Inputs. Like most comparators, the 680 comparator performs best (with respect to response time, noise sensitivity, and offset) if its unused inputs
are grounded. However, the programmer need not worry about this, in most cases, since the
unused inputs are grounded through normally-closed

patch panel contacts.

The only time this

consideration becomes important is when a set of relay contacts is used at a comparator input;
in this case, the programmer should arrange the circuit so that if an input is "switched out, "
it is grounded, rather than left floating.
!3.2.3.2
operational amplifier,

Loading Errors.

Since the comparator amplifier is not a regular

its summing junction is not always at virtual ground potential.

cause loading errors if pots are used as comparator inputs.
normally,

This can

When the comparator is functioning

the summtng junction will be slightly positive when the net comparator input is posi-

tive, and slightly negative when the net comparator input is negative. When the net comparator
input is zero, that is, at the moment of switching, the summing junction is at zero potential,
and the loading on the input pots is correct.

Hence, the cotmparator switches at the correct

point, because the loading error is zero at the switching point.

A pot-set relay is provided to

assure that the pot is always set under the proper load. Hence, for most applications, the programmer need not concern himself with loading problems. However, if a pot feeds both a comparator and some other amplifier,
not at the switching point.

its output will be slightly in error when the comparator is

In such cases (tairty rare) an additional amplifier should be used to

drive the comparator.

13-3
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Note also that, because of the pot-set relay, the comparator output will not be correct in the

i
L

SP and PC modes.
13. 3

THE DIGITAL.TO-ANALOG

SWITCH

The D/A switch is an electronic switch for high-speed switching of problem variables.

It may

be thought of as a switchable iirput resistor; that is, it should be used as alr input resistor to an
'
amplifier.
The analog input voltage is patched into the terminal marked rrl?r. This output may come either
from an amplifier or from a pot; the input resistance at this terminal is a constant 10K load to
ground.
The output terminal on the right should be patched to an amplifier,
sistor for this amplifier.

and serves as an input re-

The connection should be made to the appropriate junction (AJ, OJ,
in any case, it shoutd be patched to the same
The terminal marked rfFf r is not used in normal opera-

TJ, or IJ) depending upon the type of amplifier;
junction as a regular input resistor.
tion.

The logic control input is in the logic patching area.

When it is high (Iogic ONE) the switch is

conducting, and when it is low (logic ZERO) the switch is off, and the input makes no contribution to the output. However, even when the switch is off, the input load is still 10K; this is accomplished internalty by a second electronic switeh which shorts the 10K resistor to ground
when it is not connected to the amplifier.
Note that the resistor is a "gain 10" (10K) resistor. It will produce a gain of 10 when used with
a summer or integrator, and a gain of 1 when used with a Junction Inverter, since the Junction
Inverters use 10K feedback.
A relay equivalent for the D/A switch is shown in Figure 13.3.

The actual switching is, of

course, electronic.
,
T3.4

THE DIGITAL-TO-ANALOG RELAY

The D/A relay (or function relay) is a relay which can be positioned either manually or by togic
signals. It is a DPDT relay, whose contacts terminate in the analog area.

It is driven by a

flip-flop, which may be set or reset by logic inputs patched into the terminals marked "S+" and
rrs-'r in the logic area. ff the tt$..'utt
input is high (logic ONE) the relay is set to the + state; if the
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S- input is high, it is set to the "-" state. If both S+ and S- inputs are low (Iogic ZERO), the reIay remains in the state to which it was last set.

The programmer should arrange his program

so that the S+ and S- inputs are not both simultaneously high.

LOGIC
CONTROL
INPUT

'*P
.

ANALOG
VOLTAGE
IN PU T
Figure 13.3.

:

swncH
JUNCTION

I

Relay Equiualent of D/A Electronic Saitch

For most applications, the S+ and S- inputs are complementary; that is, some logic signal is
patched into S+ and the inverted signal is patched into S-. Under these conditions the relay folThe relay contacts are labeled ,'+', and .-fr to correspond to the logic inputs
S+ and S-. The notation S+ and S- was chosen with the electronic comparator in mind; if the
normal and inverted outputs of a comparator are patched to the S+ and S- inputs respectively,
the relay will be in the t'+" position when the net comparator input is positive and the "-" position when the net comparator input is negative.
lows the S+ input.

The function relays have indicators on the analog readout panel which indicate the state of each
relay; the indicator is lit when the relay is in the 'r+r?position. These indicators also provide
a means for manual control - a relay may be forced to either the ,'+?'or ,'-,, position by pushing
the appropriate button. This feature enables the relays to be used as manually-positioned function switches if nothing is patched into the logic input terminals; see Paragraph 2. 5. 2 f.ot details
of manual control
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CHAPTER 14
THE GATE TRAY

L4. T

LOCATION AND ADDRESSING

The 680 logic section has provision for a total of 36 general-purpose AND gates; 6 per field.
The gates in a given field are labeled A-F.

Gate A is located at the bottom of the integrator

control tray at the left of the field, and gates B-F are located in the GATE tray in the middle
of the field (figure 14. 1). Gate F is a six-input gate; the other five are two-input gates. Unused inputs need not be patched.

The address of a gate consists of a digit (0-5) indicating the

field, and a letter (A-F) specifying the gate within the field.

Hence, typical gate addresses are

0A, 14, 2F, etc.
Every gate has an indicator light on the logic readout panel, which lights when the gate output
is high (logic ONE). The gate indicators are described in Paragraph 2.3.4.

T4.2

APPLICATIONS

In addition to the AND function, the gates may be used for a number of other purposes.
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Figure 74.7.

OUTPUTS FOR
2 INPUT GATES

+
TWO INPUTS
:

Patch Panel Termi.nations and fuogrammerts

MORE THAN
TWO INPUTS

Symbols for AND Gates
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The OR Funetion

L4.2.1

practice to program oR gates
Although there are no oR gates available as such, it is common
AND gates to perform the oR function'
where required. De Morganrs Theorem allows the use of
Figure 14.2 illustrates the technique.

SYMBOLS AS DRAWN
SHOWINGOR GATE

Figare 14.2.

t4.2.2

ACTUAL PATCHING
USING AND GATES

(Ising an AND Gate for the oR Functi'on

Buffering

may be patched to a single AND
In case a signal must drive an extremely large load, the signal
use is rare, since
gate input. The AND gate output may then be used to drive the load. This
for almost any load likely
all logic outputs on the patch panel have sufficient driving capability
to be encountered in Practice.
14.2.3

Inversion

A single-input gate may also be used as an inverter,
does not have the complementary outpyt terminated.
L 4 .2 .4

to provide the complement of an output that

D i s p Ia Y

line) may be patched to an
Any logic signal that does not have an indicator (such as a logic trunk
AND gate if visual display is desired.
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CHA,PTER15
THE GPR TRAY

The GPR (General-Purpose Register) contains 4 flip-flops and the necessary logic to allow these
flip-flops to be used as a four-bit shift register or counter. The four flip-flops may also be used
as independent flip-flops,
15. 1

LOCATION AND ADDRESSING

Each field contains one GPR tray, to the right of the integrator control tray (Figure 15. 1).
Hence, the entire computer contains 6 GPR's, or a total of.24 flip-flops.

If the flip-flops are

used together as a register, the register is addressed simply by the address of the field (0
through 5). Individual flip-flops are distinguished by the letters A, B, C, D.

Thus a complete

address for a single flip-flop consists of a number (0 through 5) and a letter (A-D), eog., 0B,
3C, etc.
L5.2

REGISTER INPUTS AND OUTPUTS

rNPur(
SERTAL

',OJ.O
.Q..nQ

The inputs and outputs that refer to the register
as awh,ole are as follows:

!5.2.1

CARRYOUTPUT
ENABLEtNpUT
FOR FLIP-FLOP I

CLR (Cleat)

When this input is brought high, all four flip-flops
in the register are cleared (reset).
input is normally low if unpatched.

-I

The CLR

INDIVIDTAL
FLIP-FLOP
INPUTS

.oO oO
eQ

L (L o a d )

"o

'o
',o
,o
"rO €
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REGISTER
CONTROL
INPUTS

CARRY-IN
ANDENABLE
CARRY-IN

'€

,ro €

INDIVIDUAL
FLIP-FLOP
OUTPUTS

.o
10
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by simply ignoring the register control terminals.

€

Figure 15.1 . Patch Panel Termirmtions for
a General - Purpo s e Register

When this input is brought high, each flip-flop is set or reset by the individual flip-flop inputs
on the patch panel. This feature allows parallel loading of the register from another register,

-]

-t

!

or from any four signals on the patch panel. It is normaLLy high if unpatched, so that by simply
ignoring the '?L'r terminal and the other register control terminals, the flip-flops may be used
independently.

1.5-1
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L5.2.3

SH (Shift) and SI (Serial Input)

When the SH terminal is high, the register shifts once on every clock pulse. The shift is from
D to A; i. e., the bit in flip-flop D is shifted to C, the bit in C is shifted to B, and the bit in B
is shifted to A.

The bit at the SI (serial input) terminal is shifted into D.

cascading of shift registers.

This feature allows

For example, an eight-bit shift register may be obtained by

patching the SI of one register from the SO (Serial Output) of another.

The SO of a register is

simply the output of its "A" flip-flop.
A ri.ng shi.ft register may be obtained by patching SO to SI; in this mode of operation, the bitpattern in the register is "shifted around in a ring, " or "rotated". After four shi.fts, a fourbit ring shift register contains the same bit pattern it started with.
Notethatthe shifting, for either a regular shiftregister or a ring shift register, takes place once on
each clock pulse during which the "SII' input is high. If the ?'SII' input is a blip (a synchronized
pulse one clock period in length) it will cause a one-stage shift; if the '?SHt'input remains high
for several clock intervals, the register will continue to shift at clock frequency as long as
,,SHf, is high. When unpatched, the rrSIIr input is normally low, so that it does not interfere
with the use of the register as a counter, or as four independent flip-flops.
!5.2.4

CI and ECI (Carry-In and Enable Carry-In)

When used as a counter, the register in=
pulse
during which CI 1. If 'tCIr is a blip, it will cause the counter
crements once on each clock

These terminals control the counting ofthe register.

to increment by one. If CI remains high for several clock intervals, the counter will increment
once on each clock pulse during which CI = 1. When unpatehed, CI is normally low, so that it
does not interfere with the use of the counter as a shi"ft register or as four independent flip-flops.
When the register is used as a counter, the "A" flip-flop is the least significant bit.
The ECI (Enable Carry-In) input provides a means of "blocking" or inhibiting the counting operation.
.
The CI and ECI inputs are connected to an AND gate internally,

so that counting takes place

only whenboth are high. However, the ECIinput (unlike the Clinput) is norma\lyhigh if unpatched.

Hence, if the programmer ignores the ECI input and patches only to the CI input,

the counter will behave normally, as described above. However, a logic signal patched into
ECI wilt preuent counting when it is low. Thus the ECI terminal exercises. a sort of "mode
control" over the counterl when ECI = 0, the counter may be thought of as being in the hotd
mode - it will not count, even if CI = 1.

I5-2
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15.2.5

THE CPR TRAY

CO (Carry Out)

The Carry-out signal is high whenever the register contains the number fifteen (1111 in binary
notation) and CI = 1. This signal may be used to "extend" the counter - for example, if CO is
patched to CI of another counter, an eight-bit counter results. Note that CO is effected by CI,
bft rnt by ECI.

15.3

FLIP.FLOP INPUTS AND OUTPUTS

In addition to the register inputs and outputs, there are inputs for the individual flip-flops.

15. 3. 1

S (Set)and R (Reset)

The set and reset inputs determine the behavior of the flip-flop
1.

as follows:

sets (its output becomes ONE) on the

When S = 1 and R =.0, the flip-flop
next clock.

2.

When S = 0 and R = 1, the flip-flop resets (its output becomes zero) on the
next clock.

3.

When S = 0 and R = 0, the.flip-flop

output remains constant, i. e., it

"remembers" or "holds" its previous state.

4.

When S and R are both ONE, the flip-flop "triggers"

(changes state) on

the next clock.

If unpatched, the S and R inputs are normally low.

1 5 .3 .2

T ri g g e ri n g

:.

As pointed out above, in Paragraph 4, the flip-flop will trigger if both S and R are at logic ONE.
The "SET" input, if unpatched, is connected to the RESET input by normally-closed patching
contacts. Henee, if a signal is patched to the "RESETil input only, it will function as a trigger
input. Note that the "RESET" input on the patch panel is labele4 *p/1'tr (RESET or TRIGGER)
to indicate its dual function.

Of course, if logic signals are patched to both R and T, the con-

nection between the two is broken.

15 - 3
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15.3.3

The "E" (Enable) Input

This input, when low, preThe ,,A" flip-flop in each GpR is provided with an Enable input.
SET and RESET inputs' Thus, ihe
vents the flip-flop from changing state in response to its
,,mode control" over the flip-flop. If the "E' input is left
Enable input exercises a sort of
The enable input is useunpatched, it is normally high, and the flip-flop behaves normally.
,,sampling" a digital signal at a certain time, or for inhibiting a
ful for such applications as
program is in progress'
logic program from operating while some other togic
Only the ,,A,, flip-flop
enable,, if desired.

However, the "L" input may be used as a "group
in
The internal connections between the "L" and "E" inputs are shown
has an enable input.

Figure L5.2.
TO FLIP-FLOPS
BrCrD

TO FLIP- FI.OP
A

Figure 75.2,

Internal Connections for the "Load" and "Ertnble" Infuts

The reader should be able to verify the following facts from the figure:
1.

If L and E are left unpatched, then all four flip-flops respond to their
S and R inputs all the time. (Remember, "L" is normally high). This
is the most common mode of operation.

2.

If "L,' is leftunpatched and a logic input is patchedto "E!', thenflip-flop
A is enabled by the "E" input, while flip-flops B, C, and D operate normally
(tney respond to their I'S'r and "Rn inputs all the time). This.is the second
most common mode of oPeration.

3.

I'Lrr input
If "E'' is left unpatched, and a logic input is patched to "L", the
acts as a "GROUP'ENABLE!' input. All four flip-flops respond to their "S"
and "R" inputs only when L = 1. This mode of operation is quite rare when
the four flip-flops are used independently. The "L" terminal is used
primarily

4.

when the flip-flops

are u$ed together as a four-bit register.

If both "E" and I'Lrr are patched to logic inputs, then the "E" terminal enables flip-flop A and the "L" terminal enables flip-flops B, C, and D.
This mode of operation is quite rare, but occasionally gor,nes-in handy
when several ftip-flops have to be enabled from a commdn signal.

15-4
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THE CPR TRAY

PROGRAMMERIS SYMBOLS

Programmerts symbols for an individualflip-flopandfor

a register are given in Figure 15.3.
the "A" bit is drawn on the right and the I'Dr bit

Note that when the unit is used as aregister,

If this convention is understood, the lettering "D, C, B, A" inside the register
symbol may be omitted. The reason for drawing the "A" bit on the right is that it is the least
ontheleft.

significant bit in counting.

Hence, this order corresponds to the usual method of writing

numbers, with the most significant digit on the left, and the least significant on the right.

For

consistency, the register should be drawn the same wäyr even if it is used as a shift register,
rather than as a counter.

The shift is from D to A, i. e., from left to right.

SERIAL
INPUT

\
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TNDtvtDUAL
\FLIP- FLOP
,/ tNpuTs AND.

ourPurs

/

ADDRESS
OF

REGISTER

SH

CI
ECI
CLR

FLIP- FLOP
Figare 15.3.
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CoNTROL
tNPUrs

REGISTER
tuogrammer's

Symbot for a Fti\-Ftop

and a Register

DISPLAY AND MANUAL COI{TROL

Each flip-flop in each register is displayed on an indicator light on the logic readout panel.
These lights are also pushbuttons, allowing flip-flops to bö set and reset manually. See Paragraph 2.3.5 for details.
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THE BCD COUNTER TRAY

16. 1

LOCATION AND ADDRESSING
I

The 680 logic sectidn has provision for three counter trays (figure 16. 1), in fields 1, 3, and 5.
Each counter is a two-digit BCD (binary-coded decimal) counter capable of counting from 0 to
99. Two counters may bd cascaded to count to gr 999, and three cascaded counters can count to
999, 999. Each counter is addressed by the .number of the field in which it appears, e. g., counter
L, counter 3, and counter 5. The counter may count either up or down.

*Qo*O
.Q"'"Q

CARRY
OUTPUTS

{

'"pt , o
O ,a,O )
,OO ' o

, o ,o
'oo , o
. c,o

T

.oo . O

)

REGISTER
CONTROLS
CARRY.IN
AND
ENABLE
CARRY-IN

INDIVIDUAL
FLIP-FLOP
I N P U T SA N D
OUTPUTS

s c so

'"o.o

L6.2

READOUT AND MANUAL CONTROL

For each counter, there are two thumbwheels
and two rows of pushbutton/indicators on the
logic control panel. The thumbwheels are somewhat analogous to an "IC pot" for an integrator.
They may be set manually to any value from 0
to 99. When the "PRE' terminal on the patch
panel becomes high (logic ONE) the number on
the thumbwheels is loaded into the counter.

sc 3c

Figure 16. 1. Patching Termirutions
for BCD Counter

The indicators display the contents of the counter at any time. By $imply adding the numbers
on all lights that are lit, the operator may determine the contents; For example, if the ',40,,,
"10"r "2" and"1" lights are lit, the counter contains the number b3 (=40 + L0 +2 + 1)" Simthe operaior may load any number from 0 to g9 into the counter manually, since the
indicators are also pushbuttons. A CLEAR button at the bottom of 'each column allows all four
flip-flops (corresponding to a single digit) to be cleared manually.
ilarly,

1 6 -1
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To 1oad a given number manually into the counter, first clear both columns, and then press the
It is rnt sufficient to
appropriate pushbutton/indicators to set the corresponding flip-flops.
pick flip-flops whose totat ,'value,' as indicated on the lights adds up to the required number.

-

For example, if it is desired to load the number 32
into the counter, the combination 20 + I + 4 is not correct, even though the sum is 32. The
correct breakdown is 20 + 10 + 2, since the total in the "tens" column is 30, and the total in
Each digit must be treated,separately.

the "units" column is 2.
16. 3

REGISTER TERMINATIONS

Even though some individuat flip-flop inputs and outputs are terminated on the patch panel, the
Hence, the most important tercounter is not intended for use as eight independent flip-flops.
minals are the ones that apply to the counter as a whole.

These terminals are located at the

top of the tray, and function as follows:
16.3 . 1

PR E (Pre s e t)

When this terminal is high (logic ONE) the counter is set to the value on the thumbwheels on the
next clock pulse. When PRE = 0, the thumbwheels have no affect on the counter.
16. 3. 2

DN'(Down)

This terminal detlrmines the direction of the counting.

When it is high, the unit functions as a

down counter; when it is low, the unit functions as an up counter.

Note that it is the CI input

which actually causes the counter to countl on each clock pulse for which CI = 1, the counter
witl either increment (if DN = 0) or decrement (if DN = 1). When CI = 0, no counting takes
place, regardless of the DN input.
The DN input is normally low (if unpatched) so that the unit is normally an up counter.
the DN terminal acts as a logic ONE; it makes the unit act as a down counter.
is patched from'a..logic signal, the counter becomes a bi-directional

A pin in

If the DN terminal

counter, capable of counting

in either direction under control of the DN input.
16.3.3

CLR (Clear)

When this input becomes high, the counter is cleared (all flip-flops
16. 3 .4

are reset) on the next clock.

L (L o a d )

(ttgt)
When this input becomes high, the register is loaded from the patch panel inputs. A SET
input is provided for each flip-flop, but no RESET input. The SET input is inverted internally

t6-2
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THE BCD COUNTER TRAY

=

=

h
h

to drive the RESET input, so that, when L = 1, each flip-flop will be set (if its S input = 1) or
reset (if its S input = 0). This input is normally low if unpatched.
16.3.5

These input terminals function in the same manner as the corresponding terminals on a GPR.
When CI = 1, the unit will count (either up or down, depending on the DN input) on each clock
pulse.

\

CI and ECI

The ECI input, when low, blocks the CI input and prevents counting.

has no effect on the CO output.

The ECI input

CI is normally low, and ECI is normally high.

For a fuller

description of these terminals, see Paragraph 15.3.4.

\

\

I
h
h

16.3.6

CO (Carry Out)

This output terminal is high whenever the CI input is high and the counter has reached its
extreme value in the direction of counting.

More specifically,

CO is high whenever CI is

high and one of the following conditions holds: either the DN input is high and the counter
contains the numb er zero, or the DN input is low and the counter contains the number 99.
Symbolically, this may be written as follows:

\

co = cI . (DN. oo + D1Ti.99)
The CO output may be used to cascade counters by patching the CO of one to the CI of the next.
L6.4

INDIVTDUAL FLIP-FLOP TERMINALS

Each of the eight flip-flops
reset input.

in the counter has an individual SET input on the patch panel, but no

The output is terminated, but not the inverted output.

The flip-flops

are not intended

to be used independently, but the input terminals are convenient for loading the register from
logic signals, and the output terminals allow decoding of the flip-flops to determine when a
given state has been reached.

16. 5

PROGRAMMER'S SYMBOL

A programmerts symbol for a BCD counter is
given in Figure L6.2. Only those inputs that
are actually patched need be drawn.

ADDRESS
OF COUNTER

THUMBWHEEL
SETTING

Figure 76.2. Ptrogrammerts Symbol
for B.CD Counter
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THE MONO/DIFF TRAY

f

The mono/aitt tray contains three monostable timers and three differentiators.
terminations for the mono/aW tray are shown in Figure L7.L.

I
I
f

The patch panel

CONTROLS
MONOSTABL
INPUT

DTFFEREN
r,AroR/
OUTPUTS
\

\
/

,ororrABLE
ourPurs
DIFFERENTIATOR
INPUT

f
f
f

I
lL

f
f

Figure 17.1.
L7. L

J
:

r
r
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Patch Panel Terrni.nations for Mono/Diff Tray

LOCATION AND ADDRESSING

The 680 contains two mono/attt trays; a total of six monostable timers and six differentiators.
These trays are in fields 0 and 4, to the left of the interface trays. Within a tray, the monostable timers and differentiators are numbered 0, !, and 2. Hence, a complete address for a
monostable or a differentiator consists of two digits; one for the field and one for the individuat
component, €. g.1 monostable 01 or differentiator 42.
T7.2

THE MONOSTABLE TIMER

The monostable timer is a device that produces an output pulse of fixed duration whenever its
input signal becomes high. The pulse duration, also called the period, is adiustable by the
programmer. On the 680, the period may be as short as 1 microsecond or as long
as 100
seconds.

t7 -L
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Monostable timers are generally used in applications where precise setting of the delay time is
not crucial.

Such applications include putting a tracld store unit momentarily into track mode

long enough to allow it to track a new value, (about 10 microseconds), stopping.a logic program until a relay has time to close (about 1 millisecond) or stopping or delaying an analog
program until the pen on an X-Y plotter has time to be raised or lowered (about 150 milliseconds).

For such applications, the period does not have to be accurate to better than about

+LTVo. The period on the 680 monostable timer may be set to within *Lf 2Vo. If more precisely
timed intervals are desired, a counter should be used.
When the logic input to the monostable becomes high, the output becomes high on the next clock
prilse, and remains high for a predetermined period.

While the monostable output is in the

"high" state, the unit is completely insensitive to its logic input; the input may remain high or
become low again, butthe outputremains high for the duration of the predetermined period.
When the period is over,
tive to its input.
L1.2.1

the output becomes low, and the monostable again becomes sensi-

If the input is still htgh, the output becomes high again for another full period.
Determining the Period

The period of the monostable is determined by the two input terminals marked r'2'? and ?r4?'
at the top of the monostable patching area, and by manual controls on the logic readout panel
(see Paragraph 2.3.3).

The togic inputs determine the general range of values, and the

manual controls determine the actual setting within that range.

The ranges are as follows:

t'4" Input

t'2" Input

0

0

1 - 100 Microseconds

0

1

100 Microseconds - 10 Milliseconds

t

0

10 Milliseconds - 1 Second

1

1

1 Second - 100 Seconds

Range

Note that each range is 100 - 1; that is, the longest interval !s 100 times the smallest. Note also
that each range is 100 times longer than the preceding range, so that the lower end of one range
coincides with the upper end of the preceding range.

In the actual unit, the ranges are slightty

greater than those given in the table, so that there is enough overlap to assure that any value in
the range may be set.
The value within the range is determined by the controls on the logic readout panel. These controls consist of a.ten-digit thumbwheel and a vernier pot (see Figure 2.2).

L7 -2
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THE MONO/DIFF

The r'2" and rt4'' terminals may be patched either with pins
or with logic inputs.
a logic oNE; if unpatched, these inputs are normally low.
L7.2.2

il

programmerrs Symbot

INTERVAL
ADDRESS OF
MONOSTABLE

o,,,,,,

!-l

h
I

A pin acts like

A programmerrs symbol for the monostable timer is given
in Figure L7.2. The period is written
in the small box at the top of the symbol, or it may be written
on the assignment sheet.

lI

-I

TRAY

INPUT

t_r

H

)o,,,,,,

)
Figare 1f .2. programmsrts Symbot
for Monostable Timer

L7.3

Figure 17.J.

Programmerts Symbot
for Differerüiator

THE DIFFERENTIATOR

A differentiator produces an output blip (a'slmchronous pulse one clock period
long) whenever
its input changes from 0 to 1. The output becomes high on the same clock pulse
on which the
input does; it becomes low one clock period later. A programmerrs
symbol for the differentiator is given in Figure 1?. B.

I
t 7 - 3/ L7 - 4
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CHAPTER 18
MISCELLANEOUS LOGIC COMPONENTS

The strip area beneath the logic row contains a
number of miscellaneous terminations, most
of
which are connections to external devices.
18. 1

TRUNIG

There are 18 logic trunks, arranged in 3 groups
of 6. They are numbered 00-05, 10-15, and
20'25' They may be used to trunk signals between
computers, or between a computer and
some external device.

tT
J

L8.2

SCOPES, PLoTTERS, AND RECORDERS

Beneath logic field 5 are controls for lowering
the pens on X-y plotters, triggering sweeps on
oscilloscopesr and changing the chart speed of
a strip-chart recorder. Beneath the interface
tray in field 2 and the integrator control tray in field
3 are inputs for an oscilloscope to display iogic signals, and ERASE inputs for
use with a storage scope.
18. 3

DIGITAL PUSHBUTTONS

six general purpose pushbuttons are terminated
in the strip area. They are numbered 0-b.
The outputs may be set high or low by pushing buttons
on the logic readout panel. The output
may be either a level or a blip, at the discretion
of the programmer. A programmerrs symbol
for a digital pushbutton is shown in Figure 18. 1.
see paragraph z. B. B for details.

fu).,,,,,,
.'

Figure 18.1, tuogrammerts symborfor Digitat p,rshbutton
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CHAPTER 19
ANALOG TIME SCALE CONTROL

Analog time scale control is provided, which allows an entire problem
or parts of the problem to
be sped up by a factor of 10 or 1000 (or both). The master computer
time scale is under the control of four pushbuttons on the control keyboard marked ,,lrl,
and rrprr (a mutually-exclusive pair)
and "sEC and I'MS" (another mutually exclusive pair). At any given
time, one selection from
each pair is in force.
The normal selection is "N" (Normat) and
"sEC" (seconds). This gives every integrator (except
those that have different control patched individualty) a standard (10
microfarad) capacitor. The
time constant of the integrator, with the standard
1"
(toor)
resistor
"gain
is one second.
Selecting ?'MS,r(Mittiseconds) provides a 1000:I speedup
by reducing the integratilg
the time-constant for a "Gain 1" input becomes one millisecond.

capacitors;

selecting "F" (Fast) instead of "Normal" reduces the effective
time constant to 0.1 second or
0"1 milliseconds, providing a 10:1 speedup. Note that when
both,,F,,and,,Ms,r are chosen, the
speedup is 10r 000:1, relative to the "Normal seconds" selection.
The time scale selection for the computer may be made by
logic signals as well as by pushbutton.
This feature allows, for example, automatic iteration at high
speed with results plotted at low
speed, all under logical control. The master time scale inputs
are located in the logic strip
area beneath the mode control timer tray in logic field 2.
Figure 19' 1 shows the relation between pushbutton control, patched
master time scale control,
and individual integrator control. The
"F, button sets a flip-flop; the,,Irp button resets it. The
flip-flop output determines the Fast/Normal selection for
the computer through normally-closed
contacts' Patching into the master
control
terminal overrides the pushbutton control, and
"F"
puts the "F" selection for the entire computer under
contrql of the patched rogic signar. similarly, an individual integrator may be disconnected from the master
computer control by
patching.
In addition to the capacitor values the time scale selection
also affects the timing intervals of
the rep-op timer. However, the rep-op timer may also be
separated from the master time
scale selection if desired. see chapter 20 for details.
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Figure 19.1. Master and Indiuiduat Time Scale Control
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CHAPTER20
ANALOG MODE CONTROL

20.L

MANUAL AND LOGICAL CONTROL

The analog mode selection may be made either manually
or from patched logic signals. As
mentioned in Paragraph 2.6.4, the mode control
buttons include one marked,,pF,. when
this is depressed, the mode is controlled from
the logic area of the patch paner. The three
modes IC' hold, and'operate may be selected by logic.
control is returned to the pushbuttons
by selecting any mode manually.
20.2

NORMAL REPETITTVE OPERATION

The 680 is provided with an extremety flexible
and versatire rep-op timer for repetitive and
iterative operation' However, many of its features
may be ignored in ordinary rep-op, where
the goal is simpty to cycle the computer betw een operate
and.IC, and observe the results on an
oscilloscope' Hence these feafures have been
arranged so that they donft,,get in the way,, of
the person who wants normal repetitive operation,
Normal repetitive operation requir esnn
patching in the mode control tray (in
logic field 2). All that is necessary are the following
steps:
20'2' 1

select the time scale desired. (Typically N, Ms,
since this gives a 1000:1
speedup; whatever takes place in one second when
N, sEC is selected will now take place in one
millisecond. )
20'2'2
select the operate and ^tc times on the TIMER
controls. These are thumbwheels in the upper left-hand corner of.the analog
readout panel. The two intervals may be
set independently. The IC period is
"A"; the op period is ,,8,,. The ,,c,, interval is not used
in normal repetitive operation; it shourd be set
to zero.
Each interval may be set to three digits. The
actual interräl duration depends on the timescale selected -- the timer speeds up automatically
as the time scale is increased. If constant interval duration, independent of time
scale changes is required, it can be obtained
by
patching; see Paragraphs ZO.B.1 and ZO.B,Z.
If r'li[' and "sEC" are selected, the wheels
read direcily in seconds, with the decimal point
after the second digit; e.g.r 23.4 seconds, 99.5
seconds, etc. If "IIt, and,,MS,, are selected,
the wheels read in milliseconds (e. g. 23.4
milliseconds, g9. b,.milliseconds).
,
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a factor of ten, so that the above settings would
The ,,F" selection shortens these intervals by
g.9b seconds (or miliseconds).
correspond to z.84 seconds (or mitliseconds) and
oP(B) intervals' depress
After selecting time scale and setting the IC(A) and
rep-op timer, and also starts the timer'
the pp button. This transfers mode contror to the
,,A,, (IC) cycle. To leave repetitive operation, select any other
The timer begins with a full
20.2,3

mode manuallY.

20.3

l

FUNCTIONS OF THE TERMINALS IN THE TIMER TRAY

L

coNTRoL/TrMER"
The 680 mode control and rep-op timer terminals appear in the "MODE
each of these terminals does
tray in logic field (Figure 20. 1). This section explains what
and a general discussion of the
without e><plainingthe actual circuit details. Block diagrams
internal circuitry are given in Paragraph 20' 4'

M O D EC O N T R O L
I N P U T SA N D
o U T P U T S( 2 O . 3 . 5 ,2 0 ' 3 . 6 ,

A N D2 r . 3 )

)
C A R R YI N P U T
FOR COUNTER

( 2 0 .3 .2 )

ArBrC
OUTPUTS
( 2 0 .3 .3 )

{

O V E R L O A DA N D O T H E R
CONTROLS
MISCELLANEOUS
( 2 0 . 3 . 7)
PULSE
OUTPUTS
(20.3.1)

IL
R U NA N D S K I P
INPUTS (20.3..+)

ll

M A S T E R T I M E S C A L EI N P U T S
AND PP OUTPUTS
( 2 0 . 3 . 8)

Figure 20.7.

20.3. 1

Mode Control/Timer

Tray

Pulse and TS OutPuts

(time scale). At each of these outputs
These outputs are marked 105, 104, 103, L02, 10, and rs
pulses are synchronized with the clock
a series of pulses appear at regurar intervars. The

2A-2
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and with eaeh other; that is when any pulse output is high, all outputs
of higher frequency are
high also' Each pulse is a "blip", that is, a synchronized pulse
one clock period in length.
The outputs are labeled with the frequency in pulses per second.
Thus, for example, 104
pulses per second appear at the 104 terminal, or ten pulses per
millisecond.
The frequency of the TS (time scale) output is controtled by the
time scale selection. It is 10
pulses per second for "Normal seconds" selection,
and speeds up in proportion: i. e., 100
pulses per second in "F, S" selection; 10r000 pulses per
secor..lin,,N, MS,,and 1001000pulses
per second in "F, MSt'.
NclTE
These fuIses are present only when the rep_op
ti.mer is running.
20.3.2

The CI Input

The CI (Carry In) input is the input to a 3-decade counter. The
counter counts from zeroup to
the appropriate number, as determined by the A, B, or c thumbwheels.
For example, if ,,A,,
has been set to the digits 234, "3" to 995, and ''c" to 3L2, then the
timer will stay in the A
mode until 234 cI pulses have been received, then switch to the B
mode for a count of ggb,
then enter the c mode for a count of. 3L2, and then return to the A mode
for another count
of' 234' If the C mode is set to zero, it is skipped, the timer will
simply cycle between A
and B.
If nothing is patched into CI, then it is normally connected
to the TS pulse output. This connection provides the timing intervals described in Paragraph
z1.z.z. For example in ,,\
sEc" the TS frequency is 10 pulses per second. Hence it would
take 23.4 seconds for the
counter to reach a count of-234. In other time scales, the pulse
rate is proportionally faster.
Howeverr ätrYpulse rate may be patched in, instead of the normally-connected,,TS,'
signal.
20.3.3

The A, B, C Outputs

These are logic outputs that tell which "state', the timer is in;
at any given time, only one of
rn normal rep-op, A is the .IC mode, and B is the operate mode;
however, these logic signars may be used for any purpose, not just
for mode control.
these outputs is high.

20.3.4

t
I

RIIN and SKp Inputs

The inputs marked RUN and SKP control the operation of the
timer. When the RUN input is
high, the timer runs normally, as described above. When
the RIIN input becomes low, the
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timer is forced to the Ä mode, and stops there.
when the RuN input u."o*",
the timer starts to operate again starting with the t,Ar
interual.

high again,

NclTE
The t,RUNt,input fimt controls the timer is near
the bottom of the tray aboue the SKp input, It
slnurd rnt be confused wi.th the nR(7N',intut nea,r
the lcjpof the tray, which seraes as a logic mode
control intut.

If nothing is patched to RUN, it is normally connected
to the pp logic signal (see paragraph
20'.3' 8)' Hence depressitlg r?pprr not only transfers
control of the mode to the patch panel, but
starts the rep-op timer as well.
when the SKP input comes high, the timer skips to
its next state, even though the fult thumbwheel cormt has not been reached. If it is in A, it skips
to B, if in B, it skips to c; from c,
it skips to A. If c is set to zero, the sKP input will
cause a skip from B to A.
The skip feature is useful for terminating a run by
a condition other than time - for example,
operating until a given analog variable crosses zero.
The skip input responds only to a rising
edge; if the skip input comes high and stays high, the
timer will not skip again until the skip
input becomes low and then high agai,n,
20.3. b

IC, Op Inputs

These inputs control the computer mode according
to the same truth-table that holds for an
individual integrator:

IC
Input

OP
Input

Resulting
Mode

I

ANY

IC

0

1

OP

0

0

HOLD

Note, however, that the IC and oP inputs have no
effect on the computer mode unless the pp
mode has been manually selected.
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In ordinary rep-op, without any patchi.ng, the Op
output i.s high qu the time. Repetitiue operation is

"

'n,
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accompli.shed by raising the IC line &rring the tAtl
interual, since this oue*id.es the ,op, signat. If
output logic indications for the comfuter mode are
required in rep-op, they should be taken
from the
A, B, C timer outfuts, rnt the mod,econtrol outputs,
20.3.7

The Overtroadand TIC Terminals

These four terminals are located immediately below the mode
control inputs and outputs.
function as follows:
1.

They

ovD (overload).
overloads.

This output signal becomes high whenever any component
rt is not synchronized with the clock.

2.

oRH (Override Hold). This is an input terminal. When
it becomes high
(logic oNE) euery integrator in the computer goes
into the hold mode, regardless of local logic patching. This feafure is useful
for ,,freezing, a
problem to locate a source of trouble - €. g. by patching
ovD to oRH.
1
If oRH is not patched, it is normalty low; hence it has no
effect.

3.

oLS (overload store).

when this input becomes high, the overload
condition is stored; that is, the next time a component
overloads, its light
will stay on. The ovD logic indication and the audible
alarm all remain on
even after the overload condition is removed. This feafure
allows ,,trapping,,
of a transient overload that might otherwise come and go
too fast to track
down.

4.

TIC (Track/store

rc).

units in the .IC mode.
particular track/store

r
I
I

This is the master input which puts all tracly'store
This input mäyr however, be overridden for any
unit by local patching.

20.3. G IC and Op Outputs
These outputs sense the state of the computer
at all times, either in manual operation, or
repetitive operation' The output becomes high
when the computer is in the corresponding mode.
Both outputs are low in the hold, mod,e.
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2 0 .3 .8

T S a n d PP T e rm i n a l s

(timg scale) terminals are inputs; they are
These terminals are belowthe timer tray. The TS
they indicate whether the analogand/
e>rplainedin chapter 1g. The,,pp,,terminals areoutpufs;
to pushbutton control'
or digital modes are under patch panel control, as opposed
20,4

CIRCUIT DETAILS

control tray in this section are intended to
The block diagrams of the rep/op timer and mode
circuitry involved and the logical operagive the interested programmer some indication of the
enough for maintenance purposes.
tions performed. They are not intended to be complete
l

PULSE OUTPUTS O1'l PATCH FANEL

.ro"

a

lo

lot

lo

PPS.
IC MODE CONTROL
I N P U T - S E EF l e 2 0 . 3

PP OUTPUT
FROM MODE REOISTER

r c (

-/

^l

'i",lr,.i,

r-A-B-C-r

Figure 20.2.

20" 4.1

Ti'ming Pulses and Reb'O| Timer

Timing Pulses and Rep-Op Timer

the rep-op timer.
Figure 20.2 gives a general block diagram of the pulse solrrces and
pps crystal" comes from a
starting at the upper teft-hand corner, the input marked "106
maqter clock source for
crystal-controlled oscillator (106 pulses per second). This is the
It is fed into a "chain" of cascaded decade counters (marked "DC" in
frequency of each
the figure). Each dc gives a pulse out after every ten pulses in; hence the
pulse rates are
dc pulse output is ten times slower than that of the previous one. These
gating of the pulses
terminated on the logic panel. The Ts signal is obtained by appropriate
time scale selection'
with the ,,F" and '?MS,,signals, to produce a pulse rate dependentupon the

the entire computer.
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The I'TS, input is normally connected to the "Carry fn" of the rep/op "timer" (ü/hichis
really a counter). The "timer" consists of a 3-decade counter which can count from 000 to
999. It counts carry-in pulses until the number of pulses agrees with the thumbwheel setting
for whatever mode the unit is in at the time. When the actual counter contents match the appropriate thumbwheel, the decoding logic generates an output signal which clears the counter and
advances the 3-state register to the next state; from A to B, from B to C, or from C to A.
the C thumbwheels are set to zero, the register advances from B back to A. )

(If

The SKP input causes the same advancing of the three-state register and clearing of the Bdecade counter as would have occurred if the counter contents matched the thumbwheels.
Hence the SKP allows a I'skip" to the next state. The RUN input, when high, allows the unit to
function normally; when it is Iow, it clears. the decade counters generating the pulses, clears
the 3-decade counter and clears the three-state register (i. e., forces it to the "A" state).
The A, B, and C outputs appear on the logic panel and may be used for any purpose. Note
that the "4, output is normally connected to the,IC mode control input.

I
1

or;

r
r

OP

INDIVIDUAL
TRACX/STORE
COITROL

j

-r

I}IDIVIDUAL
IilTEORATOR
CONTROL

onxS-1

-'

?

L__
Figure 20.3.
20.4.2

_l

Mod.eRegister and Mod,e Contiot Logic

Mode Register and Mode Buses

The Mode Register in Figure 20.3 "remembers" the manual mode selection. It has a diffsrsrl
output line for each of the seven selectable modes (all but the hold mod'e are shown in the
figure). Note that the master mode buses, which terminat"'eon the logic panel and also are connected to each integrator control tray, can receive their signals either from the patch panel
(it ttre "PP?' output is high, the ANDgates are enabled) or from the mode register (it
tfre
is
low).
These
buses run to every integrator control tray. However, the use of normally"PP"
closed connectors permits the operator to "break the integrator a.way" from the main mode
control by local patching. AIso note that the'SP, PC, ST and ORH (see paragraph 20. 3. ?)
enter each integrator control tray. These signals also operate independeng.y of local patching.
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CHAPTER 21
LOGIC MODE AND CLOCK RATE CONTROL

2L. L

THE LOGIC MODES

The logic system has four modes, as follows:

2T.2

1.

In this mode, atl flip-flops are cleared (set to zero) and remain at zero until
run
the
mode is selected. Comparator outputs are not "cleared, " but are held constant. This is somewhat analogous to the 1C mode of an analog computer.

2.

Stop. This is somewhat analogous to the hold mode on an analog computer. All
flip-flop outputs (including those in comparators) are "frozen" but not cleared.

3.

Run, In this mode, the logic operates normally.

4,

PP (Patch Panel). In this state, control of the run, stop and,clear modes is transferred to the input terminals on the logic panel (in ttre mode contro/timer tray in
logic field 2).

Clear.

CLOCKRATES

The clock rates are as indicated on the control panel; 106, 105, 10 and STEp. The 106 clock
rate is used for normal operation; there is only a microsecond of duration between clock
pulses.

The slower clock frequencies are useful mainly during checkout of a logic program.
(ttre same is true of the STEP input. ) When the step mode is entered, the clock stops as
soon
as the operatorrs finger leaves the button. Depressing the button a second time produces a
short pulse (one clock period) in width, which allows "single-step" operation of the logic during
check out.
2L.3

LOGIC DIAGRAM

A logic diagram for the logic clock and mode control system is given in Figure ZL.L. The
manual pushbuttons are in groups of fourl each group controls a register (called the clock
rate register and the logic mode register in Figure zL.L). Each register has four outputs
(not all shown in the figure), and each output becomes high when it is manually selected
on
the pushbuttons. The outputs from the clock rate register are gated with the corresponding
pulses (see Paragraph 20.3. 1). The "system clock" is obtained by ORing these outputs together; the output line which is high determines the clock rate.
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CLOCK RATE
PUSTIBUTTO}A

LOGIC l||oDE
PUSHBUTTONS

CLOCKRATE
REGISTER
( PUSHEUTTON
CONTROLLED)

COIIPONENTS

TO COITPONENTS

Figure2l".l.LogicDiagramoftheLogicMod,eand'ClockRateControl
Note
analog mode register'
much the same way as the
in
operates
register
panel or
The logic mode
control from the patch
logic mode buses, alrowing
the
drive
to
gates
oR
the AND and
- the system is being
crear mode pushbutton is momentary
The
pushbuttons.
remain
from manual
is released' the flip-flops
held down. once the button
being
is
it
while
onry
creared
cleared.
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ANALOG SYMBOLS AND PATCIIING

This appendix contains programming information and patching
diagrams for the analog components, but grouped by application, rather than by
component. Detailed e:<planations of the
internal circuity are omitted, more information on a component
may be found in the chapter
devoted to that particular component.
The layout of components on the 680 patch panel has been
chosen to simplify both the symbols
and the patching as much as possible. Thus, for many components,
simplified (abbreviated)
symbols are given for the more comrnon modes of operation.
By following certain conventions in assigning, drawing, and patching components, the programmer
wilt find both the
patch panel and the circuit diagram ress cluttered.
1 . 1 IN\/ERSION
Inversion may be performed with a Junction Inverter or with
the output amplifier of an unused
variable DFG' of course, summers and combination amplifiers
may also be used, but before
doing this, the programmer should make sure he has enough
of these amplifiers for integration, multi-input summation, track/store, and other such
applications. Figure A1.1 gives
the symbols for an i.nverter. It is recommended that inverters
be drawn smaller than the
summers and integrators, since only one input is needed. The
input gain need not be shown
if it is unity, which it usually is.
1. 1. 1 Inversion with Junction Inverter
To use the JI as a gain-one inverter, patch the input to the ,,1,,
terminal; the output appears at
the three output terminals.

&
lri
r-,

b

t

a-_
rl

-

t
T

JUNCTION
I N V E R T ER

Figure 41.1.

DFG OUTPUT
AMP.

Hogyammerts

SUMMER
OR COMBINATION
AMP.

Symbots for Inuerters

t
t
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L.L.2

Inversion with DFG Output Amplifier

output appears at the two
patch the input into the terminal berow the x input on the teft; the
switch is in the
that the slopE MULTT'LICATI.N
output terminals on the right. Be sure
is not being used with
,,1" position for a gain-one inverter. AIso, be sure that the amplifier
available
INV position, both amplifiers in a pair are
a DFG. If the Lo/zoINV switch is in the
amplifier in the pair (the one ending
ff it is in the 'r20r' position, only the second
as inverters.
position, then both amplifiers are used with 10-segment
in _?) is available. If it is in the,,10't
DF G ' s .
1. 1.3

Inversion with Summer or Combination Amplifier

1" input
3)' and patch the input to any of the "gain
Patch as for a summer (see Paragraph 1'
terminals.
L.2

INTEGRATION

To use it as an integrator'
is the combination amplifier.
The only component capable of integration
shows
control ar.ea as shown in Figure Al' 2' The figure
a double-vertical plug is inserted into the
itpot, this pot bears the same number as the integrator
the IC input connected to the associated
IC input, and to rReference. of course, any analog
self, and may easly be bottle-plugged to the
is a good
but, if a conventional IC pot is required, it
signal may be patched to the IC terminar,
idea to use the associated Pot'
L.2.!

Logic SYmbols and Patching

required in the logic area.
For normal integrator operation, no patehing is

For applications re-

quir ingin d i v i d u a l mo d e c o n tro l a n d ,/orcapaci torsel ecti on,tw omodecontrol i nputs(oP andIC )
(F and MS) are provided. These inputs, if used, should
and two capacitor selection terminars
portion of the integrator symbol, as shown in Figure
be drawn on the diagram in the sloping
AL.2. A few special points are worth noting:
1.

logic oNE' As an example
A pin in any of these terminals acts like a;constant
an integrator with a smaller
of the use of pins, see Figure A1. 3, which shows
patching is useful in problems involving
than normal feedback capacitor. such
in Figure A1' 3 has a gain ten
a wide range of time constants. The integrator
wilI speed this integrator
times that of the normar integrator. The "Ms"'button
since the "MS" input is
up by a factor of 1000, just like a normal integrator,
mode control'
unpatched, and hence is still connected to the'main
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ANALOG SYMBOLS AND PATCHING

ANALOG
IC INPUT

OUTPUT
ICAL BOTTLE
T H I SA R E A

tro

FULL SYMBOL
LOGICINPUTS
(IF USED)

A B B R E V IA TE D
IC S Y MB OL
Figure A1.2.

standnrd patching and symbols for an Integrator

Figure A1.3.

2.

Integrator with Ten Times Normat Gain

IC/OP Mode Cycling.

To cycle an individual integrator between the /C and
OPmodes under control of a logic input, the simplest connection
is the one

shown in Figure AL.4. It is necessary to patch something into both
the IC and
oP terminals, if they are to be completely disconnected from
the main computer mode. The connection in Figure A1. 4 is based
on the fact that the IC
input "overrides" the OP input - if both are high, the integrator
is in the
'IC mode. Inserting a pin into the I'OF)trterminal assures that
it is always
high regardless of the main computer mode. The logic input is patched
to the
I'Jcrr terminall when
it is high, the integrator is in IC, and,when it is row, the
integrator is in operate.

A1-3
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3.

ff mode control inputs are patched, it is not necessary to label them "IC" and
"OP" provided the programmer follows the convention of drawing the IC logic
input closer to the IC anatog input.

This rule helps prevent cluttering the

diagram with unnecessary lettering.

As an example, consider the circuit

rr

'-a

I

in Figure A1. 5. This figure shows an abbreviated symbol for the circuit

,-

in Figure A1. 4. The logic input closest to the IC pot is assumed to be the

L

If capacitor selection logic
inputs are'used, they should be explicitly labeled: "F' and rrMsrt.

IC input; hence, the other one is the OP input.

-t

\
i

LOGIC INPUT

-

I

-')

b

i

Figure A1.4.

h

Integrator with IC/OP Mode Cycling from a Single Logic Source

(
I
I

LOGIC INPUT

n
I

I

Figure A7 .5.

1. 3

Abbreuiated Symbol for the Irüegrator in Figure A1 .4

SUMMATION
i

Summation may be performed with either type of summer, (ttre tracVstore
limit summer) or with a combination amplifier.

summer or the

It is also possible to use a Junction Inverter

as a summer by patching additional input resistors to its ^dI, but this should rarely be necessary.
Figures A1. 6, A1. ?, and A1.,8 show patching and symbols for the use of the tracVstore
the limit summer, and the combination amplifier.
plug is inserted in the top of the tray.
inputs and outputs.

A1-4

summer,

Note that in every case, a double-vertical

No other patching is necessary except the patching of
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\oorrr,-vER.cAL
PLUG
IBOTTLE

-(r+ lOyl
OUTPUT

PATCHING

SYMBOL

Fi.gure 41.6.

Summation utith a Track/Store 'summer

I\ D OU B LE -V E R T| C A L
BOTTLE PLUG

rctTc

I

Td-b
"O

- (ri lOy)

PATCHING
Figure A1.7.

SYMBOL
Str.mmationwith a Limit &lmmsr
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DOUBLE-VERTICALBOTTLE
PLUG COVERSTHIS AREA

OUTPUT

.o

SYMBOL

PATCHING

Fi.gure 47 .8,

L.4

Su.mmation with a Combinntion Amplifier

POT FEEDBACK

divided by the pot-setting'
when a pot is used in the feedback path of a summer, the output is
The effect of
resistor.
The pot attenuates the output signal before it is applied to the feedback
which is equivalent to an
the pot is to provide 1ess feedback current for a given output voltage,
in gain.
increase in the effective feedback resistance, and hence an increase
pot feedback has two main areas of application; obtaining large gains, and isolation of parameters'
path, a gain of 1000 may
With ',gain 10,, input resistors and a pot-setting of 0.0100 in the feedback
a large gain is usually an
be produced. such gains are rarely necessary; the appearance of such
such gains q're necessary,
indication of poor scaling. However, there are occasionally.l cases where
For example, if two nearly equal signals must be subtracted, a large
even with proper scaling.
gain is required to obtain proper scaling for the difference.
If it is necessary to multiply
The more common use of pot feedback is for parameter isolation.
be put on one pot in the
or divide the sum of many terms by a constant factor, this factor may
feedback path, rather than on several input pots'

A1-6
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ANALOG SYMBOLS .A TD PATCHING

Figures 41.9, 41. 10, and A1. 11 show the use of the track/store summer, the limit summer,
and the combination amplifier in pot-feedback applications. The following points should be noted:
1.

Any input resistor may be used. If a "gain 10" resistor is used, for example, the output becomes -(x+10y)/10a. The "EF't terminal is used in the diagrams because this
is the terminal normally used for feedback in the regular summer connection.

2.

Any pot may be used. Unless there is a strong reason to do otherwise, it is recommended that the feedback pot should be the one with the same number as the amplifier.
Note that if a pot is used which is not terminated in the same tray as the amplifier,
it is necessary to patch the amplifier output to the pot input. This is not necessary
in the circuits shown, because the amplifier output is connected to the pots in the
same tray'through normally-closed contacts. (see chapter 8. )

3.

The limit summer is shown with nothing patched in the LIMIT patching area. However,
a LIMIT connection may be used if desired (see Paragraph 1. ?).
Similarly, the
track/store summer is shown in normal summer operation in Figure A1. g. When it
is used as a tracVstore unit, pot feedback is still possible; see Paragraph 1. b. 1.

OU TP U T

PATCHING

Figure A7.9.

using the Track/Store

SYMBOL

Sotmrner with Pot Feedback
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OUTPUTS

SYMBOL

PATCHING

Figure A1.10.

Using sus Li:mi.t su,mmer with Pot Feedback

(

t
{

t

l

PATCHING

SYMBOL

Fi.gure A1.11. .(Ising the Combi.nntionAmplifi,er nith Pot Feedback
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1.5

TRACTVSTOREOPERATION

Track and store operation may be most conveniently performed with the track/store
however, the combination amplifier

may also be used. The tracVstore

summer;

unit offers the advan-

tages of simpler patching, less tracking lag, and an.IC mode. In addition, it is desirable to
save the combination ampfifiers for use as integrators.
1. 5. 1 TracVstore

Unit - Conventional Feedback

The patching and programmerts

symbol for a tracly'store unit with conventional feedback are

given in Figure A1. 12. When the unit is inthe track mode, it behaves like a regular summer;
tlre output is minus the sum of the inputs.
fC mode allows an arbitrary

Inthe store mode, the output is held constant.

initial condition to be established.

The

If a pot is used for this IC,

then, unless there is a good reason for doing otherwise, it is recommended that the associated
pot be used - the one with the same address - since this allows bottle-plug patching of the IC
input.

.rq"q)
ruar'a

O'.O

J

DouBLE
BOTTLEPLUG
FULL SYMBOL SHOWING
A R B I T R A R YI C C O N N E C T I O N

-o
OUTPUT

S H O R T H A N DS Y M B O L
USING ASSOCIATEDIC POTS

ANALOG
PATCHING

LOGIC
PATCHING

Figure AJ.72.

@nuentional Track/Store

S YM B O L

anit
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normally connected to a
input on each track/store unit is
Iogic
IC)
,,TIC,,
(aracVstore
The
M.DE coNTRoL AND TIMER tray'
,,Tracvstore rc bus,, which is terminated in the MASTER
IC's from a single
permits control of many tracvstore
(see paragraph 20.3.?.) This feature
particular
,rTIC'' input on alr individual tracvstore unit frees that
source. patching into the
IC bus'
input from the main tracVstore
L.5.2

tracVstore

Unit - Pot Feedback

F i g u r e A l . 1 3 s h o w s a t r a c k , / s t o r e u n i t w i t h p o t - f e e d b a c k . N o t e t h a t t h e d o u b symbol
l e - v e r t i shows
c a l c o nthe
EF. The
add:iti,onarconnection is made to the
nection is left intact, and an
is used as the rc pot' and
that the pot with the same address
abbreviated IC notation. Note
courser &trv pots could be
is used as the feedback pot. of
that the other pot in the same tray
and botile-plugs'
pots arlows patching with short reads
used, butthis assignment of

)
)

DouBLE
BorrLE PLUG

",O

-o

OUTPUTS

SYMBOL

PATCHING
Figare A1.73.

Track/Store

Unit wi'th Pot Feedback

summer; the output
it behaves like a regular pot-feedback
when the unit is in t,,e trackmode,
in the same manner as with a regular
The store mode and /Cmodes operate
is -(x+10y)/a.
on the feedback pot' Note
rc input is rnt divided by the setting
tracvstore unit. The analog
to be the logic IC
the or.enearer to the Ic pot is assumed
that if two logic inputs are drawn,
of logic inputs' However'
the need for individual labeling
input. This convention eliminates
rrTIC't and "T"'
if desired, the inputs may be labeled

A1-10
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1. 5.3

TracVstore

Unit with Arbitrary

ANALOG SYMBOLS AND PATCHING

Feedback

Inserting a pin into the EF terminal to a tracly'store summer disconnects the feedback resistor.
The unit may then be used as a high-gain amplifier with arbitrary feedback connection. Any
input and feedback networks could be used - linear or non-linear. Such an amplifier may be
used, for example, as the output amplifier for a sin/cos DFG or a log/e><ponential DFG. It
will produce the usual output (sine, cosine, log, exponential, etc. ) when in the track mode,
and will hold this value when switched to the store mode. Appropriate symbols and a patching
diagram are given in Figure A1.14.

FEEDBACK
NETWORK

TRACK INPUT

-C

SYMBOL

PATCHING

Figure A1. 14.

Track,/Store Unit with Arbitrary

Feedback

:
1. 5.4

Using the combination Amplifier as a Track/store unit

For problems requiring more tracVstore

units than the number available in the computer, a

combination amplifier may be used as a track/store unit.

A patching diagram and programmerts

symbol are given in Figure A1. 15. The patched logic input nearer to the analog IC input on the
diagram is the IC logic input; the other input (the pin) is the OP input

A1-11
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t
LOGICINPUT

OUTPUT

sTNGLE
> VERTICAL
PLUG
)

)

ANALOG
INPUT

IN OP
lNAL

) .tt rExr FoR

PATCHED
LOGIC
I N P U TI N
I,C TERMINAL

INPUT

srzE

SYMBOL

LOGIC
PATCHING

ANALOG
PATCHING

Fi'gwe A1'15'

> CAPACITOR

)

usi'ng the combi'rntion Am\lifier

&s a Track/store

un:it

,when the logic input is high, the integrator is in the/Cmode, and follows the patched IC analog
the operate mode. since there
, input. when the logic input becomes low, the unit switches to
logic input performs
are no rate inputs, the integrator output remains constant. Hence, the
mode corresponds
the function of the TRACK input on a track/store unit' The integrator /C
corresponds to the
to the track mode of a track/store unit; the operate mode of the integrator
store mode of a track/store unit'
unit. However, multiple
As shown in Figure A1.'1b, the circuit is a single-input track/store
network of seven resistors
inputs may be obtained by patching EJ to U; this allows the entire
(including the feedback resistor) to be used as inputs.

l

minimum lag
The capacitor value should be chosen to provide the best compromise between
(which requires
. when tracking (which requires a small capacitor) and minimum drift when storing
be the same as that of the
a large capacitor). As a general rule, the capacitor selection should
this compromise is not
integrator(s) in the loop generating the signal to be tracked. Note that
a switching network that
necessary for atrackf store summer; the track/store summer contains
allows it to track with a small capacitor and store with a large one.
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1. 6

ANALOG SYMBOLS AND PATCHING

HIGH-GAIN AMPLIFIERS

For applications requiring high-gain amplifiers with externally-patched feedback,
the Junction
Inverter may be used. Inserting a pin into the t'Hcrt terminal removes
the feedback resistor
and makes the unit a high-gain amplifier.
It is also possible to use a summer or combination
amplifier as a high-gain amplifier by removing the bottle plug and patching direcgy
into the
Amplifier Junction' However, it is usually preferable to save these
amplifiers for multi-input
summation and integration. Figures A1. 16 through A1. 19 give the patching and programmerrs
symbols.

,"QerQ
,o@€)

OU TP U T

PATCHING
Figure A1.16.

T.7

using the Junction Inuqter

SYMBOL
as a High-Gain Amptifier

ZERO LIMITING

All summers whose address ends in -6, and all Junction Inverters
in log/e><ponentialDFG trays
contain limit networks which allow the amptifier output to be
timited to positive values only or to
negative values only. The limit is a very
"hard" limit, with a sharp corner and a slope of
essentialLy zeto in the limited region. The theory of this limit
network is e><plainedin paragraph 7"2.3, and some tlryical applications are given
in paragraph 7.2.2.
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a,rO

SYMBOL

PATCHING
Fi.gure A1.77.

Using the Limit Sr,t'mmqras a Hi'gh-Gain Amplifi'er

PIN

"oo

OUTPUTS

PATCHING
Figure A7.78.
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SYMBOL

Arnqlifier
Using the Track/Store &.t'mmer as a Hi'gh-Gai'n
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ANALOG SYMBOLS AND PATCHING

INPUT

OUTPUT

PATCHING
Fi'gare A1.19.

SYMBOL

Using the Combination Ampti.fi.er as a High-Gain Ampti.fier

To limit one of these amplifier outputs to positive values, all that is required is a double vertical plug in the LIMIT patching area; the remaining patching is the same as it would be without
the limit (e. g., summer patching, high-gain patching, pot-feedback patching, etc. ). A notation
rr+LIMf is written on the diagram under the amplifier output. Figure A1.20 gives patching and
symbols.
Patching horizontally instead of vertically

limits the output to negative values; the notation r'-LJMt?

is used on the diagram.
The rule given in Paragraph 7.2.3 should be observed; the feedback should be resistive only,
and all loads should be resistive only.

The only exception to this rule is the log/exponential

DFG, which may be used as a feedback element, or as a load on the amplifier output, since
it is designed for such use.
1. 8

FEEDBACK LIMITERS

Feedback limiters

allow the output of an amplifier to be limited to arbitrary

positive and negative

They may be used with any amplifier whose junction appears on the patch panel. A
typical patching diagram and symbol are given in Figure A1.21. Note that a multiple connector

values.

is necessary for the J J when patching a limiter

to an integrator.
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SYMBOL

PATCHING
Figure A1.20.

Limiti.ng the Limit Summer to Positi'ue Outputs

\ urro, JUNcrtoNAND
reeoeacr PATcHING
;/

.I
) uttutren PATcHING
)

)

o,,,,,,

PATCHING
Figure 41 .21 . Feedback Limiter,
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1.9

ANALOG SYMBOLS A}{D PATCHING

POT APPLICATIONS

The conventional use for a pot is as an attenuator - to multiply by a constant. All 120 servoset pots and 12 handset pots may be used in this way. In addition, all pots whose address ends
in -4 or -9 are three-terminal pots. These pots may be used as conventional attenuators without the necessity of patching the LOW end to ground, since this connection is automatically made
with normally-closed patch panel contacts. Typical symbols and patching for two-terminal and
three-terminal pots are given in Figures A1. 22 andAl.23 give the appropriate patching and
programmerts symbols.

y +h(r-y)

r-i )
k

SYMBOL
SYMBOL

PATCHING

Fi.gure 41 .22.

PATCHING

Two-Terminal

Pot,

Typical Sgmbol and patching

Figure A7.23.

Tluee-Terminal

Pot,

Typi.cal Symbol and Patclting

For some special applications, it is desirable to use a three terminal pot as an adjustable
resistor, without the lower end grounded. To free the pot for general-purpose use, it is
necessary to patch something (either a pin or a patch cord) into each of the end terminals (HI
and LO) to break all normally-closed connections.
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1. 10

MULTIPLICATION

the simplest possible programming
The 6g0 euarter-square Muttiplier has been designed to allow
The result is a multiplier that may be considered, for
and patching, without loss of flexibility.
which accepts inputs X and Y and
most applications, as a three-terminal device (a "black bo*')
of
This result is achieved without the waste of amplifiers or loss
produces the output -xy.
permanently into the unit. This comflexibility that would result from building three amplifiers
the arrangement of the output
bination of convenience and flexibility depends upon two things;
committed to it) and the establishamplifier (which is associated. withthe multiplier, but not
input inverters'
ment of a programming and patching convention for the necessary
1. 10. 1

The OutPut AmPlifier

connected to the
The output amplifier for the multiplier appears in the same tray, and may be
and amplifier may
multiplier by a double-vertical plug. Under normal conditions, the multiplier
of the amplifier.
be considered a single unit, with the product appearing at the output terminals
necessary to use
For special applications, such as trigonometric resolution, in which it is
removed. Note from
several multipliers with the same output amplifier, this plug may be
by a square boxl
Figure A!.24, that the multiplier without the output amplifier is represented
for the multiplier
in normal operation, using the associated output amplifier, the square symbol
for the unit as a
is ,,merged" with the triangular amplifier symbol to provide a single bymbol
output amplifier.
whole" Note also that both the XI and the YJ should be patched to the .dI of the

DOUBLE
VERTICAL
BOTTLEPLUG

MULTIPLIERUSED WITH
AMPLIFIER
ASSOGIATED

* x
- x

Ot,TPUT
: -IY

i y

N o t

PATCHING
J

rNrHls I

M U L T I P L I E RU S E D W I T H A R B I T R A R Y
A M P L I FI E R

AREA
I
\

PATCHING
Fi.gure A1.24.
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1. 10.2

ANALOG SYMBOLS AN'

PATCHING

T h e In v e rte rs

A quarter-square multiplier must receive both signs of each input, i. e., tX and tY for proper
and the circuit diagram is made "cleaner" by adopting
patching
is explicitly indicated, the -X terminal will be
the conventionthat,unless other
patched to the negative of the +X input, and the -Y terminalto the negative of the +Y terminal.
operation.

Programming is simplified,

With this convention, it is only necessary to draw tuo inpttts, rather than all four.

Figure

AL"24 shows the programmerrs symbol and the actual patched connections for multiplication.
Each input drawn represents two patching connections. If the input variable Y were drawn
connected to the -Y terminal,

it would automatically be assumed that the opposite polarity was
to be connected to the +Y terminal. The output then would be +XY, rather than -XY.
Note that this convention does not eliminate the necessity for actually patching aLLfour inputs,
but it simplifies the circuit diagram, and allows the programmer to think essentially in terms
of "black-bod'

multipliers

with two inputs and one output.

Of course, the programmer must

also remember to generate both signs of the input variables; this is usually done with a Junction Inverter or the output amplifier of an unused DFG.

It is recommended that this inverter

be drawn on the circuit diagram as close as possible to the amplifier which it inuerts, so that
it becomes immediately evident on inspection of the diagram that both signs of this variable
are available,

1. 10.3

Multiplication with Pot Feedback

The output of a quarter-square

multiplier

may be multiplied or divided by a constant factor by

the use of pot feedback. The amplifier output should be patched to the pot input, and the pot
output patched to the rrHG't terminal. The appropriate programmerts symbol is given in Figure
AL.25; the patching should be obvious from this diagram.

Figure A7 .25.

I
I

Multiplication

Any pot may be used.

otith Pot Feedback
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1. 11 DWISION
Division is obtained by using the multiplier in the feedback path of the amplifier (Figure A1.2G).
The double-vertical bottle plug used for multiplication is used in the same way for division.
Since the multiplier

is in the feedback path of the amplifier,

and since the multiplier

both signs, the output must be inverted, using an externatly-patched ampliJier.
in the tray to the right of the multiplier
on the patch panel may be used.

'l
)

requires

The amplifier

is a convenient one to use, but of course, any inverter

Note that both signs of the quotient are produced.

DouBLE

) VERTTCAL
PLUG
- KU/X

)o,,,u,,

PATCHING
Fig,tre A7.26.

SYMBOL
Symbol and Patching for Diaision

The denominator X must be positive, and greater than the numerator in magnitude.

Proper
scaling of the quotient is obtained by estimating the maximum value of the quotient, and using
a pot to attenuate the numerator if necessary. The numerator may be either positive or negative.
t. L2 SQUARING

Generating the square of an input variable may be accomplished by using one of the DFGrs built
into a quarter-squElre multiplier.
Each multiplier contains two such DFGrs which are normally
connected together for multiplication and division. If the eight-terminal control area at the
bottom of the tray is covered by two double-vertical plugs, the two DFGrs are freed for indeTo use one of these DFGts, its output junction (XI or YJ) should be patched to

pendent use.
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the .\I of an amplifier with 10K feedback, such as the associated output amplifier or one of the
Junction Inverters.,

One of the DFGrs produces a negative output (-X2); the other produces a

positive output (+Y").
These DFGts may be used with the associated output amplifier,

or with any amplifier.

For

programming convenience, the following conventions are recommended for use on circuit
diagrams:
1.

If a DFG network is used with its associated output amplifier,
may be considered as a single unit and drawn accordingly.
other amplifier,

the DFG and amplifier

If it is used with any

the DFG and amplifier should be drawn as separate components.

This is the same convention that was suggested in Paragraph 1. 10 for the multiplier.
Note that the use of a multi.plier with any amplifier other than the associated amplifier is comp.aratively rare, since there is an output amplifier for every multiplier;
however, when the multiplier

is separated into two squaring units, there is only one

output amplifier associated with both DFGfs.

Hence, the use of an amplifier other

than the associated one is more common with squaring than with multiplication.
2.

Both signs of the inputs are required,

except as noted below in Paragraph 3. It

is recommended that only one input be drawn.

This is the same convention that was

suggested in Paragraph 1.10 for the multiptier; if a variable is patched to the +X
terminal, the negative of that variable should be patched to the -X terminal. Hence,
one input drawn on the diagram corresponds to two patched connections.
These conventionsare illustratedin Figures A1.27 and A1.28 for DFG 1. DFG 2
may be used similarly,

either with the associated amplifier or another amplifier.

In any case, the amplifier output is +Y2. Note that DFG 1 and DFG 2 produce outputs of opposite polarities.

It is not possible to change the polarity of the output of

either DFG by interchanging the r inputs.
3.

Variables of One Sign OnIy. The circuits in Figures 41.27 and A1.28 workfor both
s i g n s o f x a n d y ; i . e . , t h e o u t p u t i sc o r r e c t f o r - 1 5 x 5 + 1 a n d - 1 5 y S + 1 . H o w ever, if an input does not change sign, it is possible to eliminate an inverter in these
circuits, as follows:
1.

If x is always positiue, then the -x input may be omitted; the -X terminal should
be grounded instead.

2 " If y is always negatiue, then the -y input may be omitted; the -Y terminal should
be grounded instead.
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In both cases, the output will be correct as fong as the inputs have the appropriate
polarity.
For inputs of the wrong polarity, the output wiII be zero.

l-

L

L

JUNCTIO
CONNECTI

(*
tNPUrs
I

SYMBOL

t-

(
D F G# 2
<
IS AVAILABLE
I\

).,,,,,,

F O RU S E
WITH
ANOTHER
AMPLIFIER

C O V E RT H I SA R E A
W I T HT W O
D O U B L-EV E R T I C A L
PLUGS

PATCHING
Fi.gure A7.27.

SEtaring with DFG L and Associated Arnplifier
A M P L I F I ES
RH O U L D
HAVEIOK FE E D B A C K

-x?
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t

THE ASSOCIATED
S
A M P L I F I EIR
AVAILABLE
FOR
U S EW I T HD F G# "
OR FORS OME
O T H E RU S E

INPUTS

DFG''-z
{
rs AVATLABLE t
F O RU S E W I T H
THE ASSOCIATED
A M P L I F I E RO R
ANY OTHER
AMPLIFIER

SYMBOL

COVER
T H I SA R E A
W I T HT W O
D O U B L EV. E R T I C A L
PLUGS

PATCHING
Figure A1.28.
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1.13 SQUARE ROOTS
Elther or both of the squaring DFGts may be used to generate the inverse function the square
The inverse function is obtained by using the DFG in the feedback path of the amplifier.
root
Eenee, the patching is as follows (Figure .{1-29):

1.

Patch the DFG junction (XI or YJ) to the .dI of the amplifier.

2.

Patch the amplifier output to the +DFG input (+X or +Y).

3.

Ground the -DFG inPut (-X or -Y).

4.

Patch the input variable (whose square root is to be generated) into the HG terminal
This makes the 10K feedbaek resistor serve as an input resistor.
of the amplifier.

\

Y.

.f

,r*tt,ot

earcnrne
FULL SYMBOL

tts

BLEFO* {
N D EN T

OUTPUT

=-\ry

TH ISA R E A
C OV E R
W I T HT W O
- V E R TIC A L
D OU B LE
PLUGS

A B B R E V I A TDE
SYMBOL

SYMBOL

ING
PATCH
j

Figure A7.29.

Square Root Circui't, DFG 2

When DFG 1 is used in this manner, the input must be negatiue. If the input is x,
the output is +"{Ti. For DFG 2, the input must be positiue. The input y will produce
the output nf.
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since the
The square circuit for DFG 2 is Shown in Figure A1.29. Note that,
as a single unit'
associated amplifier is used, the amplifier and the DFG are drawn
the
A further abbreviation of the symbol is also suggested, which omits drawing
understood
are
feedback connection to -y. If this symbol is used, these connections
rt1$tr
symbol.
to be implicit in the
except for the reversal of input and output polarities
one is
as noted above. When one of the DFGrs is used for a square root, the other
available for either square or square root use'

The circuit for DFG 1 is similar,

!.t4

GE N E R A T IN G-x l x l .

generate an output voltage
In many applications, (for example, viscous damping) it is.desired to
changes as the input
whose magnitude is proportional to the square of the input, but whose sign
=
A1passes through zero. Such a function may be described mathematically by f(x) x' lxl.
(see the applicathough this quantity could be generated by a standard absolute value circuit
more economical to use
tions of the limit summer) and a multiplier, i.t is more accurate and
positive and negative
the two squaring cards in the quarter-square multiplier to generate the
patching
parts of the function. Note that both DFGts Erre required. See Figure A1.30 for the
and symbols.

1. 15

GENERATING -(sign x) ' ',rti-xl

This function is occasionally useful in fluid-flow problems'
The inverse of x lxlis (sign x)rftt.
Patching and symbol are given in Figure A1.31'

1. 16

THE LOG FUNCTION

Each log/e><ponential DFG tray contains two DFG networks; a "plus" network and a "minus"
A Junction
network. Each is intended for use with an amplifier with a 10K feedback resistor"
DFGrs behave
Inverter with 10K feedback is also located in the tray. The "plus" and "minus"
identically except for polarity of inputs and outputs.
input
To generate the log function of a variable x, the input x is patched to the appropriate
patched
to
is
terminal (+IN or -IN) and the FJ (Function Junction) immediately below the input
the ^{J of the outPut amPlifier.
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ANALOG SYMBOLS AND PATCHING

This appendix contains only the patching instructions and programmerts symbols for
the
sirnplest log and exponential circuits.
More detaited programming and scaling information
is given in Appendix 4.

o,,
I=\

covER (
TH|SAREAI
wtTHTwo/
-\
DOUBLE
VERTICAL
I
PLUGS
I
\

.,,,,,

PATCHING

SYMBOL

Figure A1.50.

\

Generating-xlxl

DouBLE vERTTcAL

PLUG

I

Yt ' l
- ( s i s nr ) l T |

TWO DOUBLE
VERTICALPLUGS

PATCHING

SYMBOL

Figure A1. 31. Generating-(sign *lrfW
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1.16. 1

The "Plus" Network

-0. 1
When the "plus" network is used, the input x must be posi,tiue, and the ampliJier output is
Iog;x. Appropriate programming symbols are given in Fi.gure A1.32. Note that the square
sy*Uot for the DFG network and the triangular amplifier symbol may be merged into one symbol
If it is used with another amplifier,
if the DFG network is used with the associated amplifier.
the network and amplifier should be drawn separately. In any caser an amplifier with 10K
quarterfeedback should be used, such as a Junction Inverter or the output amplifier of an unused
square multiPlier.

Logarithm,

Figare 47.32.

!.L6.2

Using the +Log Network

The "Minus" Network

If the ,,minus,, network is used, the input x must be negative, and the amplifier output is +0.1
log" lx | . programmerrs symbols are given in Figure A1. 33, the same comments apply as for
the "pIus" network.

Figure A7.33.
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L.L1

THE EXPONENTIAL FI'NCTION

by using a
The e><ponentialfunction is the inverse of the logarithm, and hence may be obtained
The FJ of the DFG network is patched to the A"r of
log DFG in the feedback of an amplifier.
I'HGrr terminal of the
the amplifier, just as for 1og generation, but the input is patched to the
the amplifier is
amplifier, which breaks the feedback resistor connection. The output of
path.
patched to the +IN or -IN terminal thus putting the DFG itself in the amplifier feedback
5.
More detail on programming and scaling the exponential function is given in Appendix
t.L I.1

T h e " Pl u s ' r D FG

DFG. For
Figure A1.34 shows programmerts symbols for the e>rponentialusing the "plus"
for a
DFG and amplifier in different trays, the symbol shows explicit patching connectionsl
abDFG and amplifier in the same tray, an abbreviated symbol is shown. Note that in the
breviated case, the input is not e><pticitly labeled "HG"i the "+EXF'

notation is understood to

imply the actual Patching.

+LOG
37

roFEI\6-rox

'
REPRESENTS
" G A I Nt o " ( l o K )

R E S I S T O R . P A T C HT O
HG TERMINAL

Figure A7. 34. ExPonential, Using the +Network

L. t7 .2

The "Minus" DFG

The ,,minus" DFG may also be used for extrlonential generation.
notation apply as for the "plus" DFG.
1. 18

The same comments about

THE SINE FI]NCTION

If l0 |
The Function -sin 0 may be obtained with the sin/cos DFG and one or two amplifiers.
ranges
sg0o, the function is monotonic decreasing, and a single amplifier is required. If 0
from -1gOo to +180", then two amplifiers are requiredl an output amplifier, and a "shaping
value of I
amplifier,,. Input scaling (in units) is (0/200) , so that the maximum allowable
(t180") corresponds to *0.9000 unit (t9 volts).
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The DFG uses non-linear feedback; hence, the regular 10K feedback resistor must be removed
This must be done for both the shaping amplifier and
by inserting a pin into the I'HG'' terminal.
the output amplifier.
In assigning components, it is suggested that the associated amplifier (in the same tray) be
used as the output amplifier,

and some other amplifier be chosen for the shaping amplifier.

Both e><pticitprogramming symbols and abbreviated symbols are given in Figure A1.35.
The explicit symbols show all patching connections between the DFG and the amplifiers.
The abbreviated symbols show only input and output connections; the notation "-sin'! in the
symbol implies the necessary "setup" connections.
Note in Figure A1.35, thatboth the number of the shaping amplifier andthe number of the
output amplifier

are written on the symbol.

By convention, the number of the output amplifier

is written closer to the output side of the symbol; if the abbreviated notation is used, the output
amplifier

should be the one in the same tray as the DFG.

the load on the "0" input is linear (resistive).
permissible for the 0 input to come either from an amplifier or from a pot.
In the sine and cosine circuits,

Hence, it is

FULL SYMBOL

PATCHING

-Figure 47.35.

A1-28
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Symbol and Patchingfor -Sin 0
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1. 19

ANALOG SYMBOLS 4N'

PATCHING

THE COSINE FUNCTION

The cosine function, Iike the sine function, may be generated over a restricted range with a
single amplifier,

or over a full revolution (+180") with two amplifiers.

The same conventions

are recommended as with the sine function: the output amplifier should be the associated
amplifier in the same tray, and the number of the output amplifier should be written closer
to the output side of the symbol.
The ,,C,, (Control) terminal should be connected to -Reference (to generate +cos 0). The
"Control" terminal adds a constant bias to the input to "shift" the sine function 90o to the
left or the right, producing the cosine function. Patching 'rC" to -Reference produces
+cos 0; patchirg "C" to +Reference produces -cos 0. Figure A1-36 illustrates the programmerrs symbol for a sine/cosine generator patched to produce an output of ,+cos 0.

I

Figwre A7.36.

T.2O

fuogramrnerts Symbol for +Cos 0

IIWERSE TRIG FUNCTIONS

Interchanging input and feedback connections on a sin/cos DFG produces the inverse trigonometric function.

Since the functions involved are monotonic over the region of interest,

only

one amplifier is needed.
1.20. 1

Arcsine Function
:.

Patching and an abbreviated symbol for the arcsine function are given in Figure A1.37. The
input x may range from -1 to +1. The output is - [trt"-1x)/ZOOl, which ranges from +0.45
unit to -0.45 unit. The output scaling would be better if the circuit were modified to genert'-sin-tx1/fOO].
This scaling may be obtained with pot feedback, as shown in
ate the output l(
Figure A1.38. The pot input is patched to the amplifier output and the pot output is patched to
the "0" input.
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{sin-t tl/2oo

OUTPUT
- sin-lx
200

PATCHING
Figure A7.37.

SYMBOL
(ABBREVIATED)
Symbot and Patching for Inaerse Sine Function

- ( a i n- l r ) / t o o

.5000
Figure A7.38.
L.20.2

Inuuse

Si,neFunction with Pot Feedback

Arc Cosine Function

The inverse cosine input may be obtained by patching the "Crr tertrninal to -Reference in Figure
A1. 38. The output will Ue
which ranges from -0.9000 unit when x = 1, to zero
[(cos-lx)/200],
=
when x +1. Since the output reaches a maximum value of.90Voof reference voltage, pot feedback is not recommended. The programmerts symbol ib ttre same as in Figure A1.38, except
that the notation "ggg-1"
L.zT

is used inside the symbol.

ARBITRARY FUNCTIONS

functions (given in graphical or tabular form) may be set on variable DFGfs. A
programmer's symbol for a variable DFG is given in Figure A1-39. The use of the lbtter "F"

Arbitrary

A1-30
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-l
-]

rather than a specific function name such as "LOG?' or rtEXP' indicates that this is an arbitrary
function, rather than an analytic function using a fixed DFG. As pointed out in Chapter 10, a
graph of the function should be made at the time of setup, and should become part of the problem
documentation.

-l
-l
-l

The note in Paragraph 10.4.3 about combined summation and function generation should be
observed.
-y+f(x)

Fi.gure A1.39.
L.22

-]

Arbitrary

Function Generation

UNCOMMITTED RESISTORSAND BORROWED NETWORKS

Whenever a summer or integrator requires more than the six or seven inputs associated with

-]

the amplifier,

-l
-l

additional inputs must be patched. (Note than an integrator has effectively

seueninputs, since the "EF" terminal may also be used as an input. ) These inputs should
be patched to the same terminal as the regular input resistor network (OJ for an integrator,
.dI for a summer, TJ for a tracly'store unit, etc. ).

Summing amplifiers have the R.I ter-

minated twice, so that an additional network may be patched in without disturbing the regular
bottle-plug patching.

This is not true for integrators.

To add extra inputs to an integrator

requires a multiple connection.

=l
-3

Additional input resistors

may either be "borrowed" from another amplifier, or one of the
"uncommitted networks" in the DFG trays or multiplier trays may be used. In any case, it
is recommended that the network be identified on the diagram by the number of the tray in
which it appears.

This not only facilitates patching, but aids in problems de-bugging, since

it is easier to trace a patchcord to its specific patched connection. Figure A1.40 shows suggested symbols for borrowed networks.
NClTE
When tborrowing" the network of a track/store
summer for use with some other atn|li,fi.er, it
is necessary to patch somethi.ng into the E F terminal to break the normally-closed connection.
Eithu use the E F as a 100K in?ut resistor or
insert a pin in this tuminal.

This reEtirement

does rnt apply to limit summers or combination

-

amplifiers,

which d.onot use normally-closed

termirnls for feedback connections,
I
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NUMBEROF NETWORK

Figure A7.40.

!.23

t'Borrowed" Resistor Netuork

THE A/D COMPARATOR

A programmerrs symbol for the A/D comparator appears in Figure A1.41.

Three inputs

are provided; however, the programmer does not have to ground unused inputs, except as
noted in Paragraph 13. 2.3. 1. The "LATCH" input need not be drawn unless it is used. It
is normally low if unpatched, and hence, will not effect the behavior of the eomparator.

x+y+z)

Figure A7.47.

fuogrammerts

Symbol, Electronic Comparator

It is often useful to label the output of a comparator with an e>rpression indicating the conditions under which the output is high, such as "x + y > 0", or "x ) y", or some other short
statement or phrase.
The state of each comparator is indicated by a light on the logic readout panel.. See Paragraph
2.5.2.

L.24

ELECTROMC SWITCHING

Electronic switching may be performed with one of the D/A switches in the interface tray, or
with a combination amplifier.

The D/A switch is more economical and convenient for turning

a single signal off or on. The combination amplifier has the flexibility
to the same amplifier to be switched simultaneously.

A1-32

of allowing many inputs

l
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p
T

b
T
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t
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L.24.1

The o/R Swttctt

(AJ,
The D/A switch is a,,switchable input resistor", which must be patched to a virtual ground
OJ, U, TJ, etc. ). It may be used to turn a single input off and on for any of the 120 amplifiers
whose summing junction appears on the patch panel. For tracVstore summers and limit
summers, the additional connectiön may be made without disturbing the regular bottle-plug
patching, since the R.I (the junction of the regular input resistor network) is duplicated on the
patch panel.
the summing junction is not duplicated, so that a muttiple connector
will generally be necessary to connect both the regular resistor network and the D/A- switch.
of course, if the D/A switch is the onty inptt to the integrator, the o/e switch output may be
For combination amplifiers,

simply patched to the OJ and no multiple connector is needed.
Figure A!.42 shows programmerrs symbols for the more common D/A switch connections.
Note that the O/A switch is a 10K resistor, which gives an effective gain of ten when used with
a summer or integrator,

-

1.24.2

and an effective gain of one when used with a junction inverter.

The Combination Amplifier

The combination amplifier is useful in cases where many inputs to one amplifier must be
switched on or off by the same logic signal. If D/A switches were used, one switch would
be required for each inPut.

x

v
z
OU TP U =
T-(r+loy)

lFL=O
-(x+loy+z)lFL=l

v

Ir

ANALOG SYMBOLS AND PATCHING

x

v
2

!

u,

= - (x+ lOy + lOz) tFL = |

= - (x+tOy)
Figare A7.42.

tuogrammsr's

lF L =O

Symbol for D/A Saitch
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t
fact that each such ampliThe use of the combination amplifier for switching depends upon the
patching, which is given in Figure A1' 43,
fier has two electronic switches for mode control. The
vertical plugs in the control
is similar to the patching for an integrator (nut note the use of three
,,C" terminal to disconnect the feedback capacitor). With this capacitor
area, and the pin in the
except for the upper
removed, the ,,integrator" would have no feedback in ttre operate mode,
when the "interesistor.
botge-plug (output to EF) which provides a standard 100K feedback
resistor are switched
grator,, is in the operate mode, all the regular inputs and, the EF feedback
and feedback resistors are
on. When the ,,i.ntegrator,, is in the /C mode, the regUlar IC input
switched on.
cycled between /C and
The ,,mode controt" (which is really swi.tching control in this case) is
Additional inputs may be patched to
operateby the same patching used in Paragraph L.2.!.

I
I
1

t

U or OJ as desired.
!.25

RELAY SWITCHING

be used as a manuallyThe D/A relay (also called function relay) is a versatile unit which may
(tatctring)
positioned function switch, ao/e, relay (positioned by a logic signal) or a set-reset
relay, making use of its internal flip-flop.
L.25.1

Use as Function Switch

patched. The relay is a
If a manually-positioned switch is required, no logic inputs need be
in Paragraph2.5.2'
DpDT switch, which may be positioned by the manual controls, as described
only the contacts need be drawn on circuit diagrams.
L.2 5 .2

Use as aole' RelaY

the logic signal
AD/A relay is a relay positioned by a logic signal; it is in one position when
in this'mode,
is high, and in another position when the logic signal is low. To use the relay
the relay
it is necessary to patch the logic signal.to S + and patch its cömplement to S-, since
symbol for this mode of operation is
to go to the S+
shown in Figure A1.44; in this mode of operationr. the logic input is assumed
be drawn adterminal and its complement to the S- terminal. The relay contacts need not
jacent to the logic control input on the diagram; they may be drawn wherever convenient.
frAf' and "B" on the diagram; this labeling corresponds
There are two sets of contacts, tabeled
to the tabeling on the analog patch panel.
contains a flip-flop.
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^rC-*O
'ul "J

PATCHED

x

.o

/

PrN

v

PIN IN OP
TERMINAL.

z

PATCHED
LOGIC
I N P U TI N I C
TERMINAL

INDICAT
ES PIN
OUTPUT= -x when
L O G I CI N P U T : I
O U T P U T -=( y + l O z ) w h e n
LOGICINPUT: O

ANALOG
PATCHING
Figure 41.43.

LOGIC
PATCHING

SYMBOL

Use of the Combitnti.on Amplifier

cr.sa.n Electrowic Switch

-r*
t

^

39A

a
l-

t o

3sB

_t_
Fi,gare A1.44.

Use of the D/A Relay with Complementary Inputs

-r+
t

^

_t- *

t ' o

__? Figure A1.45.

39A

398

Use of the D/A Relay as a Latching Relay
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1.25. S "Latching, RelaY
the relay to
A set-reset relay, or "Iatchin$' relay has two logic inputs, each of which forces
remain fixed in
a particular state. when both inputs are simultaneously Low the relay will
of an internal
its present state. The 6g0 relay has this feature, which is achieved by means
of
A recommended programmerrs symbol is shown in Figure A1.45. Note the use
oval symbol emphasizes
a different-shaped symbol than for the simple function relay mode; the
the fact that the unit has a built-in flip-fIop.

flip-flop.
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EQUIPMENT ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

This appendix includes assignment sheets for all major components in the 680. The main purpose of an assignment sheet is to organize the "bookkeeping" involved in the setup and checkout
of a problem.

In particular,

the assignment sheet allows the programmer to keep track of

which components have been assigned and which are still available, so that the same component
is not assigned twice. AIso, the assignment sheets remind the programmer of the structure of
the computer - how many components of a given type there are, how they are numbered, etc.
2.L

AMPLIFIER SHEETS (Figures A2. 1 and A2.2)

AtI 120 amplifiers, from A0 to A119 are listed on two sheets in numerical order. Space is provided for indicating the use to which the amplifier is put, The following abbreviations are recommended:

J

Integrator

t

Summer

PF Pot Feedback
-

Inverter

M

Multiplier

H

High-Gain

Output

Space is provided for indicating the output variable, which should include both sign and scale
factor, e. g. , -x sin0/500. A numerical value (calculated for static check purposes) is also

t
t
I
I
I

t

provided for.

Space is provided for entering a precalculated value for the derivative in the

case of combination amplifiers.
combination amplifiers,

Note that the area for the derivative is marked off only for

thus serving as a reminder of which amplifiers may be used as inte-

grators.
2.2

POTENTIOMETER SHEETS (Figures A2.3 and A2.4)

The 120 servo-set pots, numbered 0 - 119 are listed on two sheets in numerical order. Space
is included for a parameter expression (such as f/ZOlvtp) and numerical settings for the static
check and the first run.

Values for the first run do not need to be entered unless they differ

from the static check values.
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SHEET(AOO-A59)
EAI 680 AMPLIFIERASSIGNMENT
{+

PROBLEM

PROJECT*

PROGRAMMER

CONSOLE

AMP USE

OUTPUT
VARIABLE

CHECK
CHECK
DERIVATIVE VALUE

AMP USE

DATEOUTPUT
VARIABLE

30

o

3l

I

2

32

3

33

4

34

5

35

6

36
37

7
I
9

38
39

ro

40

ll

4t

t2

42

l3

43

l4

44

t5
t6
t7

45

r8

48

t9

49

20

50

2l

51

46
47

22

52

23

53

?4

54

25
26

55
56

27

57

28

58

?9

59

Figure A2.1.

Amplifier

Assignmerü Sheet (A00-459)

CHECK
CHECK
DERIVATIVE VALUE

APPENDIX 2

EQUIPMENT ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

EAI 680 AMPLIFIERASSIGNMENT
SHEET(A60-A119)
PROBLEM

PROJECTlT

PROGRAMMER

CONSOLE

A M P USE

OUTPUT
VARIABLE

CHECK
CHECK
DERIVATIVE VALUE

AMP USE

60

90

6l

9l

62

92

63

93

64

94

65

95

66

96

67
68

97
98

69

99

70

too

7l

r0l

72
73

to?
r03

74

ro4

75

t05

76

r06

77

t07

78

r08

79

ro9

80

ilo

8l

ill

8?

il2

83

il3

84

il4

85

il5

86

il6

87

17

88

il8

89

il9

Figure 42.2.

Amplifier

DATE
OUTPUT
VARIABLE

CHECK
CHECK
DERIVATIVE VALUE

Assignment Sheet (460-A119)
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SHEET ( POO-P59)
ASSIGNMENT
POTENTIOMETER
680
EAI
PROJECTI+

PROBLEM

CONSOLE

PROGRAMMER
-ARAMETER
POT
EXPRESSION

RUN
CHECK
S E T T I N G SETTING

POT

DA
ffi[ys1Ep
EXPRESSION

30

o

3l

32
33

?
3

34

4

35

5

36

6

37

7

38

I

39

9

ro

40
4l

ll

t2

r3
t4

r5
r6
t7

r8
r9
20
2l

22
23
24
25
26
?7
28
29

42
43
44

45
46
47
48
49
50
5l

52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59

F i g u re A 2 .S.P otenti ,ometerA ssi ' gnmentsheet(P 00.P 59)

A2-4

RUN
CHECK
SETTING SETTIf{G
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SHEET (P6O-PIIg)
ASSIGNMENT
EAI 680 POTENTIOMETER
PROBLEM

PROJECTII

PROGRAMMER

CONSOLE

POT

PARAMETER
EXPRESSION

RUN
CHECK
POT
SETTING SETTING

60

90

6l

91

62

92

65

93

64

94

65

95

66

96

67

97

68

98

69

99

70

roo

7l

72

rol
r02

73

t03

74

l04

75

to5

76

to6

77
78

r08

79

r09

PARAMETER
EXPRESSION

RUN
CHECK
SETTlNG SETTINIG

ro7

80

rfo

8-l

ill

82

n2

83

il3

84

lr4

85

il5

86

il6

87

ll7

88

il8

89

il9

Figure 42.4.

I

DATE

Potentiometer Assignment Sheet (P60-P119)
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2.3

NONLINEAR COMPONENTS AND HANDSET POTS (Figure A2.5)

The 12 handset pots and all nonlinear components are included on one sheet.
2.3.t

H a n d s e tP o t s

These entries are filled in exactly as for servo-set pots.
2.3.2

Limiters

The 12 feedback limiters are listed by number.

For each limiter,

space is provided for the

amplifier to which it is connected, and the limited variable (which is the amplifier output, including sign and scale factor). Space is provided for numerical settings for both static check
and actual run conditions.
2.3.3

Variable DFG's

For each variable DFG, there is space to indicate the use (10, 20, INV), the output variable
(including sign and scale factor) and a numerical check value. The DFG's in an associated pair,
(e.g. , 32 and 37) are in the same horizontal row.
2. 3. 4

Mu l ti P l i e rs

For each multiplier, space is provided only for indicating the use, (e.g., M, D, SQ,^a).
Output variables and check values are indicated in the entry for the associated amplifier.
2.3.5

FixedDFG's

For fixed DFG's, space is provided for the type (sin, Iog) and an indication of the use. Output
variables and check values are indicated in the entry for the amplifiers.
2.4

LOGIC SHEET AND INTERFACE SHEET (Figures 42. 6 and A2.7)

The space labeled "OUTPUT" or "FUNCTION" for a given component may be filled in with a
short verbal or algebraic statement of the conditions under which the output is high. For example ,,x ) 0" would be written for a eomparator, to indicate that the output is high when x ) 0.
Various mnemonic indications may be used, at the discretion of the programmer. At the very
Ieast, a check mark should be made to indicate that the unit is being used, to prevent the comSystematic checkout of a logic program is easier if most of the
principal components are labeled with some indication of their function in the problem.

ponent being assigned twice.
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EAI 680 NONLINEARCOMPONENT
ASSIGNMENT
SHEET
(MULTIPLIERS,
DFG'o,LIMITERS,AND HANDSET POTS)
PROBLEM

PROJECTä

PROGRAMMER

CONSOLE
MRAMETEREXPRESSION

CK
ING

ü

ING

t7

r9
22
24
27

n
LIMITERAMP

CHECKSETTINGS RUN SETTINGS

LIMITED VARIABLE

I
tl

2a
3l
4l
5l
6l
7l
8l
9l

tol
ill

VDFGUSE

OUTPUTVARIABLE

CHECK
VALUE

VDFGUSE

3a

37

42

47

52

57

62

67

72

77

82

87

92

97

toz

r07

lt2

il7

OUTPUTVARIABLE

CHECK

VAI IIF

MULT USE HULT USE iIULT USE MULl USE FDFGTYPEusE FDFGTYPE USE FDFGI YI'E USE
t62
e
33
63
93
32
92
I
38
68
98
37
67
97
t3
43
73
r03
42
72
l02
t8
48
78
r08
47
77
t07
23
53
83
il5
52
82
n2
28
58
08
il8
57
a7
il7

Figure A2.5. Nonlinear Component Assignment Sheet
(Multipliers, DFGts, Li,miters,and Hand Set Pots)
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SHEET
EAI 680 LOGICASSIGNMENT
PROBLEM

#
PROJECT

PROGRAMMER

COf{SOLE
OUTPUT

ENABLE FIF
A

OUTPUT

OA

ENABLE FIF
IA

OB

IB

oc

tc

OD

ID

28
2C
2D

3A

4A

5A

3B

4g

5B

3C

4C

5C

3D

4D

5D

OUTPUT

FIF

ENABLE

OUTPUT GATEOUTPUT
SATE OUTPUT 'TTI E OUTPUT 'iAI E OUTR'T SATE OUTPUTGATE
2D
2A
ID
IA
OD
OA
OB

OE

IB

oc

OF

tc

IF

2B
2C

2E
2F

5A

5D

IE

3A

3D

4A

4D

3B

3E

4B

4E

5B

5E

3C

3F

4C

4F

5C

5F

FUNCTION

SETTINGD I F F

FUNCTION

PB

oo

oo

o

ol
02

ol

I

02

2

40

40

3

4l

4l

42

42

4
5

COUNTER

FUNCTION

TW

UID

INTERVAL
A

I

3

B

5

c

Figure A2.6.

Logic Assi.gnment Sheet

FUNCTION

FUNCTION

SETTING
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EAI 680 INTERF:ACE
ASSIGNMEN
T SHEET
PROBLEM

pnouect*.

PROGRAMMER

CONSOLE

TRAY

COMPARAtrOR
OUTPUT

LATCH

D/A SWITCHINPUT

DATE

RELAY"#' srATE

4
9
l4

t9
24
29
34
39
44
49
54
59
64
69
74
79
84
89
94
99

r04
r09
il4
il9

Figure 42.7.

Inlerface Assignment Sheet
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In addition to labeling the output, space is piovided in the flip-flop area to indicate the enable
input, if used. Note that the "A" flip-flop may be enabled independently and the other three
may be enabled in a group (see Paragraph 15. 3.3).
All six monostables, differentiators,

and pushbuttons are listed.

space is provided for the numerical setting.

For the monostable timers,

For counters, space is provided for the two-

digit thumbwheel (TW) setting, and an indication of the direction of the count (Up or Down).

A2-10
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APPENDIX 3

STARTUP PROCEDURE

3.1

APPLYING POWER

Assuming the computer is properly installed and appropriate power connections have been
made, the machine may be turned on sinply by depressing the "POWER ON" switch on the
analog readout panel. When the power comes on, there wiII be overloads initially,

but these

should go away in about 10 - 20 seconds if the computer is put in the PC mode. After applying
power, the operator should check the indicators on the control panel. It is recommended
that they be put in the following mode during warmup:
1 . Arwlog Mode - PC

I
-T
-l

2 . Logic Mode - CLEAR
3 . Sigvml Selector - CLEAR, then address a pot, then GO.
4.

3.2

Pot Address Control (On analog readout panel) - KEYBOARD position.

INSERTING THE PATCH PANEL

The patch panel is motor-driven,

f

I

-l

and hence can only be inserted with the power on. An inter-

lock prevents removal of the patch panel in any mode except SP or PC.
To insert the panel, hold it in both hands and squeeze the spring-loaded levers in the handles.
Insert the panel straight - do not "pivot" it in. Once it is in, release the levers in the handles.
The panel should now be latched in place securely, but the patchcords will not make electrical
contact with the terminals in the patch bay until the drive motor is engaged. Depress the
"PATCH PANEL ENGAGE" button on the analog readout panel, and hold it in.

When the patch

panel is engaged, this button will light.

f
-l

I
f

t

The computer is now ready for use. However, to obtain ma><imumaccuracy from the computer, a 20-minute warmup period is recommended before setting pots or making runs.

A3-r/A3-2
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USES OF THE LOG/EXPONENTIAL DFG

This appendix lists several typical applications of the log/exponential DFG, including scaling
information. The circuits are presented in general form, with computer variables as inputs
and outputs. The computer variables will range between 0 and 1 in magnitude, and are denoted by the letters X, Y, and Z. In most cases, the general eircuit is illustrated with a
specificetample to qhow the relation between cornputer variables and problem variables.
The letters P and Q are used for problem variables; if a problem variable P has a murimum
of 25 pounds/square inch, then the corresponding computer variable is (P/25).
Input "gains" are shown in many of these diagrams.

In most cases, the "gains" will be of the
order of magnitude of 10 or 20. An input "gain" in one of these circuits is merely a shorthand
notation for an input resistor,

following the convention that a gain 1 resistor is 100K. The input
resistor value is inversely proportional to the gain; thus a "Gain 10" resistor means a 10K input, and a "Gain 100" resistor means a 1K input. This convention is followed in the Iabeting
of the input resistors on all summers and combination amplifiers,
resistors.

and on all uncommitted

Networks of "Gain 10" and "Gain 1" resistors appear at the top of all DFG trays

and multiplier trays respectively.

There is a "Gain 100" resistor (1K) in each log/exponential

tray; this resistor is useful in generating wide-range exponentials. Note that gains greater
than 10 may be obtained by combining resistors in parallel; two gains of 10 in parallel provide a gain of 20, for example.

NclTE

-l

j

I

It is generally conuenient to use the logT/exponential
DFG with the Junction Inuerter i.n the same tray.
Wen doing so, it should be kept in mind that thi.s
amplifier

does not follow the resistor conuenti.on
mentioned in the y'recedingparagraph. The infut
and feedback resistors are 70K each. . These are
desirable ualues to use with this amptifier, since
the log/exponential DFG is designed for use with
Howeuer, from the point of uiew
of Patching, i.t must be remembered tlmt the input
terminal marked tt7tt is actually a t,gain 70tt re70K resistors.

:

sistor.

:

:
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For every circuit illustrated on the foilowing pag€sr there is a dual circuit obtained by:
1.

Changing all +DFG's to -DFG's.

2.

Changing signs on all inputs and outputs (including reference voltage).

3.

Reversing externatly patched diodes, if any.

4.

Changing ?r-LIM'?19 r'+LIM" and vice versa on limited summers and JI's.

The use of dual circuits effectively doubles the number of examples given. An illustration of
the dual principle is given in Paragraph 4.LL,
Except as noted, aII logs are natural (base e) Iogs. To assist in programming, scaling, and
checkout, a short table of natural logs and exponentials is given at the end of this appendix.
4, L

BASIC EXPONENTIAL CIRCUIT
4.t,L

G e n e r a lC a s e

The basic exponential (inverse log) circuit is given in Figure A4. 1. Note that the "Gain 10"
input means a 10K resistor; the easiest way to get this is to use the "HG" terminal for the
input, which also disconnects the feedback resistor.

o)

b) ABBREVIATED
SYMBOL

FULL SYMBOL

Figure A4.1.
4.L.2

Basic Exponenti'al Circuit

S c a l e dE x a m p l e
J

Supposewe want to generate e-KP, where 0 5 P s20, and K:0.3.
r ,,^'1
and the desired scaled output is le-"t J
The scaled equation is
t

rel =

fe-'

J

-

"-ro(zK)

The scaled input is (P/20),

. (p
1 r /20)
/zul

Note that the product of the input (P/20), the pot-setting (2K) andthe input "gain" (10) gives
KP. The factor of.2 in the pot-setting is necessary to keep the equation in balance.

A4-2
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DFG

WIDE-RANGE EXPONENTIAL
4.2.t

General

As explained in Chapter 9, the log/exponential generator is designed to produce an exponential
outputwith a range of e10, or about 20,000 to 1. If the problem variable exceeds this range,
the calcutated pot-setting will turn out to be greater than unity.

In this case, two additional

steps must be taken:
1.

Additional input resistors must be patched in parallet to increase the gain.

2.

A +LIMIT connection (see Paragraph 9. 1.3) must be patched to prevent the
output from becoming negative for large inputs. This is necessary because
when the design range of the DFG is exceeded, (i. e., when the input passes
the last breakpoint) the output decreases linearly,

rather than exponentially.

The limit assures that the output remains zero instead of "crossing over"
and becoming negative.
4 .2 . 2

S c a l e dE x a m p l e
G i v e n :0 5 P s 5 0 , K = 0 . 3
r"o* the scaled input (P/50)
]
Solution: Since K . P (MAX) = 15, the range of the required exponential is greater
Problem:

To generate

["-*"

This indicates that additional gain is necessary.

than that of the DFG.

Developing the scaled equation, as in the previous example:
-lo(sK)
[ -rp]
LE J=E

(P/s0)

where the factor of 10 represents the standard "Gain 10" resistor. Since the factor in parenthesis
(5K) is greater than unity, it is not an achievable pot-setting. Re-writing the equation, using a
gain of 20, we obtain:
[ -rp'l

Le

-zo . (z.sK)

(P/so)

l=e

The "Gain 20! input may be easily obtained by
connecting the pot to both ttre "1" input (really a r'10t' input for this purpose) and the "HG" input. The two gains of 10 in parallel provide the necessary gain of 20. If gains larger than 20
The circuit diagram is given in Figure A4.2.

Erod
- - F*

O

Figure A4.2.

--E-r"\\ t--1
===-i.=-';ilCircui.t Diagramfor

Scaled Example
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are necessary' then additional "gain 10" resistors may be added, or the
"gain 100" resistor
may be used. In this case' a pin must be used to remove the regular
feedback resistor from
amplifier 32. Note also the "+111y1"connection, which limits the output
to positive values and
hence prevents zeto crossover,
4.3

EXPONENTIAL WITH ARBITRARY SCALE FACTOR
4.3.1

General

The exponential function

has its ma>rimum value when the input X is at its minimum. If
"-**
the minimum value of X is zero, then the marimum value of the exponential
is unity, and
| -rx l.
properly scaled analog variable. This scaling for the
is
a
Le
exponential
J
was assumed
in all previous examples.
However, if the minimum value of X is not zero, then the ma:<imum
value of the exponential is
not unity, and an arbitrary scale factor must be included. The general
circuit is given in Figure 44' 3' Note that the sign of the reference bias depends on the
magnitude of A. The output
of the pot is -(L/L}) log A, which is negative if A >1 and positive
if A<1.
4 .3 .2

S c a l e d Ex a m p l e
Given:10=P=25iK=0.6
Problem: To generate e-"t,

given the scaled input (p/zs).

solution: The maximum value of the exponential is €-6 = l/400. Hence.
we
should choose A = 400, and generate the scaled exponential
[eoo .-*t ] . ,n"
setting on the bias pot becomes (log a00)/10 = . bbgl.
Inthiscase, theminimumvalueof theoutputis400.
LIMT connection is necessary.

( U S E+tF
+ l FA
E F (usE
t Rner
Figure

A4-4

A4. s.

Exponentiat

e-15, which islL/20,000.

< t s U S E- t F A > t )

with Arbitrary

scale Factor

Hence, no

-|

-t
-1
-I
-1

-r
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
_1
_I
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Another method of handling the case where the minimum value of the input is not zero is to
generate an auxiliary variable whose minimum is zero. In this case, the variable would be
AP=P-10.

4.4

GENERATING FRACTIONAL POWERS
4.4.L

General

The generalN-th power is illustrated in Figure A4.4. Note that in both cases, +log DFG's
are used. The "gain 10" input on DFG 37 may be most conveniently obtained by using the
'rHG?'input. As shown, the circuit is restricted to
values of N s 1, since N appears as a potLarger exponents may be accommodated by using more gain; €. g. , a setting of N/2
gain
and a
of 20, or a setting of N/3 and a gain of 30, etc. Gains beyond 20 require additional
setting.

input resistors.

For very large gains (a rare occurrence) the "Gain 100" resistor may be used.

Fi.gure 44.4.

Genetrating Nth Power

For N ( 1, no +LIMIT connection is necessary on amplifier 3?. For N ) 1, the limit connection
is usually necessary for amplifier 3?, since XN covers a wider range than X itself.

For example, if X has a minimum value of 10-3 (O.LVoof its maximum value) then X2 has a minimum
of 10-6, which is outside the range of the DFG, even if X itself is not.
In the case N = 1, the output will be correct for X = 0 (it witl be zero). The +LIM connection

-]

-J
-J
-1

-t
I

on the output amplifier assures this, even though the DFG itself is driven outside its design
range.
4 .4 .2

S c a l e dE x a m p l e
Given:05P525
Problem: To generate an output proportional to Pr'a given the scaled input
(P/25).
Solution: Use the above circuit with N = t.4,

and(P/25) as input.

The output

will be (p/ZS)r'4 which is properly scaled. Note the scale factor for the output.

A4-5
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If the output is written as K . PN, where K is the output scale factor, then
6 = (t/2b)N. Thus the value of the output scale factor depends upon the value
of the exponent N. This dependence is necessary to insure that the magnitude
scaling of the output is correct for any value of N; that is, that a properly
scaled input produces a properly scaled output'

4.5

MULTIPLICATION WITH BUILT-IN SCALE FACTOR
4.5.t

Minimum Amplifier Circuit

(two
Two positive signals may be multiplied together with on\y one amplifier and three DFG's
,,plus,, and one "minus"). The circuit is given in Figure A4.5. Note the -LIM connection on
the output amplifier; this is almost always necessary, since the output covers a wider range
than either factor (e.g., when x = y = 10-3r xy = 10-6).

,Fi,gure A4.5.

Mtr'tti'pti'cati'on- Single Am|lifier

4 . 5 . 2 Many Common Factors
If many products occur with the same factor, then circuit of Figure A4.5 is generally not the
To avoid generating the log of ä
most economical, even though it uses the fewest amplifiers.
factor more than once, it is preferable to use an output amplifier for the logarithm, so that the
log is then available for "fanning out" to more than one product. See Figure A4.6. Although
TO OTHER
clRculTs
LOGX

+xY

fi uoov

+ LIM

TO OTHER
c lRculTs
Figare A4.6.

A 4- 6

Mtr.ltipli.cation - Many tuodttcts with Common Factors
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this circuit uses more amplifiers than the one above, it uses fewer DFG's if one or more
factors are common to the same product.

In problems with many interrelated products, this

circuit is the most economical. The equipment requirement is one amplifier and one DFG per
factor and one amplifier and one DFG per product.

4.6

MULTIPLICATION WITH ARBITRARY SCALE FACTOR
4. 6. L

General

The multiplication circuit in Figure 44.5 has a "built-in" scale factor similar to that on other
multipliers, such as the quarter-square multiptier. If both scaled inputs are at their respective
maximum values simultaneously (i. e., 1.0 unit) then the output wiII also be at its maximum
(1.0 unit).
This built-in scale factor is generally a good one to use, but it is poor if the inputs do not reach
their respective maximum values simultaneously.

In case the murimum value of the product

is known to be less than the product of the mu<imum values of the factors, a better (and more
accurate) scaling is possible.

The general circuit is given in Figure A4.7.

+ REF

Figure A4.7.

Muttiptication with Arbitrary

Scale Factor

Note that we always have A = 1. This is because the "built-in" scale factor is always either
correct (in case the maximum inputs occur simultaneously) or else too small (in case one input
is small when the other is large).
ative to the "built-in"

Hence, it may prove desirable to increase the output (rel-

scale factor) but never to decrease it.

A4-7
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4.6.2

S c a l e d E x a mp l e
Given: 0 5 P s 2 0 , 0 5 Q 5 s
05PQ550
Problem: To generate (PQ/50), given the scaled inputs (P/20) and (Q/5).
Solution: Straight-forward multiplication of.(P/20\ fV (a/5) would give (PQ/fOO),
which would be proper scaling if the variables "peaked" simultaneously, so that
the murimum was actualty 100. However, w€ are assuming that they do not
peak" simultaneously, and that the maximum value of the product is estimated
as 50. Since we want to amplify the output by a factor of 2, we should choose
A = 2 in the general circuit. The pot-setting is then L/L0 (Iog 2) = 0. 06932.

Since this is <0. 1, w€ may improve the accuracy by using a "gain.1" (100K) resistor and a
setting bf 0. 6932. If this is done, the "gain 1" resistor must be externally patched, since the
"1" input on a Junction Inverter, as explained above, is really a "gain 10" (10K) resistor.
AIso, if the ?'HG" terminal is not used as an input, a pin must be inserted to remove the feedback resistor.

-REF
Fi.gure A4.8.
4.7

Proü,tcts of Powers

PRODUCTS OF POWERS

In many applications (for example, in chemical kinetics probtems) it is necessary to generate
terms such as XM YN, where X and Y are variables and M and N are positive constants (which
need not be integers).

Such outputs may be generated by the circuit of Figure A4.8.

An arbi-

trary scale factor is included for the output in case X and Y do not "peak" simultaneously.
This circuit'may be easily generalized to handle products with more than two factors. As
shown, the circuit is restricted to exponents s 1.0; however, larger exponents may be handled
by using larger gains.

A4-8
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4.8
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DTVISION

t

{'t

I

4.8.1

t

tl

The general division circuit is shown in Figure .A4.9, Note the following facts:

I
T,
t

l

General

1.

pected minimum value of the quotient.

_

2.
{
l

The factor A is chosen to scale the quotient properly, and will always be
=1. To see this, assurne that both X and Y have maximum values of unity
(which will be true if they are properly scaled computer variables). Then
the maximum value of the quotient is at least unity (for example, when

-

l--

y = 1. 0, the quotient y/x = 1. 0) and may be much larger (e. S. , if x is small
when y is large). Hence, it may prove necessary to atterruate the output by

;
r

The +LIM connection may or may not be necessary, depending on the ex-

-

means of the bias pot, but it will never be necessary to ampli.fy it.

I

3.

lj
-

(O = x s 1 and
This circuit works only in one quadrantl we must have
-LOG DFG
0 5 y S 1). (Note that this means that the input voltage to the
must benegatiue since the input is -y.)

i '

-

ffre output quotient will be

positive.

l_

l_
I
f
I

Il_
1

..rl

l

lil

-4.

l-

I
+ REF

I

l

-

l-_

4 .8 .2

t|j

S c a l e d Ex a m PIe

Problem: To generate the scaled output (P/20a) from the scaled inputs (P/500)

l *

and (Q/100).

{

I
_ä
A4-9
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;
I

DiuiSi,on

Given: 0 5P s500, 0 =Q 5 100and 0 5 P/Q 5 20.

J-*
I

Fi.gure 44.9.

G
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by the scaled denominator' we obtain
solution: Dividing the scaled numerator
(p/500):(a/100)=p/SQ.ThedesiredscaledoutputisP/20Q'whichis
A = 4' The scaled equation becomes:
one-fourth of this. Hence we choose

(P/5oo)
=r@no-o
m
P

(y/AX) for the general circuit given above'
which is in the proper format

The pot-setting is

ftros4=0.1386.

+ lax
+ LIM

I tou A
lo

+ REF
Figure A4. L0. Reciy'rocal Generati'on
4.9

RECIPROCALS
4.9.1

General

is given in Figure A4' 10'
the reciprocal of a given variable
The general circuit for producing
hence, it uses one less
circuit with a constant numerator;
It may be considered as a division
points should be noted:
division circuit. The following
Iog/exponential DFG than the standard
1.

by the ma;rimum expected value of
The factor A ) 1 should be determined
value of x'
1/x, which corresponds to the rni'ni'mum

Z.

is
oi tt'e input to its minimum value
If the ratio of the mucimum value
on the bias pot will be
= eIO (about 20,000), then the calculated setting
51.0.Inthiscase,no+LlMconnectionisrequiredtopreventzeto
crossover.

3.

pot will have
than 20,000 to 1' the bias
If the range of the input is greater
tobeconnectedtoalargergain.A+LlMconnectionwillthenbenecessary
to Prevent zero crossover'

A4-10
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Given a problem variable Q, 20 5 Q 5 1000. It is required to generate a properly-scaled reciprocal. Solution: Since the ma>rimum value ot L/Q occurs when Q = 20, we should scale the
reciprocal as (20/q.

The input Q is, of course, scaled as (Q/1000). The scaled equation

may be written as

eo/q)=ÄGA-ooI

-]

-l
-1
_l

YS,OSOF THE LOG/EXPONENTIAL

which expresses the desired relation between the scaled input (Q/1000) and the scaled output
The factor A must be chosen to balance the equation, solving for A we see that A = 50.
QI/q.
The pot-setting then beco*u"

$Log

A = .39!2, using the tabte of natural Iogs given in this

appendix.
4. 10 B A S E 1 0 L OGS
In case a base 10 logarithm is desired, it may be obtained from the base e logarithm by multiptying by the appropriate conversion factor.

_]

This may be most easily accomplished by means

of a pot in the feedback of a high-gain amplifier.

If 4-decade scaling is desired, the appro-

priate equation is:

I

-t

(l/4 Loerox) = (L/t0 log" x)/0. 4 log" 10
The circuit diagram is given in Figure 44. 11. Note that this is the regular "base e" Iog circuit, except for the use of pot feedback, which divides the output by the pot-setting 0.4 log"

I

10= 0.9210.

-|

-t
-J

-1
-l

I

o.92ro
Fi.gure 44.11.

Base 10 Log

Figure A4.12.

Illustration

of a D.taI Circuit

4. TT ILLUSTRATION OF A DUAL CIRCUIT
The rules for obtaining a dual circuit are given at the beginni,ng of this appendix. As an example,
Figure A4.t2 is the dual circuit of Figure A4.4.

A4-11
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,'essentially" the same function, except for sign'
dual perform
Note that a given circuit and its
considerations:
case wiII depend upon the following
choice between the two in a given
1.

is desired?
available, and what sign of the output
Sign. What signs of the inputs are
inverters ?
Which circuit uses f ewer external

2.

Availabre DFG's.
cuit uses

4.t2

Note that if a cirHow many DFG's of each type are available?
its dual'
DFG's, the opposite will be true for
more"plus"than"minus"

LOG/EXPONENTIAL TABLES

and checking problems
prove helpfut in programming, scaling,
The following short tables may
using known propernot in this table may be calculated
using the log/exponential DFG. varues
tiesofthelogfunction-e'g''1og(150)=Iog(?5)+tog(2);1og(1'25)=Loe$/a\=1og5-Iog4'

Natural Logs

x l

Log X

x l !9sx I x l

x l

LogX

I-T x

l

Log X

2

0.69315

22

3.04452 | 4L
3 . 0 9 1 0 4 42

3

1.09861

23

3 . 1 3 549

43

4

1.38629

24

3.1?805

44

5

1.60944

25

3.21888

45

4.39445
3 . 7 1 3 5 ? 61 | 4 . 1 1 0 8 ? 81 I
4.40672
82
3 . ? 3 ? 6 ? 62 4. tzllg
4.4L884
3 . ? 6 1 2 0 63 4 . 1 4 3 1 3 83
4.43082
3. ?8419 64 4 . 1 5 8 8 8 84
4.44265
4.L7439 8 5
65
3.80666

26

3.25810

46

3.82864

66

86

4.45435

1.?9176

4. 18965

6

3.29584

47

3.85015

6?

4.20469

4.46591

1.94591

27

8?

7

3.33220

48

68

4.2L95L

3. 36?30

49

69

4.234LL

4.48864

2. L9722

29

89

I

3.87120
3. 89182

4.47734

2.07944

28

88

8

3.40120

50

3.91202

70

4.24850

4.49981

31

3.43399

51

3.93183

7L

4.26268

91

4.51086

11

2.30259
2" 39?90

30

90

10

3.46574

52

3.95124

72

4.27667

4.52L79

2 .4 8 4 9 L

32

92

t2

33

3.49561

53

3.9?029

?3

4.29046

93

4.53260

13 I 2.56495
,T4 2 . 6 3 9 0 6
1 5 2 "? 0 8 0 5

34

3.52636

54

3.98898

' ?4

4"3040?

94

4.54329

35

3. 55535

55

4"00?33

15

4.31749

95

4. 5538 8

36

3. 58352

56

4.02535

?6

4.330?3

4.56435

2.77259

96

16

3-61092

5?

4.04305

77

4.34381

4.5141t

2.83321

3?

9?

t7

3B

3.63?59

58

4.06044

?8

98

4.58497

2.8903?

4.356?1

18

3.66356

59

4.07754

?9

4.36945

4.595L2

2,94444

39

99

19
20

2.995?3

40

3 . 6 8888

60

4.09434

80

4 . 3 8 2 0 3 100

. , Tn nnnnn I;J
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Exponential Function
X

e

.X

x

e

-x

x

e

-X

x

e

-X

x

e

-x

0"0

1.000000 2 " 0 0 . 1 3 5 3 3 5 4 . 0 0 . 0 1 8 3 1 6 6 . 0 0.0024?88 8 . 0 0.0003355

0.1

0.904837

0.2

0.818731 2 . 2

0.3

0.7408tr8 2 . 3 0 . 1 0 0 2 5 9 4 . 3 0 . 0 1 3 5 6 9 6 . 3 0"0018363 8 . 3 0 . 0 0 0 2 4 8 5

0.4

0.6?0320 2 . 4 0.090718 4 . 4

0.0L2277 6 . 4

0 . 0 0 1 6 6 1 6 8 . 4 0.0002249

0.5

0" 60 6 5 3 1

2 . 5 0.082085 4 . 5

0.011109 o . D

0. 0015034

8.5

0.0002035

0.6

0.010052 6 . 6

0.0013604 8 . 6

0.0001841

0.?

0 . 5 4 8 8 1 2 2 . 6 0.074274 4 . 6
0.496585 2 . 7 0.067206 4 " 7

0.009095 6 . 7

0.0012309 8 . 7

0.0001666

0.8

0" 449329

2 . 8 0.060810 4 . 8

0.008230 6 " 8

0.0011138 8 . 8

0.000150?

0"007447 6 . 9

0.0010078 8 . 9

0.0001364

2 . L 0.L22456

4.L

0 . 0 1 6 5 ? 3 6.1

0.0022429 8 . 1

0.0003035

0 "1 1 0 8 0 3 4 . 2 0 . 0 1 4 9 9 6 6 . 2 0 . 0 0 2 0 2 9 4 8 " 2 0 . 0 0 0 2 7 4 ?
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APPENDIX 5

ELECTRONIC SWITCHES

Electronic switches, or "gates" are used for mode control for integrators and track/store
units.
These gates are turned on and off by logic levels, and have a switching time of one microsecond
or les s .
These gates are represented on schematic diagrams by a diamond-shaped symbol (see, for
example, Figure 6.2). The gates are used to switch input and feedback connections to the
amplifier junction. In understanding the diagrams, it is important to realize that the input (and
feedback) elements are shorted directty to ground whenever the gate is not conducting. In other
words, each diamond-shaped symbol represents two electronic switches, one connecting the
appropriate summing junction to grouhd, and the other connecting it to the amplifier junction.
Thus, the summing junction is always essentially at ground potential; it is either connected
directly to ground, or else to an amplifier junction (virtual ground).
This fact is important from the point of view of loading. Since most inputs to these amplifiers
come from potentiometers, it is important to assure that the summing junction is at virtual
ground at all times.

I

I
I
Simpli.fied s chematic for inl egrator.
(HOLD mode circuitry omitted for
clarity. )

Functiormlly equiualent circuit,
using relays.
A5-1
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junction' Hence the
are connected to the summing
Note that both input and feedback elements
for intethe gate is switched off . This is important
feedback element is arso grounded when
the
that the feedback capacitor is charged to
grators and track f storeunits, since it assures
(not
capacitor values, a current-limiting resistor
appropriate amprifier voltage. For rarge
drain
with the gate to prevent excessive current
shown on schematic below) is used in series
on the amplifier at high frequencies'
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Effectiue circai.t for i'ntegrator in
Iö mod,e. (Hotd ci.rcui.t eli'mirn'ted
for ctarity. Note that the feedback
capacitor and the input resistor are
grounded. )

Effectiue circuit for integrator i'n
öPnnl,f E mode. (Note tlnt IC
summingjunction is grounded.)

paragraph 13.3) is siinilar to the mgde contror gates described above,
The D/A switch (see
proper load'
ground when the switch is off, thus assuring
in that it shorts the input resistor to
one
mode control switches in that it switches only
ing at all times. However, it differs from
amplifier
does not switch the feedback element of the
input resistor, instead of severar, and it
to which it is Patched.
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APPENDIX 6
NORMALLY-CLOSED PATCH PANEL SWITCHES

The 680 Computer makes extensive use of normally-closed switches. behind the patch panel to
reduce patching complexity. These switches make contact between various parts of a circuit
internally,

but allow this contact to be broken by the insertion of a patchcord.

The working of this switch is shown in Figures A6. 1 to A6,3.

The two points (A and B) are in-

ternal points of the circuit behind the patch panel. When nothing is patched in, points A and B
are connected. When a patchcord is inserted, it makes contact with B andbreaks the connection between A and B.
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Figure A6.1. NormallyClosed Switch without
Patchcord

Figure A6.3. NormallyClosed Switch as it ApPears
on Schematic Diagrams

Note that the symbol for the normally-closed switch consists of a large circle tangent to a
small circle.

The operator "patches into the large circle",

and thus breaks the contact with

the small circle.
This type of patch panel switch is used both for analog signals and for logic signals. As an example of its use, for logic signals, see Chapter 20. Note that if nothing is patched into the
mode control terminals, the integrator operates normally (i. e., in response to the mode
pushbuttons), If logic signals are patched into these terminals, the normal mode control is
disconnected, and the computer is controlled by the locally patched signals.
A conventional patch panel termination is shown in Figures A6.4 to A6.6.

Inserting a patch-

cord simply makes a single contact.

ffi
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Fi.gure A6. 2. NormallyClosed Switch with Patchcord Inserted

Figure A6.4. Conuentiornl (Single) Terminnl,
witlnut Patchcord

ffi.
Figure A6.5. Conuenti.onnl (Single) T ermirml,
with Patchcord

Figure 46.6. Conuenti,onnl (Single) T ermi,rml,
as i.t A\bears on Schematic Diagrams
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APPENDD( 7

t-r '

STANDARD 680 PATCH PANEL CONFIGI'RATION
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The photograph in this appendix shows the standard layout of the 680 Patch Panel. The handles
and latches have been removed for clarity. This illustration should be used as a guide only,
since special systems may have other component configurations, particularly for multipliers
and DFG,s. In'ihese cases, appropriate overlays are applied to the patch panel to indicate
correct component arrangements, and the panel itself must be used as a layout guide.
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